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IDEAS OF TO-DAY 
VOLUME 8 NUMBER I 

* Ideas are power. The purpose qf this 
periodical is to draw attention to 
the progressive mental and spiritual 
factors in every field, and to show 
that there lies behind them one 
unifying Principle and its infinite 
operation. * 

Editorial 
In this Issue: 

A Transformation Scene 
IsN'T THAT WHAT this human 
life of ours might well be called 
-a transformation scene? It 
is a realm where, because of 
his spiritual origin, man 1s 
impelled sooner or later to 
leave behind the merely primi
tive and animal, and gradually 
transform the things of his 
human experience until they 
become window panes through 
which the clean radiance of the 
divine can shine more and more 
clearly. 

For instance, our article 
"What Makes a House a 
Home?" points out that while 
primitive man certainly makes 
a dwelling where he can find 
refuge from the elements, eat, 
sleep, and raise a family, it is 
the spiritual element in him 
which eventually causes him 
to make that dwelling into a 
home. 

In A Musical Pilgrim's Pro
gress (reviewed on page 2), the 
author illustrates in a fascinat
ing way how basic and indeed 
inevitable for the genuine seeker 
is this line of progress from the 
sensuous to the rriore civilized 
and on again to "intimations 
of immortality." 

Again, the feature on dreams 
presents a similar threefold 
classification, in the attempt 
to bring into proper perspective 
this element in our lives which 
is usually either overrated or 
underrated. 

Faber's fourth article on 
Jesus' parables suggests the 
essential standpoint by which 
man can assert his dominion 
over the human scene-only 
by binding the "strong man" 
of belief in a real power 
opposed to God. 

Peggy M. Brook's inspired 
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interpretation of the stories of 
the first Israelite judges (not
ably those remarkable figures, 
Deborah and Gideon) shows 
that wherever there is the real 
desire a "judge" will a lways 
arise to transform the situation 
with an exact salvation. 

"On the Art of Accom
panying" then gives a good 
example of how a job which 
to some seems dull and unim
portant is transformed by love 
until it becomes alive with 
creativity and joy. 

Finally, we have reviews of 
two new books which in their 
different ways show how a 
spiritual standpoint can illu
mine the record of six thousand 
years of human history, so that 

it comes into clear focus as a 
steady and intelligible develop
ment out of the darkness into 
the light of universal spiritual 
freedom . 

The theme of this issue is 
that we certainly should not 
dismiss our human experience 
with indifference as beyond the 
pale of the spiritual, but neither 
should we look upon it as an 
end in itself. Surely the 
healthiest way to regard it 1s 
to enjoy the opportunities it 
provides for looking beyond it 
to the eternal spiritual values 
which lend it all the inspira
tion, meaning, and beauty it 
will ever possess ? It then 
becomes a constant transforma
tion scene. 

A Musical Pilgrim's Progress 
A Musical Pilgrim's Progress (O.U.P., 1933) by J. D. M. Rorke is 
a book that will surely delight any music-lover who has not yet 
come across it. The author traces the growth of his own under
standing and love of music through the three main stages of 
Chopin, Wagner, and Beethoven, and his account is enthralling. 

He describes how music came to penetrate and possess his life 
more deeply, "first dallying with the fantasy-emotions, then 
having access to the serious springs of thought and action, then 
communing with the faiths and intuitions that underlie all
stages that in [his] case were inscribed with the chief names, 
Chopin, Wagner, Beethoven." 

It is not an exaggeration to say that on almost every page one 
finds oneself pausing to ponder and then saying, "Oh yes, that 
describes it exactly." There are also many passing remarks which 
set one thinking. For instance, in these days when we read of 
states of intense and so-called spiritual perception being attained 
through taking drugs such as mescalin, it is interesting to consider 
Mr. Rorke's touchstones for the genuineness of such moments of 
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A MUSICAL PILGRIM'S PROGRESS 

perception in music: "I should say the test is, first, how they 
happen: whether we sink into them, or whether they are, not 
indeed achieved by striving, but found on a summit which has 
been achieved by striving, and by growing and suffering and 
learning, as were Beethoven's moments of vision ... And, second, 
validity: whether they are able to stand up to the rest of experi
ence. One sort of vision breaks up, one sort of glow departs at the 
first touch of commonsense .. . But this music that [in George 
Meredith's words] wings our green to wed our blue has a meaning 
that abides. It is conceivable that it might change permanently 
the whole look of life. Even though we forget about it, it is there 
for us to remember and go back to again." 

The Individual Path 

Mr. Rorke shows very clearly that if someone is genuinely 
attracted to music-and this, of course, applies equally to any 
spiritual discipline-he will undoubtedly find his own individual 
path of progress that will be the best and most satisfying way for 
him-and no one should try to force him off that path onto follow
ing .a more "respectable" one. 

He says: "There is something futile about attempts to foster 
'appreciation' or force it away from the line of its own strongest 
inclination ... Personally, I hold to a general belief that if a man 
is one-sided, what he needs is not to be drawn back from his sub
ject, but to get farther into it. I should say, let the seeker find his 
way by what he loves best. If he is chivied off that line by well
meant tutoring, or if he distrusts it or deserts it through artistic 
snobbery or earnest efforts at self-improvement, he loses his only 
clue and wanders about in music like a gaping tourist, and has no 
touchstone for its values ... The pilgrim must not be dragged on, 
supposing any force or authority could do it, at the risk of leaving 
his heart behind. Let him stick to his country till it begins to be 
too small for him, and refuse to leave it except for a better coun
try, which he himself seeks. Incredible as it may seem, that time 
will come." 

Gradually music wiil take under its sway for the genuine seeker 
"new acres of thought and life." How excellently that describes 
how our attitude to all things of the spirit embraces by degrees 
a wider area of experience. It is no longer confined to ecstatically 
pious moments, but step by step becomes wedded through a 
deeper humility and love on our part to the whole oflife. 

The Three Periods of Creative Development 

The three main stages of Beethoven's development as a creative 
artist are very familiar to music-lovers, but it is illuminating to 
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discern the same development in Shakespeare, in other great 
creative artists, and also in any of us as we rise to a greater under
standing and expression of spiritual ideas. 

In the first stage the artist imitates to some extent and battens 
on the masters who have gone before. A little ofhis own individual 
force begins to flow out, but much is as yet unexpressed. Then 
comes the second stage, when the scene shifts to a new level 
where the individual voice begins to emerge and to reach its 
happiest pitch of dominion and authority. Finally comes the 
third period, when the artist reaches out to a new realm, a new 
perfection on a higher level, where he can usually manage only 
hints of what he glimpses through the mists. 

In Mr. Rorke's words, Beethoven in this third period "aban
dons the throne on which he was absolute monarch, and becomes 
a pilgrim, a hermit, a dry scholastic sometimes, or sometimes a 
seer and mystic ... There is a reaching after intimacy which is 
all against rhetoric. There is an indifference to effect which may 
amount to complete forgetfulness of any audience. There is an 
'exploring' quality in much of the music ... Finally, and as the 
essence of the change, mastery is displaced by something bigger
humility. That is the quality of the high moments now. Not' the 
strong hand, but fingers feeling as a child's at a closed door, which 
once and again opens and lets in fragments of miraculous vision 
and song ... And, over and above, as a by-product or it may be 
the main product, though we should have to reckon it like radium 
in milligrams, those passages occur when the spirit of music 
seems to be set free from the ordinary conditions of birth and con
straints of embodiment. They float up out of their context and 
leave it beneath them like artificial, man-made stuff." 

And so both in the development of the ordinary music-lover's 
understanding and the development of the supreme creative 
artists one can discern the same basic threefold line of progress. 
This is in truth man's great lifeline, as his birthright impels him 
up from the primitive and animal to a full humanity and on 
again to a hint of divinity. 

* In a review of a recent performance by Yehudi Menuhin of 
the Brahms Violin Concerto in London, Neville Cardus of the 
Manchester Guardian illustrates how a masterpiece, being spiritual, 
is open to interpretation on every level. When an artist of genius 
interprets the work, it is raised to heights never before fully 
realized. Of Menuhin's performance he says: "The tone was not 
large or demanding. . . It was a tone that apparently was 
addressed almost directly to the inner and spiritual, and only 
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indirectly lo the physical ear. Communion wine is not rolled over 
the palate after all. And this was an interpretation of intense 
spirituality. It transcended nineteenth century and romantic 
notions ofBrahms; it was indeed a Brahms of mental and spiritual 
essences, with the comfortable earthly flesh discarded ... Menu
bin seemed to be playing as though using the medium of a voice 
from some lofty sphere, the voice of a Brahms heard under condi
tions of eternity .. It was violin-playing which gave the impression 
of listening to some music heard in the distance, yet clearly, and 
untouched by material vibrations." 

DREAMS 
To SOME PEOPLE DREAMS are 
of no significance whatsoever 
whereas to others they are the 
object of intense and even 
morbid curiosity. Since dreams 
are undoubtedly part and par
cel of human experience, it 
may be helpful to attempt to 
see them in their right per
spective. As a beginning, let us 
try to define the three main 
categories into which dreams 
may be classified. 

The lowest category is of 
dreams which express a primi
tive fear, which rises up out 
of the depths of "the collective 
unconscious," as Jung calls it, 
or "the carnal mind," as 
St. Paul termed it. It takes form 
in a dream because we have 
not faced up to this fear in 
conscious thought, but have 
pushed it aside. We should 
not entirely dismiss from 
thought a dream of this type, 
nor (on the other hand) should 

we dwell on it unduly, but 
should we not swiftly and 
cleanly bring out the fear from 
the darkness and let the light 
of Truth show its baselessness? 

For instance, the dream of 
trying to catch a train and 
being frustrated in this effort 
at every turn may indicate 
pressure of work and some fear 
that we are not going . to finish 
it in time. If that is so, it is a 
good thing to face it and put 
our work into the hands of 
God, who holds the idea as 
already complete, provides for 
its orderly unfolding, and never 
demands of us more than we 
can fulfil. 

Or there is the dream of 
someone dying, which needs 
to be met squarely with the 
truth that God's man is not 
a mortal proposition at all, 
that he is never extinguished, 
but can only pass from life 
to life, never ceasing to be the 
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representative of the one m
finite Life which is boundless 
inspiration and activity. If 
we dream that someone IS 

going to die, this certainly 
does not mean that it is in
evitable that they will! But 
it can be a helpful signal to 
us to handle immediately the 
primitive fear with the author
ity and certainty of the Mind 
of Christ. 

The second category would 
seem to be that of wish
fulfilment dreams. We wake 
up in a pleasant reverie after 
dreaming of some great achieve
ment or success or bliss, effort
lessly attained, and then come 
down to earth with a bump 
to find that it is all a dream. 
Here again, these wish-fulfil
ments are part of the "col
lective unconscious," or "car
nal mind," with its interpreta
tions of success and happiness, 
and these have merely "used" 
our thoughts through the med
ium of a dream. Once more, 
we can get "on top" of the 
dream and we can remind 
ourselves of all that we have 
and are in God's sight as His 
beloved children, for "unto 
him that hath it shall be given." 

For instance, our dream may 
be of conducting an orchestra 
brilliantly, winning a case in 
court, or solving some problem 
as a great personal success, 
and wisdom generally lies then 
in re-dedicating ourselves more 

soberly to the divine Principle 
which always operates through 
systematic procedure. 

Thirdly, there is the cate
gory of dreams which are 
prophetic in the highest sense. 
They define for us perhaps a 
new goal, or a new vision of 
the nature of reality, or make 
very clear to us what we should 
do. The Bible has specific 
instances of such dreams. Pha
raoh's dreams, when inter
preted by J oseph, analyzed 
the situation exactly and en
abled intelligent measures to 
be taken against the coming 
lean years. Most notably, it 
was in a dream that J oseph 
was told by an angel (an idea 
coming to him with such peace, 
finality, and love that he was 
sure of its divine emanation), 
"Joseph, thou son of David, 
fear not to take unto thee 
Mary thy wife .... " He was 
later warned in a dream to go 
down into Egypt and in another 
to return out of Egypt. 

Do not let us worship dreams 
nor worry about them, seek 
them nor study them in them
selves. Nor let us regard as 
personal to ourselves the im
ages which belong only to the 
dark abyss of the so-called 
carnal mind. But let us trust 
that the Mind which is God 
will interpret for us the world 
of dreams as the need arises 
and establish our dominion 
over this shadowy realm. 



Do the Gospel Parables 
Live To-day?-IV 

Bv FABER 

THE MORE ONE STUDIES JESUS' 
PARABLES, the more one IS 
convinced that they do not 
just enshrine little personal 
pieces of wisdom : they are 
expressions of a revolutionary 
divine Science which the Mas
ter understood and demon
strated through an unparalleled 
obedience. 

So far in this series we have 
considered parables which to 
me throw light on the nature 
of God as the infinite Mind, 
the one source of intelligence 
(the parables of the importu
nate friend and the sower), on 
the nature of God as Spirit, 
the infinite good (the parables 
of the seed springing up of its 
own accord and the tares and 
the wheat), and on the nature 
of God as Soul, the infinite 
fact of identity (the parable of 
the prodigal son). 

The Pharisee and the 
Publican 

Now, in considering the na
ture of God as the divine 
Principle, the infinite fact of 
harmonious government (you 
may like to refer to my pre
vwus article about this in 
IDEAS OF TO-DAY for March
April, 1957), I find myself 
thinking first of the parable 

** 

of the Pharisee and the pub
lican: "And he spake this 
parable unto certain which 
trusted in themselves that they 
were righteous, and despised 
others: Two men went up 
into the temple to pray; the 
one a Pharisee, and the other 
a publican. The Pharisee stood 
and prayed thus with himself, 
God, I thank thee, that I am 
not as other men are, ex
tortioners, unjust, adulterous, 
or even as this publican. I 
fast twice in the week, I give 
tithes of all that I possess. 
And the publican, standing 
afar off, would not lift up so 
much as his eyes unto heaven, 
but smote upon his breast, 
saying, God be merciful to 
me a sinner. I tell you, this 
man went down to his house 
justified rather than the other: 
for every one that exalteth 
himself shall be abased; and 
he that humbleth himself shall 
be exalted." E. V. Rieu in his 
recent translation of the Gos
pels translates the first part 
of that last sentence like this: 
"I tell you that if either of the 
two went home approved by 
God, it was the tax-collector." 

Here we have two contrasted 
approaches to the God who 
is divine Principle and as such 
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is no respecter of persons. 
Neither the self-congratulatory 
nor self-depreciatory attitude 
is fully recommended, you will 
notice, but Jesus says that the 
publican's was the preferable 
outlook, and I think that was 
because it involved teachable
ness. 

If like the Pharisee you are 
convinced of your own moral 
rectitude and superiority to 
others, by all the evidence that 
is valid in your eyes, you can 
be approaching God in what 
you call prayer only in order 
to congratulate yourself in the 
presence of an admiring Blank 
-and you are certainly asking 
for future trouble. The Pharisee 
was not looking to the 
divine Principle at all for a 
closer approximation to true 
righteousness; he was just look
ing at himself in self-satis
faction, and then looking very 
critically at the other fellow 
for further confirmation of this 
feeling. Jesus' own attitude 
was, "Why callest thou me 
good? there is none good 
but one, that is, God,"-the 
divine Principle to which he 
was fully obedient. 

So the great lesson of this 
parable seems to me: when 
you pray, look right away from 
personal righteousness or self
depreciation, stop comparing 
yourself with others, and look 
wholly to the one God who is 
the infinite divine Principle 

and therefore loves to teach and 
interpret Himself wherever 
there is humble and teachable 
thought. 

Binding the Strong Man 

Then there is the parable 
which goes like this: "How can 
one enter into a strong man's 
house, and spoil his goods, 
except he first bind the strong 
man? and then he will spoil 
his house." 

This parable, though brief, 
makes a point of tremendous 
importance. The "strong man's 
house" evidently stands for 
the realm of the so-called 
"carnal mind," which is "en
mity against God," the one 
evil, arrayed against the one 
divine Principle. "His goods" 
are sin, disease, suffering, war, 
etc., of which we all wish to 
despoil him. But the point 
is, how can we get rid of the 
effects .of the carnal mind unless 
we deal first with the cause of 
those effects, the carnal mind 
itself? It is no good dealing 
with the effects as personal 
error. 

We have to begin by over
coming our belief in a power 
opposed to God, the one omni
potent Being. The moment 
we acknowledge the funda
mental reality of a power 
opposed to God, we have no 
hope of getting rid of all "the 
ills that flesh is heir to," stem
ming from such a power. 
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Jesus always dealt first with the 
belief of an evil cause outside 
God's all-inclusive government, 
and went on from that stand
point to the secondary task 
of annihilating the effects. 

For instance, if you consider 
Jesus' healing of the man born 
blind, you will see that he 
first bound the "strong man" 
of belief in a real power op
posed to God which could cause 
blindness. He affirmed that 
the only thing that counted 
was the fact that the works of 
God were going to be made 
manifest. He spat on the ground 
and made clay of the spittle, 
which gives the impression that 
he had nothing but contempt 
for the belief that there is in
telligence in a materialistic 
sense of things and that the 
real man is made of the dust 
of the ground-i.e., born as 
a result of the blind impulses 
of his human parents. He 
anointed the eyes of the blind 
man with the clay and told 
him to go and wash it away in 
the stream called Sent. The 
real import of this seems to me 
that Jesus told that man to 
bathe his thought in the full 
stream of realizing that he was 
"sent" (as Jesus himself was) 
by the Mind which is God and 
was therefore endowed with 
intelligent purposefulness and 
could see where he was going, 
both mentally and physically. 
When the man obeyed, he 

was healed, and his vision was 
clear on every level, as the 
ensuing verses of John 9 abun
dantly show. 

If Jesus had not first bound 
the "strong man" in his own 
thought by denying the evil 
a cause, it is safe to say that he 
could never have dealt with 
the effect. So in that parable 
lies a revolutionary lesson for 
us. We must get to the root of 
our troubles, instead of going 
on in the vain effort to do this 
by merely cutting off the head 
of the daisy, so to speak. 

The Unclean Spirit Who 
Returned 

This is followed well by the 
parable of the unclean spirit 
who returned: "When the un
clean spirit is gone out of a 
man, he walketh through dry 
places, seeking rest, and findeth 
none. Then he saith, I will 
return into my house from 
whence I came out; and when 
he is come, he findeth it empty, 
swept, and garnished. Then 
goeth he, and taketh with 
himself seven other spirits more 
wicked than himself, and they 
enter in and dwell there: and 
the last state of that man is 
worse than the first." 

The great point here is that 
nothing finally banishes evil 
(or for that matter enables us 
to bind the "strong man") 
except the positive filling of our 
thought with that which is 
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in accord with the one Prin
ciple of all being. It will not 
do to deny some evil through 
human will-power without let
ting some relevant divine truth 
fill the vacuum. Otherwise, 
one leaves oneself open to the 
invasion of far worse evils. 
The "empty house" of a con
sciousness that is not filled in 
every nook and cranny with 
the positive energies of specific 
spiritual ideas emanating from 
the one God, the divine Prin
ciple, is highly vulnerable. 

For example, there would 
eventually have been an " emp-

ty house" in the case of the 
man born blind if J esus had 
merely told him to repeat to 
himself again and again, "I 
am not blind, I am not blind," 
instead of filling his thought 
with the joyful and rocklike 
conviction of being "sent" by 
God to do His will, for this 
entirely displaced the erroneous 
conception that he was the 
incurable offspring of blind lust. 

Do you not agree that there 
is plenty in these parables of 
the Master which calls for 
scientific spiritual research and 
proof of the highest kind ? 

WHAT MAKES A HOUSE A HOME? 

lF YOU ARE A BUSY HOME

MAKER, do you ever pause to 
realize that making a house into 
a home is one of the signs of 
civilization? A very everyday 
sign, maybe, but of vital im
portance to the individual who 
lives in the home and to the 
society of which he is a member. 
Primitive man makes a dwell
ing where he can find refuge 
from the elements, sleep, raise 
a family, and eat what he 
needs to stay alive. It is the 
spiritual element in man which 
causes him to make that dwell
ing-house a place of blessing 
and beauty, refreshment and 
relaxation and peace. 

A Scottish Text 

In a Scottish croft this text 
hangs in the porch:-

The beauty of the house is 
order, 

The blessing of the house is 
contentment, 

The glory of the house 1s 
hospitality, 

The crown of the house 1s 
Love. 

Do you agree that this puts 
well certain salient aspects of 
the house that is a home? 
First of all, order. Order for 
what end though? Merely 
for its own sake, which can 
degenerate into over-fussiness 
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and a museum atmosphere, 
or as the best background for 
the creative activities that rad
iate from home? T. S. Eliot 
has written, "Home is where 
one starts from," and all activi
ties are best carried on from an 
orderly atmosphere as a start
ing-point. 

Order is basically a spiritual 
value, which really has to be 
appreciated in the heart before 
it is expressed as a matter of 
course in the home. Discerning 
order as a spiritual value soon 
gives us such a love for it that 
we are glad on the housekeep
ing level to get rid of clutter 
and dirt and find a place for 
everything and everything in 
its place. 

Then, "the blessing of the 
house is contentment." It is 
amazing how quickly one can 
forget that it is the whole at
mosphere, the spirit, of a home 
that people feel as they come 
into it; and therefore that the 
only foundation for a home that 
is lovely to live in and a joy 
to visit is for everyone (but 
especially the mother, who 
sets the prevailing tone, since 
home is primarily her world) 
to cultivate an inner content
ment, the gratitude and joy 
which none can take away be
cause they are independent of 
physical conditions. 

Of course, the glory of the 
house is hospitality. A home 
that does not open its doors 

to others is not fulfilling its 
entire function. Some people 
can become so smugly happy 
in their own tiny home circle 
that they regard the doorbell as 
a nuisance and do not trouble 
to ask others in to share its 
warmth except when "duty 
calls." Under those conditions 
of thought the warmth in
evitably declines, for an un
shared warmth ceases finally 
to deserve the name of warmth. 

Do you find that the most 
attractive home to go into is 
the one where there is a warm 
happiness already and you are 
welcomed as an individual 
uniquely loved and appreciated 
into that circle of happiness? 

"The crown of the house is 
Love." Yes, its pinnacle is 
that it is one of the best sym
bols of the fact that God is 
Love and man is the child of 
that Love and therefore must 
have a centre for his affections 
and a place of peace and re
newal. 

What makes a house a home, 
above all, is the presence of 
love, the love that goes beyond 
self in some direction, even if 
the home houses only one 
individual. In a family, the 
surest sign of home is the feeling 
that the members of the family 
love to help and understand 
and be grateful for one another. 

The mother who teaches her 
children this love (mostly by 
example, of course) is doing 
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them and the world a service 
of incalculable value. Con
versely, do you agree that the 
mother who stands by and 
allows to grow up in her chil
dren the deadly "Why should 
I?" when it comes to an oppor
tunity to do something for 
another is probably neglecting 
her most important job ? 

What Home Is and Is Not 

In an interview with IDEAS 

OF TO-DAY, Prudence Hosegood, 
who has given much thought 
to what home really is, said 
that to her, home is in its 
essence a spiritual atmosphere. 
She believes that at its deepest 
level it is the consciousness 
of living in the love of God. 
"In its human manifestation 
it is where we learn to give and 
accept and share. A real home 
always expresses both indi
viduality and unity. There is no 
dominating factor, but the evi
dence of varied interests gath
ert>d into a harmonious whole." 
She added that a loving home 
radiates a feeling of security 
which embraces everyone who 
enters it. 

A home may be regarded as 
a collection of objects, accumu
lated according to the family 
exchequer, but as Prue Hose
good put it, "When things 
convey the sense of a happy 
individuality, or of people who 
mentally have 'welcome' writ
ten on their front doormat, one 

may think, 'Perhaps I don't 
like your particular taste, or 
your colour schemes, or 
arrangements, but this is home 
to me'." 

She went on: "Because we 
can get so used to thinking 
about things rather than ideas 
in connection with our homes, 
it is easy to fall into the ad
vertisers' trap and believe that 
the ideal home must contain 
this or that object,-this wall
paper or that carpet, and so 
on. We all love the trappings
the thick pile, the french win
dows, etc.- but whether we 
possess them or not will not 
fundamentally affect our home, 
whereas how we think and f eel 
inside will make all the differ
ence in the world." 

She then asked what sort 
of a home we present to visitors 
if we are so weary from polish
ing the furniture that we hardly 
have welcome left in our hearts 
for them. " If we have to 
smother our edginess after an 
exhausting session in the 
kitchen, is the elaborate meal 
likely to be a 100 per cent. 
success? Or does more simple 
food combined with the spon
taneous and relaxed mood of 
the hostess make for a more 
enjoyable evening?" 

It is very true that you do 
not fully feed your friends if 
you give them a large meal, but 
send them away empty of 
thoughts and ideas that will 
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nourish and inspire and sus
tain them on their way. 

Need Chores be Bores ? 

A domestic science teacher 
has said, "There is no such 
thing as a chore: it is your 
attitude to it that makes it 
seem so." 

If routine jobs in the house 
are regarded as a dreary duty, 
to be done as soon as possible, 
then boredom and resentment 
may soon set in and an un
homelike quality has at once 
invaded the atmosphere! 
When doing the daily jobs, it 
is good to remember that far 
from merely keeping clean an 
accumulation of objects, one 
is mothering a home and true 
mothering ceases when a sense 
of duty brings heaviness in its 
train. It seems essential to lift 
daily tasks off the plane of 
duty onto the plane of love, 
where they take on life and 
inspiration and newness from 
the glow of warmth that we 
put into them. Snow White's 
song, "Whistle While You 
Work," was expressing in 
its own way this idea of in
spiration in ordinary house
hold tasks. Often, too, it is 
when one is in a relaxed frame 
of mind at the sink or ironing 
board that ideas suddenly flash 
into thought. 

Many people are satisfied 
to do their "chores" with a 
quiet contentment that never 

goes very far beyond the phy
sical aspects of the job, but 
there are others who enjoy 
going behind the job, so to 
speak, and considering what 
underlies it. Prue Hosegood 
maintains that one way of 
spending a happy hour or 
two at housework is to detect 
the way in which the things 
we do and take for granted as 
absolutely necessary often im
ply the things we sometimes 
neglect in our mental and more 
important housewifery. 

"We dust and vacuum and 
shake up the cushions and 
arrange fresh flowers," she says, 
"but do we also give our 
thoughts a good shake-up each 
morning? Do we clear away the 
debris of a lazy acquiescence in 
the general drift of materialistic 
thinking? Do we open wide 
the windows of consciousness 
to the refreshing realization 
that each new day is an oppor
tunity to 'practise the presence 
of God'? As we let in that 
sort of new light, we are glad 
to detect the dusty corners so 
that we can polish up our 
thoughts until they shine with 
reflected light." 

She mentioned that when she 
was ironing one day, she real
ized that she was accepting a 
rather crumpled view of her 
world. "From the basis of 
my own particular moral judg
ment I was criticizing this, 
that, and the other and finding 
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fault everywhere. So I began 
to enjoy ironing out the creases 
by looking for and being grate
ful for the many fine qualities 
expressed by friends, neigh
bours, and acquaintances. I 
came to the conclusion too, 
that to iron out a creased con
cept of another may help to lift 
a burden for them and it most 
certainly does for oneself." 

So sooner or later we realize 
anew that what really matters 
is always the quality of the 
thoughts and ideas which 
we are living with, and that 
dwelling with ideas stemming 
from divine Love in all their 
liveliness and infinite diver
sity is the surest guarantee 
that our house will be a 
home. 

The Judges of Israel-I 
From Ehud to Gideon 

Bv PEGGY M . BRooK 

WHEN THE CHILDREN OF ISRAEL 

first entered the Promised 
Land, they were ruled by 
judges. These judges were men 
who arose through natural 
spiritual choice to rule the 
Israelites in their new land. 
They came from no organized 
hierarchy, no priestly dynasty, 
but were, as Scofield states, 
"the spiritual ancestors of the 
prophets; that is to say, men 
raised up of God, the theocratic 
King, to represent Him in the 
nation." He adds that "not 
one of the chosen deliverers 
had anything whereof to glory 
in the flesh." This is consistent 
with all the circumstances and 
events concerned with the chil
dren of Israel entering the 

A reassuring phase in the journey 
from sense to Soul, showing the 
persistence and irresistibility of 
man's Christ se[fhood 

Promised Land, for nothing was 
accomplished through humanly 
accepted means or advantages. 

The Book of Judges illustrates 
government through the rule of 
individual spiritual sense in its 
spontaneous operation, rather 
than government through the 
organized institution of a mon
archy with kings ruling by 
reason of fleshly descent. 

Man's Christ Selfhood as a 
Judge 

The Book of Judges records 
seven apostasies of the children 
of Israel when they departed 
from the purity oftheir spiritual 
allegiance and took on foreign 
gods, and seven deliverances, 
when they were brought back 
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to the pure spiritual values 
which were their very birth
right. The comfort of this Book 
lies in the repeated assurance 
one derives from its story that 
the spiritual selfhood of man 
is finally irresistible, and that 
no matter how far he may stray 
from the divine ideal, there is 
always salvation for him, since 
good is the fundamental reality 
of his being. Time and again 
the Israelites lapse, get into 
difficulties, and in their distress 
call upon the Lord. And each 
time a judge arises and delivers 
them. 

The journey of the children 
of Israel to the Promised Land 
symbolizes the journey of any 
spiritual seeker to a state of 
consciousness where he both 
knows and feels the safety and 
satisfaction of his status as the 
son of God. As the monotheistic 
Israelites ruled in the land of 
Canaan, so the spiritual seeker, 
understanding the one divine 
Principle of all being, at length 
rules over the trials and tribula
tions of the flesh. How often 
he lapses, though, even on the 
threshold of such a state of 
dominion. And how reassuring 
to realize that man's Christ 
selfhood is a mighty force that 
irresistibly arises to save and 
deliver him directly he turns 
towards the spiritual with real 
desire. 

Deliverance here is always 
through a judge. Is not this 

quality of true judgment that 
which saves us when we are 
tempted to fall away from our 
spiritual standard? There can 
be no true judgment without 
a standard, and the standard 
of man is his spiritual status 
of being God's image and like
ness with all the dominion and 
fruitfulness which this implies. 
This great fact has to be proved, 
however, in human experience. 
And such a process involves 
continual judgment-not judg
ment on a humanly moral basis, 
but a constant awareness of 
and obedience to man's higher 
selfhood, his Godlike identity. 

What judges? It is the office 
of the Christ to judge, for the 
Christ declares the true facts 
of God and at the same time 
intelligently exposes and re
jects the carnal mind's lies. 
Jesus said, "The Father j udgeth 
no man, but hath committed 
all judgment unto the Son ... 
and hath given him authority 
to execute judgment also, be
cause he is the Son of man." 
The Father-the divine Prin
ciple of all being-can know 
no judgment, even as the prin
ciple of arithmetic knows only 
the correct computations. But 
the student has to work them 
out, and his ability to "judge" 
in such matters is the result of 
his intelligent understanding 
of the changeless arithmetical 
principle. Similarly, the stu
pendous life-problem has to 
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be wrought out by every man, 
even as Jesus wrought it out. 

Jesus' ability to judge right
eous judgment in every situa
tion was due to his conscious 
awareness and understanding 
of his Christ selfhood. And the 
Christ selfhood of every sin
cere seeker will always arise 
as a judge and deliver him, 
for the divinity of man is the 
reality of man. 

Ehud-"He That Praises" 

As one takes in detail the 
story of the judges of Israel, 
one sees how each judge who 
arises has a unique mission of 
deliverance, even as the argu
ments of the carnal mind which 
claim to induce man to sickness 
or sin are met by a specific 
spiritual truth. For instance, 
when, in Chapter 3, it is re
lated that the children of Israel 
have lapsed and are in bond
age to Eglon, King of Moab, 
it is Ehud who delivers them. 
Moab always has the signifi
cance of thought that turns in 
upon itself in a self-absorbed 
way, for the Moabites were the 
descendants of Lot's incestuous 
marriage with his own daugh
ters. Eglon means "a circle," 
which, used in a negative con
text, as here, implies an en
closed, inward-turning attitude. 
He is destroyed by Ehud, whose 
name means "he that praises." 
Praise in its true sense is always 
an outward expression. The 

quality of real, unselfed praise 
has the power to deliver thought 
from turning inward, absorbed 
in self. 

Though the story of Eglon 
and Ehud as told by the Scrip
tural writers is a somewhat 
gory one, how transformed and 
helpful it becomes when seen 
as the destruction of self-absorp
tion through the awakening of 
man's Christ selfhood in its 
spirit of outward vision and 
true praise--looking for, seeing, 
and rejoicing in the spiritual 
good that is reflected every
where. 

Deborah-"A Bee" 

In the next chapter in Judges 
we read of Deborah, the first 
woman judge. Again, here is a 
specific answer to a specific 
problem. The Israelites were in 
bondage to J a bin, King of 
Canaan, whose captain of his 
host was Sisera. J a bin means 
"he that builds" and Sisera 
"array." Jabin dwelt in Razor 
("enclosed") and Sisera in 
Harosheth ("silence" or "deaf
ness"). From the meanings of 
these four names and from the 
story· that follows, it would 
appear that the enemy here is 
the state of thought that is not 
merely self-absorbed, but is 
concerned with building up the 
false ego, mentally arraying the 
mortal personality in impressive 
attire, deaf to the demands or 
interests of its fellow-man. It 
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is the aggressive, bullying type 
of false manhood, which claims 
to influence men and nations. 
That which arises to deal 
with it is Deborah, a woman 
judge. 

Deborah means "a bee"
at first sight a strange meaning. 
And yet, pondering more 
deeply, how apt is this symbol
ism of a bee in connection with 
the qualities of true woman
hood, with its selflessness and 
universality and the ability of 
those qualities to deal with the 
self-aggrandizement and in
flated ego of false manhood. 
The Encyclopaedia Britannica 
says of the bee colony that its 
"wonderful condition of law 
and order . . . has made the 
bee community a model of 
good government for all man
kind. . . The mission of the 
worker-bee is work j not so 
much for itself as for the youn
ger members of the community 
to which it belongs ... it is a 
model of socialism in an ideal 
form, possessing nothing of its 
own yet toiling unceasingly 
for the good of all." Truly 
a sweet symbol of universal 
love in practical operation. 

At the time of their enslave
ment to Jabin, the children of 
Israel went up to Mount Eph
raim to Deborah for judgment. 
Man, enslaved by egotism, 
with its self-glorification and 
pride, frees himself by turning 
to the true womanhood quali-

ties of selflessness, meekness, 
universality, and love. Yet 
Deborah does not operate alone. 
She calls on Barak ("light
ning") to make war with Sisera. 
To be able to deal with the 
aggressive tendencies of the 
carnal mind, there must be 
the balance of womanhood 
and manhood qualities. Alert 
action and intelligence must 
accompany patience and love. 
A sense of the true status of 
man gives to meekness a quiet, 
irresistible strength. 

Thus, together, Deborah and 
Barak defeat Sisera, the final 
blow being dealt him by yet 
another woman-J ael, the wife 
of Heber the Kenite. Again, 
taken literally, this story is a 
crude one, as recorded in the 
Book of Judges, for it relates 
that J ael killed Sisera by 
smiting a nail into his temples. 
But read symbolically, with 
spiritual inspiration, the smiting 
of Sisera in his temples, even 
as David smote Goliath in his 
temples, illustrates how true 
womanhood divests the bom
bastic, puffed-up nature of the 
carnal mind of its claim to 
intelligence and power. 

Gideon-"Great Warrior" 

The next judge who arises 
is Gideon, a type of true man
hood. His name means "great 
warrior," and he was to de
liver Israel from the Midian
ites, by whom they had been 
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overrun. Midian means "con
tention," and the Midianites 
were wandering tribes who were 
not actually inhabitants of 
Canaan, but were marauders. 
Is this not symbolic of the type 
of thought that is unstable and 
full of contentiousness? Because 
it has no fundamental stability, 
it is always arguing for or 
against something, but never 
from any established basis. Cer
tainly there must arise true 
manhood to deal with this 
state of thought, true manhood 
with its rocklike, certain, 
fundamentally principled na
ture. Gideon was a "great 
warrior," but he did not just 
"contend" with the enemy. 
He fought on the basis of an 
utter reliance on a spiritual 
Principle. 

The Call of Gideon 

When the "angel of the 
Lord" first came to Gideon to 
arouse him to his mission, he 
was threshing wheat by the 
winepress. Part of Webster's 
definition of "thresh" is "to go 
over again and again in the 
manner of threshing grain"
a wonderful symbol of the con
sistent threshing out of spiritual 
values from the chaff of unstable 
material beliefs. That quiet 
pondering of the Word of God 
which develops into cultured 
spiritual sense is the quality 
that in a time of instability 
and uncertainty comes to man's 

aid and delivers him from his 
enem1es. 

At first when Gideon is 
urged by God to arise and save 
Israel from the Midianites, he 
demurs, on the grounds of his 
family being poor and that he is 
"the least" in his father's 
house. But God says, "Surely I 
will be with thee, and thou 
shalt smite the Midianites as 
one man." How often one feels 
that sense of inadequacy when 
the call comes to defeat some 
aspect of the carnal mind, but 
when one realizes that power 
does not depend on the human 
personality, but on the ideas 
of God as they exist in the 
Principle of being, then one 
can go forward and trust their 
infallible operation in spite 
of everything. What is this 
"one man" that gains the vic
tory but man in the image and 
likeness of God? Is this not the 
only man who has unlimited 
power? And this man must be 
of the nature of spiritual idea. 

Divine Preparation for Battle 

In the actual defeat of the 
Midianites, Gideon has to prove 
still further the power of spirit
ual idea steadfastly maintained 
over the hordes of contentious 
beliefs that claim to sweep over 
everything. At the beginning 
of Chapter 7 it is recorded that 
God said to Gideon, " The 
people that are with thee are 
too many to give the Midianites 
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into their hands, lest Israel 
vaunt themselves against me, 
saying, Mine own hand hath 
saved me." This victory was 
going to prove that there is no 
safety in numbers. It doesn't 
matter how many specious 
arguments and baseless "con
tentions" are arrayed against 
the spiritual Truth, the stead
fast consciousness of true man
hood must prevail. It was the 
same type of lesson that Elijah 
was afterwards to learn when 
he saw that God was not in the 
whirlwind, the earthquake, or 
the fire, but in the "still small 
voice." 

Here Gideon was told to 
reduce his numbers systematic
ally. First, all who were afraid 
were commanded to return. 
One can never gain a spiritual 
victory without the courage to 
go forward. Second, a test 
was imposed upon the remain
ing men whereby they were all 
brought down to the water to 
drink. The ones who bowed 
down to drink were not chosen 
for the battle, but the ones who 
"lapped, putting their hand 
to their mouth," went for
ward with Gideon to victory 
over the Midianites. The Bible 
Commentaries throw light on 
this incident, for they say that 
the enemy were directly across 
the river, and those men who 
thought of nothing but assuage
ing their thirst were the ones 
who rushed straight to the water 

and bowed down to drink, 
averting their eyes from watch
ing the enemy. Those who 
lifted the water up to their 
mouths, drank whilst keeping a 
wary eye on their opponents. 

Does not this incident bring 
out that the meeting of the 
human need is not the be-all 
and end-all in any battle? True, 
our human need should be met 
in every situation, but let us 
not be so absorbed by that 
aspect that we pay little heed 
to the real enemy, the carnal 
mind, which is "enmity against 
God." Only if we are alert 
to its purpose and movements 
can we go forward to final 
victory. The three hundred men 
who lapped symbolize thought 
so spiritually resurrected that 
it is awake to the enemy, 
whilst also experiencing the 
meeting of the human need. 

Victory Through God's 
Means and Methods 

Gideon finally routed the 
enemy in a battle which was 
fought by most unusual means, 
as indeed so many of the Israel
ites' battles were. His men were 
divided into three companies 
and he put a trumpet in every 
man's hand, with empty 
pitchers and lamps inside the 
pitchers. When Gideon blew 
with his trumpet, then the men 
were to blow their trumpets, 
break their pitchers, and let 
the lamps shine forth. And they 
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were to shout, "The sword of 
the Lord and of Gideon." 
They did this and the enemy 
were confounded and destroyed 
one another. 

Here is a wonderful symbol 
of the divine process of destroy
ing the carnal mind's lies. As we 
saw in the fall of Jericho, the 
trumpets always stand for the 
declaration of Truth, the clear 
statements of Truth. And in 
any situation we need to know 
the definite, clear-cut truth 
regarding it. The pitchers are 
symbols of individual life. One 
could think of them as each 
man's pitcher containing an 
individual sense of life. But 
here the men were required to 
break them open and let the 
light of Love shine forth. And 
this process of sounding the 
trumpet and then breaking the 
pitcher so that the light within 
shines forth and confounds the 
enemy is surely the pattern for 
any spiritual victory. We often 

* * 

see and declare the spiritual 
truth about a situation with 
which we are confronted, but 
the next step is to break open 
our pitcher of life and let that 
truth operate in our lives in 
the way of God's appointing. 
If we have this willingness, it 
will always bring the light of 
Love and a great victory. 

Gideon's victories lecl the 
people finally to say, "Rule 
thou over us, both thou, and 
thy son, and thy son's son also." 
But Gideon was truly wise and 
answered them, "I will not 
rule over you, neither shall my 
son rule over you : the Lord 
shall rule over you." His whole 
mission had been one of prov
ing that "one on God's side 
is a majority" and that of his 
own self he could do nothing. 

What lessons one can learn 
from this Book of Judges of the 
power of man's innate Christ 
selfhood to arise and deliver 
him in every situation. 

* 
I WAS BROUGHT uP on the ocean off Newport, R.I., and when very 
young began learning how to navigate boats out on real ocean, 
where almost anything could happen and usually did, especially 
with unexpected shifts of winds. One had to learn what to do in 
all kinds of weather. Then when I began doing newspaper work 
I wrote much about yachting-cup races, etc. And always the in
teresting thing was expertness or lack of it in navigating through 
the various kinds of weather. Then in my land experiences the 
human became an interesting item to watch in the same way, 
that is, impersonally observing how he navigates himself in the 
calms, storms, and various other conditions that he unavoidably 
has to meet in his everydayness. And particularly, just what he 
does with sudden and unexpected "shifts of wind." 
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Most people, I have observed, are not loo interested in learn
ing "navigation through the human experience. " It's too much 
of an effort and too challenging, even though, sooner or later, 
they are compelled to do so. They are, in a sense, like barges. 
They get loaded with a lot of mental bits and pieces and assort
ments of other things, and then have to wait for a tow-boat to 
come and tow them somewhere for dumping or unloading pur
poses. And how the world needs individual navigators with the 
pioneering spirit these days; who "put to sea" regardless of 
weather condition, experience and find, and then come ashore 
for sharing purposes.- Extract from a letter from]. Allen Boone. 

ON THE ART OF ACCOMPANYING 
"SOME TENNIS PLAYERS and 
golfers prefer singles to the 
partnership game, but I like 
partnership. So let the solo 
pianist have the thrill and the 
glory of playing a lone hand. I 
shall continue, I hope, to get 
my musical thrill from col
laboration and from the joy 
that comes from perfect team 
work." 

So says Gerald Moore, the 
distinguished accompanist in 
his book The Unashamed Ac
companist (Ascherberg, I943)· 
As he also says, the view that 
the accompanist is merely "an 
affable automaton," and that 
he "contributes no more to the 
success of the concert than the 
cloakroom attendant at the 
other end of the hall is far too 
prevalent." Yet an accom
panist's job is a highly special
ized one, for he has to be all 
things to all men. He must 
be at home with many different 

kinds of music, and as Harold 
Craxton, another celebrated 
accompanist, has written, he 
must also have a range of tonal 
gradation that includes the 
delicacy which can blend with 
the tone of a Casals and the 
sonority that can support Wo
tan in his Farewell. 

Mary Mollison is an accom
panist who agrees about the 
joys of accompanying. She says 
that she likes working with 
someone towards a combined 
end, the finished performance. 
In an interview with IDEAS 
OF TODAY she spoke of the par
ticular qualities demanded by 
the job, beyond technical effi
ciency and sound musicianship. 
We found that all that she 
said could be applied very 
valuably to other forms of 
partnership. Few of us are 
musical accompanists, but all 
of us have to. "accompany" in 
our homes and in our work. 
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Individual Sincerity 
Mary Mollison began by 

putting the emphasis on abso
lute honesty and sincerity in 
the individual, his own 
obedience to the principle of 
mus1c, as the essential 
foundation for successful 
accompanying. Honesty m 
playing exactly what the 
composer wrote, for instance. 
Sincerity in understanding 
the music and accommoda
ting himself to the atmosphere 
of the particular work, so 
that he can at once establish 
the right mood. He must 
grasp the character of the piece 
and match his emotional out
look to it, whether it be "The 
Erl King" with its passion and 
fire, or "Heidenroslein" with 
its lighter touch. In order to 
do this, the accompanist may 
often have to subdue com
pletely some emotional dis
turbance he is going through 
himself. 

Does not this foundation of 
individual honesty remind one 
vividly of the truth that for a 
satisfying relationship the im
portant thing is for each indi
vidual concerned to be aware 
first of his own relationship to 
the principle of harmony? It 
is all too easy to look at the 
other fellow involved as the 
sole cause of any trouble that 
may arise. The basic question 
is, "How much am I honestly 
in accord with that great Prin-

ciple of harmony which under
lies all relationship?" 

Mary Mollison maintained 
that if you are fully absorbed 
in the musical effort, the prob
lem of conflicting personalities 
shouldn't arise at all. Gerald 
Moore, speaking of a perfect 
partnership, says that each 
"thinks in terms of the first per
son plural, each thinks not of a 
voice, of a piano, but of music." 

Alertness 

This leads on to the necessity 
of becoming of one mind about 
the matter in hand. Through 
discussing the work and how 
you intend to approach it, 
you arrive at a unified con
ception of the whole, Mary 
Mollison said. Then she spoke 
of the absorbing mental exer
cise of being so acutely aware 
of the thought-processes of the 
soloist that one can anticipate 
his actions and even avert 
disasters if necessary. 

"You've got to be with your 
soloist all the time just where 
he is, and that means tremen
dous alertness and sympathy, 
in the sense of 'feeling with' 
him. He may change his mind 
about something in mid-stream 
-well, you've got to follow 
him! He may miss a bar or a 
page-you have to jump with 
him! You need to be flexible 
enough to 'cover up' where 
necessary, so that most of the 
audience have no inkling that 
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anything out of the ordinary 
has occurred." 

"You also have to be flexible 
enough to adapt yourself easily 
to the many and varied people 
you may be accompanying, 
whether they are children, 
choirs, experienced soloists or 
nervous amateurs. It is a con
tinual process of under
standing." 

In any partnership is there 
not the same necessity for both 
sides to be willing to adapt 
themselves so that they become 
"with one accord in one place" ? 
Without a pliability of outlook 
this may never be achieved, but 
with an alert flexibility even 
apparently divergent views 
eventually find a single channel 
where both may flow along 
together. 

Balance 
Next comes the very Im

portant matter of achieving a 
balance. What is needed here, 
in Mary Mollison's view, is 
sensitivity to the actual quality 
of sound, so that you can judge 
how much support to give to 
your particular soloist in order 
to arrive at a right proportion. 

"The art of achieving a 
perfect balance," she said, 
"consists in judging how much 
to support your soloist without 
being overpowering. Without 
that feeling for balance you 
can ruin a performance. The 
singer may have to fight his 
way through the song with the 

accompaniment either nearly 
drowning him or providing 
too little support." 

In homes and businesses, too, 
sensitivity of one's spiritual 
instincts is vital to the fine and 
tactful judgment of the latent 
balance in a relationship. Then 
neither side feels superior or 
inferior, and there is no con
tinual underground battle for 
a "one up" position, which 
kills the sweet meekness of a 
balanced interchange. 

Rhythm 

If you maintain a keen sense 
of balance, the question of 
rhythm falls naturally into 
place. Mary Mollison said that 
rhythm has been defined as 
"a movement or impulse to
wards definite points of climax 
or repose." You must be con
scious of where you are both 
going, so to speak, and then 
you find that it is natural to 
get there at the same pace 
and arrive at the same time. 

This raises an important 
point in all partnerships,
being in the same rhythm with 
another. Friction occurs if we 
fail to become aware of the 
underlying spiritual rhythm 
that does bind us together in 
mutual blessing. 

A Mutual Giving 

Gerald Moo re writes: "The 
work of the accompanist is 
exhilarating when he is asso-
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ciated with a fine artist and it 
is inspiring when he plays with 
one of greater artistic stature 
than himself. Each gives the 
other something psychologic
ally. It is very hard to define 
this. There will be a real 
telepathic rapport between 
them which is sharpened 
by their mutual admiration 
and artistic agreement. A 
violinist or singer is helped 
by the accompanist's genuine 
enthusiasm, and receives from 
the accompanist something 
which amounts to more than 
a beautifully played accom
paniment. The accompanist 
thrives on similar thought
waves coming from the soloist." 

He also says, "A fine singer 
and accompanist will undoubt
edly help one another by 
throwing hints, and even on 
occasions a lifeline, in such a 
subtle way that no one but 
themselves knows it. With an 
unevenly matched pair, how
ever, this rapport does not 
exist. It may be that the singer 
does all the giving and gets 
nothing back from the 
accompanist. The singer may 
be able to soar vocally, but 
not spiritually. He will be 
earthbound by his partner." 

Mary Mollison spoke of how 
when you yourself give an 
extra lift and sparkle to your 
playing, for instance with chil
dren, it is wonderful to feel 
the immediate response and to 

know tha t they just can't help 
rising to the occasion. You have 
given that little extra vitality 
and so they do too, and the 
limits come off. Conversely, 
a stodgy and stolid mentality 
at the piano can deaden a 
choir or a soloist and take the 
colour out of their performance. 

How true it is that a happy 
relationship is one in which 
two individuals shine the more 
brightly for being together. 
Each has the feeling in the 
partnership, "This is really me, 
and a me that I enjoy and love 
expressing." Isn't that because 
they have become aware of 
the essential inspiration, vitality 
and richness of individuality 
at the heart of every relation
ship-and have found it 
through giving th,at little extra 
of which Mary Mollison spoke? 

The Whole 

Through soloist and accom
panist coming together and 
finding each an exhilarating 
sense of individuality, there 
emerges a whole that is greater 
than the sum of the parts. 
Gerald Moore puts it like this: 
"They will do things at per
formance which did not happen 
at rehearsal . . . It will have 
more fire, more tenderness, 
more excitement, and more re
pose. Their plans will not be 
upset, only improved upon, 
yet neither partner will be 
taken by surprise." 



ON THE ART OF ACCOMPANYING 

The aim is an active inter
dependent partnership, Mary 
Mollison said. The finished 
performance is then an inte
grated whole, and, of course, 
neither part of it would be 
complete without the other. 
She confirmed that you feel 
yourself becoming part of a 
larger entity, that together you 
are bringing forth something 
that is greater than the two of 
you. 

In a partnership one often 
becomes conscious that some
thing has come forth that is 
greater than either of the two 
parties to the relationship. A 
"son" has been born, so to 
speak. 

Trustworthiness 

Mary Mollison spoke warmly 
of the gratifying feeling that a 
good accompanist has of being 
absolutely trustworthy and 
relied upon. It is very reward
ing, she says, to feel that you 
are playing in such a way that 
the soloist or conductor has 
no fears at all that you may 
let him down suddenly or fail 
to come in at the right moment 
or give support. 

"I enjoy giving someone else 
the best possible chance to 
perfect his performance. He 
can do this only if he is not 
worrying at all about his ac
companist and feels he can 
rely on me completely. He 
can be released and entirely 

at ease because he knows he 
can trust me and that a sense 
of safety and of something 
foundational and rocklike is 
underlying the whole per
formance ." 

Often a soloist is nervous 
on the important occaswn 
and just before the per
formance he looks to the 
accompanist for reassurance 
and encouragement. In fact, 
there is a call on the accom
panist's maternal instincts 
(whether that accompanist 
be male or female) which he 
must meet, whatever he may 
be feeling himself. 

When the actual big moment 
arrives, said Mary Mollison, 
she feels, "Well, this is it! 
We've prepared for this and 
all these people have come 
along to hear the music, and 
now is our opportunity." She 
said that you have the sense 
at that point that you must 
just let go and get on with it. 
All the technicalities that you 
have put so much work into 
beforehand find their proper 
level, so that the inspiration 
of the occasion brings out more 
than ever the real spirit of the 
work beyond the mere tech
nicalities. "When you've done 
the work thoroughly before
hand, the actual expression 
of it at the performance is 
simply a question of love, and 
so it's lovely." 

Doesn't every really happy 
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relationship rightly include the 
element of motherhood and 
protectiveness which Mary 
Mollison mentioned? Each be
lieves in the other, as we say, 
and wants the very best for him 
and loves to minister selflessly 
to that end. When any of us 
has that sense of motherhood 
and "letting go," it is as if the 
infinite Love which gave us 

that maternal instinct, "takes 
over" and the relationship be
comes a symbol of something 
"altogether lovely." 

Bearing in mind these point
ers, given by an accompanist 
who would rather have her job 
than any other, we can surely 
look forward to a higher stan
dard of "accompanying" in 
our own everyday partnerships. 

The Story of Christianity 
This book, Christianity : The Outcome of the Christ Vision, by 

Irene Butterworth (The Foundational Book Co., 25(-), sets out 
to trace the search for truth from the dawn of spiritual con
sciousness to our own time as manifested in the Christian struggle 
towards the spiritual ideal. As Miss Butterworth herself admits, 
this is a formidable task which no-one can undertake without the 
consciousness of his own inadequacy. Not only does it demand 
wide scholarship and the ability to condense within the covers of a 
book the religious history of a large part of mankind over a 
period of 6,ooo years, but also the insight to trace the true path 
of spiritual development whether or not the line may travel 
inside or outside the established thought of the time. 

For Miss Butterworth does not shut her eyes to the dangers of 
intolerance, lust for power and prestige, nepotism and inflexibility 
to which the Church, like any other institution, has shown itself 
at one time or another to be liable. She recognizes that, par
ticularly in periods of rigid orthodoxy, it may often be the 
"heretic" who opens the way to spiritual progress. For spiritual 
truth can never be contained within the bounds of dogmatic 
laws, however valuable they may be as a record of collective 
experience, but is rather a Principle in the light of which all 
human activity and knowledge is to be judged. 

As one follows the history of Christianity in this book, one is 
reminded that, while the Church has been the means through 
which the revelation of great men has been accumulated and 
passed on, it is the compulsion to search for truth in the individual 
which is the motive force. And if proof were needed of the power 
of this religious impulse in human life, it is surely in the fact 
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that through centuries of persecution, blindness, stupidity and 
wickedness, and, even in periods when the spiritual strength of the 
Church has been low, there have always arisen some men to 
whom has been given the understanding and power to reveal and 
interpret the true message of Christ. 

There seems no reason to doubt that the present controversies 
created by fresh scientific discovery which in the perspective of 
this book seem much smaller than is often imagined, will ' be re
solved when, as Miss Butterworth says, both religious thinkers 
and scientists accept their common interest in the total reality 
of Man and Nature. This is a book which should be read by all 
who recognise the importance of this issue to the future progress 
of mankind. 

-From a review by P. L. H. Wakefield, A.R.l.B.A., in The Marl
borough Times and Wilts, Berks and Rants County Paper, 
September 26th, rgs8. 

Civilization: 
Derivation and Destiny 
IT IS EXTREMELY stimulating to come across a book which chal
lenges one to accept an intelligent universal framework of ideas 
within which to assess the present world situation analytically 
and fearlessly and also to reckon one's own urgent individual 
responsibility. Such a book is W. Gordon Brown's Civilization 
Lieth Foursquare (published by Gordon and Estelle Brown, 
2 guineas). 

Gordon Brown looks to Jesus Christ as mankind's great 
exemplar, and concludes that he alone of all men up to date 
has fully understood the answer to the question of individual 
world responsibility. "Be of good cheer," he said to his disciples, 
"I have overcome the world." 

Jesus himself left no scientific body of rules for those wishing 
to follow his example but Mr. Brown believes that the exact 
Science of his lifework was at last revealed to Mary Baker Eddy 
towards the end of the nineteenth century in her book Science 
and Health with K~y to the Scriptures. The divine Science revealed 
in this textbook is the Comforter promised by the Master, be
cause it offers to mankind a system of spiritual education by which 
to "overcome the world" in an orderly and intelligent way. 

In his first book of a series of four which he plans, Gordon 
Brown traced the story of the Scriptures from Genesis to Revela
tion in the light of this system. Now in Civilization Lieth Four-
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square he turns a metaphysical searchlight on the broad outlines 
of six thousand years of human history, culminating in the seven 
extant civilizations, which operate within the cultural framework 
of the four main higher religions. 

As the story unfolds in absorbing detail, one has to bear in 
mind Gordon Brown's insistence that what one is primarily 
dealing with in the human story is "not nations and countries, 
societies and wars, persons, places or things, but the interrela
tionships of universal mental forces taking place in the living 
present, and brought to a focus in each individual consciousness." 

The book ends with a section assessing the present world situa
tion and future prospects. For instance, the author maintains 
that since the West gave birth to Communism through not living 
up to the spirit of the Christianity which it professed, it can avoid 
being devoured by its own offspring only by facing up to the "red" 
East asJacob faced up at Peniel to his fear and hatred ofhis own 
brother, the "red" Esau; he saw this enmity as a subjective condi
tion of his own thought, not an objective condition "out there." 
Only then will the West be able to see the East as though she 
had seen "the face of God" asJacob finally beheld Esau. 

This is a profound and comprehensive book, the fruit of much 
pondering, and it makes a powerful impact. It demands careful 
thinking on the part of the reader, but if anyone finds the first 
Part strong meat, let him go on to Parts Two and Three, and as 
the story of civilization unfolds, he will surely feel the impress of 
the divine in the pattern which emerges so clearly. He will then 
want to re-read Part One, where the standpoint of the book is 
defined. 

Gordon Brown quotes A. J. Toynbee in A Study of History: 

"The dead civilizations are not dead by fate, or 'in the course of 
nature,' and therefore our living civilization is not doomed 
inexorably in advance to 'join the majority' of its species ... we 
... are not compelled to submit the riddle of our fate to the blind 
arbitrament of statistics. The divine spark of creative power is 
still alive in us, and, if we have the grace to kindle it into flame, 
then the stars in their courses cannot defeat our efforts to attain 
the goal of human endeavour." 

Civilization Lieth Foursquare lights this creative spark and any 
serious reader will finish the book with a fresh perspective, 
a new and more urgent sense of his own individual responsibility, 
and a calm conviction that the destiny of our civilization is 
unquestionably to fulfil the march of history and prove finally 
the supremacy of"the Spirit of truth." 
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* Ideas are power. The purpose of this 
periodical is to draw attention to 
the progressive mental and spiritual 
factors in every field, and to show 
that there lies behind them one 
unifying Principle and its infinite 
operation. * 

Editorial 

In This Issue: 

The Value ofthe Individual 
YOUR INDIVIDUALITY lS the 
most precious thing about 
you. Is not the one thing that 
is most valuable about you 
your individual capacity-your 
unique capacity, since no one 
else has it in the same way as 
you-to listen to the infinite? 
Through that listening you 
have the opportunity to accept 
the riches which flow from the 
infinite source of ideas, and 
also to express those riches in 
some form that blesses others. 
That is the theme of this issue. 

There is always a tendency 
to experience life through what 
someone else or some organized 
body of opinion says that you 
should think and feel. Surely, 
though, God and man need us 
as individuals, not as second
hand thinkers and livers. 

As individuals we need not 
be the victims of the mass 

hypnotism of mortality. We 
can reject with increasing deci
siveness the suggestions which 
present themselves to limit us, 
for they are only of the nature 
of suggestions. A professional 
psychologist has said that at
tempts at mental interference, 
hypnotism, etc., can affect the 
individual adversely only where 
there is fear and that they can
not touch one whose work is 
permeated with such a love for 
God and his fellow men that he 
gets on with it fearlessly. 

Dr. Billy Graham (see page 
3 I) has stressed the importance 
to spiritual progress of the 
individual giving time and 
effort to thinking along spiritual 
lines. It would seem vital that 
this thinking should be basic 
and go back to the infinite 
source of thought, the divine 
Mind. It is no good imagining 
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that painting the village pump 
will improve the quality of the 
village water supply. 

Faber shows in his series on 
the Gospel parables that end
less wealth is open to each man 
who seeks it in spiritual things, 
but that he must use the riches 
of individual talents given him 
by his Maker. 

The article by a speech 
therapist and our notice of the 
film of the life of Gladys 
Aylward give excellent exam
ples of the selfless and joyful 
using of talents. 

Peggy M. Brook's study of 
two more of the judges of Israel 
carries on the theme by show
ing that in relationships with 
others it is fatal to force oneself 
through a false sense of indivi
duality into a position of domi
nation, whereas the way of life 
for oneself and others is to seek 
to know and do the will of God. 

Our feature on the London 

* 

Planetarium points to the 
majesty and infinitude of man 
as it is mirrored in the stellar 
umverse. 

Finally, we have an article 
about the reasonableness of 
the conviction of immortality 
that is in most people. It sug
gests that as we glimpse 
"whence we came," we can 
also glimpse "whither we go," 
and gradually arrive at a sense 
of the actual ever-presence of 
all individuality. 

And so this issue invites us 
to bear in mind the priceless 
value of the individual and his 
ability to think for himself; the 
fact that each individual is 
uniquely rich in talents; that 
he has the privilege of using 
these talents in the service of 
his fellows and not for their 
domination; and that he is an 
immortal being in whom the 
indelible stamp of eternity may 
be discerned. 

As you get up and up and up, you must have more and more 
time for thinking. It is absolutely essential, time for thinking. I 
believe that in the big business of the world the great ones, the 
political leaders who handle our affairs, they haven't enough 
time to think.-Field-Marshal Viscount Montgomery, in a speech. 

It is the few who have always played the great role in evolution. 
This non-conforming minority has followed an irresistible but 
invisible leadership; it has obeyed a great compelling Final 
Cause that drew it on. 

- Lecomte du Noiiy, Human Destiny. 

Let everybody sweep his own doorstep and the whole world 
will be clean.-Goethe. 
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Billy Graham: The Way to 
Spiritual Progress 
IN VIEW OF Dr. Billy Graham's outstanding measure of success 
in appealing to mass meetings, it is interesting to see in this 
extract from the New York World- Telegram and Sun of October 
25th, rgs8, that he feels that real spiritual progress comes 
through individuals trained in spiritual thinking:-

Billy Graham, in an interview reported in Christianity Today, 
was asked what he would do if he were "pastor of a large church 
in a principal city." 

Dr. Graham replied, "I think one of the first things I would 
do would be to get a small group of eight or ten or twelve men 
around me that would meet a few hours a week and pay the 
price! It would cost them something in time and effort. I would 
share with them everything I have, over a period of a couple of 
years. Then I would actually have twelve ministers among the 
laymen who in turn could take eight or ten or twelve more and 
teach them." 

Dr. Graham said he knew "one or two churches that are 
doing that, and it is revolutionizing the church. Christ, I think, 
set the pattern. He spent most of his time with twelve men. He 
didn't spend it with great crowds. In fact, every time he had a 
great crowd it seems to me that there weren't too many results. 
The great results, it seems to me, came in his personal interviews 
and in the time he spent with his twelve." 

Daily Bread 
BY MAuRICE NrcoLL 

When it is said in the Lord's Prayer: "Give us this day our 
daily bread," it is not literal bread that is meant .... The Greek 
word is epi-ousios, and this word, like the word metanoia, is not a 
word that can be easily understood or rendered by any simple 
translation. The word epiousios does not mean daily. It has a far 
more complicated meaning. Although this has always been 
realized and many interpretations have been given, the trans
lation both in the Authorized and Revised Versions of the New 
Testament remains as daily. And so most people perhaps imagine 
that daily bread is meant and believe that they are asking for 
enough to eat, day by day, in a literal sense. Those who have 
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plenty of bread to eat, mouth these words without understanding 
them and, if they think at all of the meaning of the words they 
are saying, they believe they must refer to poor people who lack 
sufficient nourishment. 

... But what is this bread? It is this qualifying word epiousios 
that defines the nature of this bread. Let us make some attempt 
to understand this word. It can be divided into two parts, epi 
and ousios. In the Greek, the word ousia means that which is one's 
own; it refers in a legal sense to what is one's own individual 
property .... By uttering this sentence: "Give us this day our 
daily bread," one is asking really for what is one's own-not for 
literal daily bread, but for the nourishment that nourishes what 
is one's own .... This is no ordinary bread that is asked for, but 
the very food through which a man can grow internally, in his 
own being, in his own thought, in his own feeling, in his own 
understanding .... 

In the word epiousios the particle epi in its most primitive sense 
denotes position-namely, the position of anything that is 
resting upon something else, and so, above it and touching it. 
Thus the full meaning of this word ... signifies that that which 
is real in a man, what is his own ... is just above and touching 
him. 

-From The Mark (Vincent Stuart, London, 1954.) 

Do the Gospel Parables 
Live To-day?-V 

BY FABER 

WHEN I PONDER the Gospel 
parables, I remind myself 
that in them are presented 
principles of paramount im
portance to my whole outlook 
and my whole experience. 
These principles are not frag
mentary, because they all 
stem from one great all
inclusive divine Principle, or 
God, and deep study of them 
shows that together they form 

a consistent and coherent 
whole. 

When I think of the nature 
of God as Life, the one infinite 
and eternal Life (you may like 
to refer to my previous article 
on this subject in IDEAS OF 
To-DAY, Vol. 6, No. 6), my 
thought goes at once to the 
parables of the rich fool and of 
the talents, which throw much 
light on the matter. 
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The Rich Fool 
First of all, the rich fool. 

This parable was told by the 
Master when he was asked to 
intervene in a dispute about 
an inheritance. He answered, 
"Man, who made me a judge 
or a divider over you?" and 
then he went on: "The ground 
of a certain rich man brought 
forth plentifully: and he thought 
within himself, saying, What 
shall I do, because I have no 
room where to bestow my 
fruits? And he said, This will 
I do : I will pull down my 
barns, and build greater; and 
there will I bestow all my fruits 
and my goods. And I will say 
to my soul, Soul, thou hast 
much goods laid up for many 
years; take thine ease, eat, 
drink, and be merry. But God 
said unto him, Thou fool, this 
night thy soul shall be required 
of thee: then whose shall those 
things be, which thou hast 
provided? So is he that layeth 
up treasure for himself, and is 
not rich toward God." 

You might say that this 
parable is about security. It 
poses the basic question, Where 
does security lie? The parable's 
answer is that it certainly does 
not lie in a selfish piling up of 
material possessions in order to 
indulge merely animal desires. 
To-day it is very easy to be 
mesmerized into thinking that 
it does lie there when adver
tising and other pressures urge 

one. to accumulate more and 
more things and to make more 
and more money in order to 
have an easy time, which is 
held up as the height of achieve
ment. Money is sometimes 
regarded as the great cushion 
against anything that might 
turn up to disturb an unpro
gressive absorption in sensual 
pleasures. 

But in a time of crisis-when 
things look desperate in some 
direction, or a disaster befalls 
someone dear to us, when even 
money can't buy us out of a 
certain situation-what is "re
quired" of us is our soul, the 
very essence of us, what we are 
in the innermost heart of our 
being. Nothing avails then but 
what our deepest convictions 
about the real nature of being 
and the practice of those con
victions have made us in char
acter and outlook. Money does 
not affect that at all. 

How you meet a cns1s 
depends on what you have 
allowed yourself to become 
through your actions in all the 
so-called little things,-whether 
for instance, you meet it with 
something of the calm and 
intelligent dignity of Jesus at 
his trial or the unconstructive 
violence of Peter when he cut 
off the servant's ear. 

Even if we think that "this 
night thy soul shall be required 
of thee" refers to dying, it is 
still true that things are no good 
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to us m that case, but only 
what we have made inalien
ably our own of that which 
is eternal anyway. Material 
riches don't belong to the 
eternal you, but only what you 
have accepted of spiritual 
riches. 

The only real long-term 
security lies in being "rich 
toward God." So the parable 
teaches that the sense of riches 
is not to go right out of our 
lives, but is to be transformed 
into a sense of riches in God; 
and we should surely take at 
least as much lively interest in 
those as many people take in 
amassing material riches. 

Wise provision for the future 
is very much of an individual 
matter, but we can't evade 
facing the fact that our basic 
security lies only in riches of 
the spirit; and if we have neg
lected those, then no matter 
how much we have "put away," 
it will not give us any real 
progress or enduring happi
ness. Poverty in character and 
spirit is the one form of poverty 
that really matters, but when 
we are very busy making money 
we are apt to forget the impor
tance of making time to grow 
"rich toward God." 

Isaiah made that wonderful 
promise: "Ho, every one that 
thirsteth, come ye to the waters, 
and he that hath no money; 
come ye, buy, and eat; yea, 
come, buy wine and milk with-

out money and without price. 
Wherefore do ye spend money 
for that which is not bread? 
and your labour for that which 
satisfieth not?" He was inviting 
us to accept riches that are not 
affected by the cost of living, 
are not taxable and not dimin
ishable in value once we have 
made them our own. Whatever 
method we choose to acquire 
those riches is our own indivi
dual choice, but the importance 
of doing so is the point of this 
parable. 

Jesus didn't spend his time 
making money and regarding 
its acquisition as the key to 
pleasure, and yet he was un
doubtedly the most truly rich 
man and the most truly gener
ous man the world has ever 
known, because he was "rich 
toward God." And each one of 
us has the same right to infinite 
wealth in the things of the 
spirit-no limits on it, no 
restrictions, no fear of loss. 
What a thing to realize! And 
those riches will always take 
care of all our needs, as Jesus 
himself made plain when he 
said, "Seek ye first the king
dom of God, and His right
eousness; and all these things 
shall be added unto you." 

The Talents 

The parable of the talents in 
Matthew 25 takes up the strain 
by showing that starting from 
what we individually have that 
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is God-given, we must expect 
it to multiply, for the glory of 
God and for our own share in 
His joy. 

The story is of the lord who 
goes on a journey and in his 
absence entrusts his servants 
with different amounts of 
money, according to their indi
vidual capacity to deal with it. 
The first two servants double 
their amounts through trading 
with them, but the third ser
vant is afraid of his master's 
hardness and so hides the 
money in the ground. 

When the lord comes back, 
he praises the first two : "Well 
done, thou good and faithful 
servant: thou hast been faithful 
over a few things, I will make 
thee ruler over many things: 
enter thou into the joy of thy 
lord." But the third servant is 
rebuked as "wicked and sloth
ful" because he can produce 
only what he was originally 
given. "Take therefore the 
talent from him, and give it 
unto him that hath ten talents. 
For unto every one that hath 
shall be given, and he shall 
have abundance: but from him 
that hath not shall be taken 
away even that which he hath." 

The lesson is that we are 
actually under an obligation to 
use our particular God-given 
talents in some form of active 
service. They are not ours to 
choose not to use them, because 
we are entrusted with them by 

** 

God. Nothing is gained for any
one if we are afraid to use 
them in a way that helps 
others, and we ourselves have 
only barrenness and ever
diminishing happiness. "From 
him that hath not [hath not 
the sense of expressing good 
and watching it multiply in 
being shared] it shall be taken 
away even that which he hath," 
whereas there is no limit to the 
multiplication of joy that can 
come if we use our talents in 
some way that benefits others. 

We must expect our talents 
to be in demand, just as the first 
two servants found a market 
for trading with the money 
given them. God is not a hard 
and stingy man to impede the 
multiplication of good and to 
make it elusive! No, the Prin
ciple of the universe is Life and 
therefore glories in the natural 
multiplication of that which is 
Lifelike, just as you might say 
that music glories in fresh ex
pressions of music. 

Multiplication and expan
sion should therefore be a 
normal law of our mental 
being, not something that only 
business men think about. Too 
many of us are small and 
narrow in our expectations, 
and so is it any wonder that 
our returns are usually small? 
Sometimes a particular form of 
upbringing teaches us to re
gard our talents as personal 
possessions and then to mini-
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m1ze them and think it "not 
quite nice" to expect them to 
multiply to the glory of God 
and also to lead on to a wider 
sphere of activity. But we have 
to value all our gifts as coming 
from God, their infinite source, 
and then expect them to find 
expression and reward just 
where they are needed. There 
was no false modesty or laziness 
about the Master's statement: 
"I am come that they might 
have life, and that they might 
have it more abundantly." 

Age doesn't enter into this 
matter of using our talents. 
None of us is without talents at 
any time, when we become 
aware of some of the riches of 
our inheritance as sons of God, 
and there is always some way 
in which we can employ those 
riches. 

We don't all have the same 
talents, as the parable shows, 
because, in the words of Paul, 
"there are diversities of gifts, 
but the same Spirit . . . the 
manifestation of the Spirit is 
given to every man to profit 
withal." 

When we see the fruits of the 
expression of our individual 
talents, and have the satisfac
tion of a good job faithfully 
carried out, we must then give 
God all the glory as the author 
of all the skills that brought 
their reward. Otherwise there 
is the danger of personal pride, 
which invites only a fall. Not 
only do we have a share in 
the joy of infinite Life in its 
own, but we are also promised 
new and larger opportunities 
for service-and so for watch
ing fresh multiplication of 
good. 

And so these two parables in 
their brilliant compressed form 
present fundamental principles 
of life. The parable of the rich 
fool points to the fact that real 
security lies only in spiritual 
riches, and then the parable 
of the talents stresses the need 
to use those individual riches 
to the glory of their infinite 
source, the God who is irre
pressible and illimitable Life 
and who loves to share His 
happiness with every one of us 
who is willing to receive it. 

"I WILL BE WITH THY MOUTH" 

Bv A SPEECH THERAPIST 

I WORK IN A SPEECH CLINIC 

where patients with language 
disabilities are retraining for 

the recovery of the ability 
to communicate. In directing 
this language retraining pro-
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gramme, it is incumbent upon 
me to use every resource at my 
command to foster a situation 
in which speech therapists and 
patients may work in harmony, 
both for the speech return and 
for the alleviation of the frus
trations which often accom
pany a sudden loss of language. 

Now, what are the "re
sources at my command"? 
They may appear to be an 
adequate educational back
ground with specialized speech
therapy trammg, emotional 
stability, an ability to organize 
and direct, a faculty for resolv
ing frustrations and annoyances 
and for getting along with 
people, a sense of fair play and 
a love for my fellow man, 
cheerfulness, industry, a sense 
of humour, and perhaps a huge 
store of speech-therapy tricks. 

But within myself I know 
that my real resource is some 
small understanding of the In
finite, with the firm conviction 
that the good that comes from 
any apparent effort on my part 
is the reflection of the infinite 
Teacher and not from any 
personal ability. 

A human view of the clinic 
presents a picture of men who 
cannot read, some who cannot 
talk, and only three or four 
who can formulate complete 
sentences. Many no longer 
know the names of family 
members or friends, or of 
objects they see about them, 

and when some open their 
mouths to speak, a meaningless 
flow of jargon comes forth. 
Although their language is 
faulty, these men are in full 
possession of clear concepts
they simply have lost the ability 
to express them and/or to 
interpret them. Their situation 
is much like that of a thirsty 
traveller in a foreign country: 
he knows perfectly well that he 
wants a drink, but he cannot 
ask for one because he does not 
know the words of the foreign 
tongue. Should he see a sign 
pointing to a drinking foun
tain, he would not be able to 
read it because of an inability 
to interpret the symbols. 

If these patients were re
garded as mere mortals with 
speech and language difficul
ties stubbornly resistant to 
therapy because of a belief of 
brain damage, the situation 
would be too discouraging to 
face. How comforting to be 
supported by an about-face 
view of them as unlimited 
expressions of the one infinite 
Being, NOT dependent on 
human brain to give voice to 
their ideas. This attitude frees 
me from the temptation to 
categorize any one of the 
patients as being more disabled 
than any other or of being 
more amenable to recovery 
than another. This spiritual 
view also wipes out the edict 
that anyone has an incurable 
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disability and proclaims in its 
place the God-given right to 
recovery. 

Even though the staff and 
patients represent all colours, 
many national backgrounds and 
creeds, and varied economic 
and educational levels, I need 
not swerve from a spiritual 
view of them or fear that we 
cannot pursue our work har
moniously, for fundamentally 
we are not many minds strug
gling to overcome some inevi
table sentence. Rather, we are 
ideas of the one infinite Mind; 
and all that is ever going on, in 
spite of the human scene, is 
that same infinite Mind. To 
know this even in a small 
degree frees me from any per
sonal responsibility and from 
the discouragement often atten
dant upon those working with 
the disabled. 

Aims and Methods 

Although we set goals, Im
mediate and long-range, we 
set no limits, for the therapist 
and patient who see only the 
restoration of speech as the 
ultimate goal of the therapy 
have a limited sense of their 
opportunity to see develop
ment and progress. 

We give the disability as little 
consideration as possible, cen
tring instead on the real man 
with his multitude of remain
ing assets. We recognize the 
unlimited potentialities of the 

patient, both for the estab
lishment or re-establishment of 
sound basic attitudes and for at 
least a working foundation for 
communication. 

The entire staff maintains an 
atmosphere of enthusiasm to 
help dispel any inertia and any 
illusions the patient may have 
of himself as a hopeless invalid, 
stripped of his skills and for
saken by family, friends, and 
even by his Maker. As thera
pists we conscientiously aim for 
the restoration of the patient's 
self-esteem, and we seek to 
replace any devastating beliefs 
of invalidism with a desire to 
recover, with a willingness 
to learn and a receptiveness 
to therapy. The patient must 
"have a mind" to recover. 

As our patient-therapist rela
tionship progresses, we stead
fastly encourage the patient 
actively to make use of the 
assets which he still possesses,
in fact, to look at a-bility rather 
than dis-ability. In the pro
portion that he is able to do 
this, he inevitably adopts a 
constructive attitude, resulting 
in increased self-reliance and a 
healthy resistance to disorder 
and dependency. He begins 
to grasp the fact that he 
can again "speak for himself," 
whether in attitude, in gesture, 
in silence, or (who knows?) 
perhaps in eloquence. 

We feel that a firm basis is 
taking form in the patient's 
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progress when he ceases cursory 
efforts to achieve perfection 
without first laying the neces
sary groundwork, and instead 
confidently applies himself to 
the daily individual exercises 
requisite for a working foun
dation. 

The process of relearning 
the names of common objects 
which one has spoken countless 
numbers of times in the past 
demands infinite patience. But 
the burden seems lighter when 
others are also working out the 
same problems. At home the 
patient may have felt con
spicuous because he was the 
only disabled member of the 
group, or he may have felt 
inadequate because he was no 
longer performing the duties of 
the head of the house. But in 
the clinic he feels security as he 
sits down with those of similar 
limitations. 

The advantage of this is not 
an exchange of sympathy-far 
from it-and the patient does 
not regard it as such. Rather, 
it is that the patient himself 
now has the opportunity to 
assume the role of therapist, 
teacher, interpreter, or guide, 
and in his halting telegraphic 
speech, he encourages others to 
talk, to read and write, and to 
be independent. 

From here on, we therapists 
can lessen our support and 
gradually fall into the back
ground, for the sooner the 

patient realizes that the thera
pist alone is not responsible for 
his recovery, the quicker he 
himself will assume his own 
responsibility for it. Gradually 
the patient loses his fear of 
attempting to communicate and 
of taking his rightful place in 
his home and community, and 
thus prepares the way for his 
eventual discharge from the 
clinic. 

An Age-Old Question 
Speech problems are not 

new, nor are they the product 
of our fast-moving age; they 
have been in evidence almost 
since the beginning of human 
history. It was Moses who said, 
"0 my Lord, I am not elo
quent .... I am slow of speech, 
and of a slow tongue." The 
reply was, "W'ho hath made 
man's mouth? ... have not I 
the Lord? Now therefore go, 
and I will be with thy mouth, 
and teach thee what thou shalt 
say.'' 

Still Moses, in the usual 
human way, insisted upon an 
intermediary in the person of 
Aaron, just as our patients are 
wont to lean on a therapist to 
teach them to speak. VVe, as 
therapists, might reply some
what as in Exodus, "Suffer it 
to be for the present that the 
speech therapist shall be to thee 
instead of a mouth." But the 
sooner the speech therapist 
fades into the background, the 
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better, for it is the patient's 
relationship to God, to his 
divine Principle (and not to the 
therapist) which brings the 
healing. 

Moses could not be con
vinced of the fact that if Aaron 
could speak, he himself also 
could speak, since the two were 
brothers,-brother-ideas of the 
one infinite Mind, with the 
same origin, the same abilities, 
the same advantages, and the 
same inheritance. The patient 
who, like Moses, relies only on 
moral courage is found to plod 
his way much more laboriously 
than the one who understands 
in some measure that he is the 
son of God. 

A striking example is the 
case of the man who crashed in 
the sea in the aeroplane which 
he was piloting. Following the 
rescue, he was found to be com
pletely cut off from all com
munication, both in under
standing and in expressing even 
the most simple language. He 
worked diligently in the clinic 
until gradually his understand
ing of spoken language cleared, 
although his oral output and 
his reading ability remained 
markedly limited. Unattended, 
however, he sought out an 
estate agent who showed him 
available homes from which to 
make a purchase. He managed 
the details of the transaction, 
he kept his accounts, he moved 
his mother and aunt into the 

new home, and he later pur
chased a bicycle to use for 
transportation. This patient 
never doubted that he was the 
son of God. In fact, he 
reiterated his conviction many 
times. Although it is not always 
prudent to voice such views in 
a situation where the majority 
would not accept them, hold
ing to them honestly and re
flecting them in daily activities 
have proved that one with God 
is a majority. 

Words or Attitude? 

We often see changes come 
over patients who apparently 
realize that in times past, 
although they talked a great 
deal, they had said little that 
was worth-while and entertained 
little that was of spiritual value. 
With the newly imposed silence 
they now give more thought and 
devotion to attitudes and to a 
loving expression of them. 

We continually maintain 
that a proper attitude far 
exceeds a proper word. Good 
speech alone is not the panacea 
for all a patient's ills. Glibness 
of tongue has often had disas
trous results. We have seen 
many instances where the 
newly imposed silence has given 
individuals apparently for the 
first time the occasion to con
sider their real place in the 
scheme of things. 

This work does · make one 
realize that for those of us who 
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have normal speech it is surely 
far more important to attend to 
the language of the heart, the 
language the heart is really 

speaking behind the fa~ade of 
words, than to be over-careful 
about the mere words we use 
to express that inner language. 

"The Inn of the Sixth Happiness" 
MANY PEOPLE will enjoy The Inn of the Sixth Happiness, a film 
which tells the story of the amazing courage and love of Gladys 
Aylward, who worked as a missionary in China. She once wrote 
to her parents, at a time when she was dodging from cave to 
cave in the mountains, "We live in a sort of preparation for 
flight, our bundles about us. Yet I must repeat what I have said 
before: do not wish me out of this or in any way seek to get me 
out, for I will not be got out while this trial is on. These are my 
people. God has given them to me, and I will live or die with 
them for Him and His glory." 

The film brought to mind this fairy story: "At the christening 
of a princess, there were three loving godparents, who came to 
bestow the best gifts they could think of. The first said that no 
gift could be greater than beauty, and so her gift to the princess 
was that she would always be beautiful. The second said that no 
gift could be greater than wealth, and so her gift to the princess 
was that she would always be rich. But when the turn came of 
the third godparent, she had this to say: 'The princess may 
always be beautiful, but that will not help her if she takes no 
care for beauty of thought and motive, for beauty without beauty 
of heart is an empty thing. She may always be rich, but that too 
will be an empty thing if she has no riches of inspiration and 
creativity within herself. And so my gift to her will be this: she 
will always welcome in every situation the opportunity to love 
and serve according to the highest that she sees. Then she will 
not only always have joy, but she will also always be truly 
beautiful and always be truly rich.' " 

Gladys Aylward always saw the opportunity for courageous 
and loving service to the glory of the God she trusted implicitly, 
and her life brings out that the only sure and ultimately fruitful 
way to teach the love of God is by example, not by mere words 
nor by trying to convert everyone in sight without regard for 
individual conscience. 

The story of how "the small woman" went to China in spite 
of the discouraging verdict that she was not sufficiently qualified 
calls to mind something which Colonel Laurens van der Post 
says in his latest book The Lost World of the Kalahari (The Hogarth 
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Press, London, 1958). When he resolved to carry out the promise 
he had made to himself to seek the little Bushmen of the Kala
hari,-when "in one vivid moment" he was utterly ready and 
resolved in his own individual spirit to do this,-then all the 
details fell into place. "In fact there and then," he says, "all the 
aspects of the plan that were within reach of my own hand were 
worked out and determined. What took longer, of course, was 
the part which depended on the decisions of others and on cir
cumstances beyond my own control. Yet even there I was amazed 
at the speed with which it was accomplished. I say amazed but 
it would be more accurate to say I was profoundly moved, for 
the lesson that seemed to emerge ... was, as Hamlet put it so 
heartrendingly to himself: 'The readiness is all.' If one is truly 
ready within oneself and prepared to commit one's readiness 
without question to the deed that follows naturally on it, one finds 
life and circumstance surprisingly armed and ready at one's side." 

The incident of Gladys Aylward quelling single-handed a 
prison riot because she felt imperatively called upon to do so in 
vindication of her faith and in spite of her fear reminds one of 
another of van der Post's comments: "In peace and war I have 
found that frequently, naked and unashamed, one has to go 
down into what one most fears and in that process, from some
where beyond all conscious expectation, comes a saving flicker 
of light and energy that even if it does not produce the courage 
of a hero at any rate enables a trembling mortal to take one step 
further." With Gladys Aylward it produced the courage of a 
hero. 

The Judges of lsrael-ll 
Abimelech and Jephthah 

BY PEGGY M. BROOK 

fOLLOWING THE STORY of that 
great spiritual warrior, Gideon, 
the Book of Judges tells of two 
rulers who arise in contrast to 
one another, first Abimelech, 
and then J ephthah. 

Abimelech illustrates the 
attempt to govern through 
human will and its inevitable 
fatal results, whereas J ephthah 

Government through human will 
contrasted with letting God govern 

shows the necessity of letting 
God govern, and being willing 
to lay down all human desires 
in order to defeat the enemies 
to true progress. 

Abimelech Forces Himself 
as Ruler 

At the time when Abimelech 
arose, the Israelites had lapsed 
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from their spiritual standard 
and had gone "a whoring after 
Baalim and made Baal-berith 
their God." Before they could 
repent and return to the one 
God, Abimelech forced himself 
into the position of ruler by 
killing off his seventy brothers, 
all except J otham the youngest, 
who hid himself. Abimelech 
made his excuse for this violent 
deed in the form of a question 
to the men of Shechem, 
"Whether is better for you, 
either that all the sons of 
Jerubbaal [Gideon], which are 
threescore and ten persons, 
reign over you, or that one 
reign over you?" Here was an 
obvious attempt to create a 
dictatorship, which always in
volves the unbridled use of 
human will. 

Abimelech was not content 
with being merely a judge, and 
in Chapter g, verse 6, we read 
that they "made Abimelech 
king." This was quite out of 
keeping with the rulership of 
Israel at that time. The judges 
arose through natural spiritual 
selection, whereas the kingship, 
which was a later form of 
government into which the 
Israelites lapsed, involved 
hereditary rule and an organ
ized sense, which was foreign to 
the highest spiritual convictions 
of the children of Israel. Their 
government was most naturally 
a theocracy and not a kingdom 
ruled by personal kings. 

The Fable of the Trees 
Jotham means "perfection of 

the Lord," that which sees the 
Godly answer to a situation. 
When he heard of his brother 
Abimelech being made king, he 
went up to Mount Gerizim, 
the mount of blessing, and 
related to the Israelites the 
lovely and significant fable of 
the trees, which begins, "The 
trees went forth on a time to 
anoint a king over them; and 
they said unto the olive tree, 
Reign thou over us. But the 
olive tree said unto them, 
Should I leave my fatness, 
wherewith by me they honour 
God and man, and go to be 
promoted over the trees?" 

The same request was made 
to the fig tree and to the vine, 
and they replied in like man
ner. But finally, when all the 
trees invited the bramble to 
reign over them, it said, "If in 
truth ye anoint me king over 
you, then come and put your 
trust in my shadow: and if not, 
let fire come out ofthe bramble, 
and devour the cedars of Leba
non." Jotham's fable illustrated 
just what had taken place, 
likening Abimelech, with his 
upstart claims, to the bramble. 

There is a lovely lesson to be 
seen in this tale of the trees. It 
illustrates how every idea in 
creation has its distinct indivi
duality. It brings forth fruit 
that is natural to it. If it would 
try to take on an individuality 
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that does not belong to it, it 
would lose its own fruit. 

In any question of govern
ment,-whether in nations, 
communities, or families,-it is 
always essential to remember 
this, for true government 
involves the natural expression 
of individuality and a respect 
for this. There is no true one
ness in any aspect of government 
until men appreciate the value 
of each individual expression 
within the whole. A dictionary 
definition of "harmony" puts 
this aspect clearly: "Complete
ness and perfection resulting 
from diversity in unity." Paul 
stressed this very point when 
he wrote in I Corinthians, 
Chapter 12, "Now there are 
diversities of gifts, but the same 
Spirit. And there are differ
ences of administrations, but 
the same Lord." The entire 
chapter emphasizes the value 
of individual expression within 
the whole, taking the body as 
an illustration-"For as the 
body is one, and hath many 
members, and all the members 
of that one body, being many, 
are one body: so also is Christ." 

What a wonderful thing it is 
to realize that there is a divine 
plan and that every individual 
has his unique expression in 
that plan. He does not have to 
push and pull to find it, but he 
finds it primarily through his 
conscious awareness that he has 
a unique destiny. It is not a 

question of fatalism, however. 
Because the plan is fundamen
tally spiritual and entirely 
good, the definiteness of' man's 
individuality is based on the 
certainty that every expression 
of the divine Principle of the 
universe has a unique spiritual 
purpose, which is entirely posi
tive and good. This can work 
itself out in human experience 
through a variety of ways, but 
the spiritual purpose is definite 
and will always be fulfilled, no 
matter what the human Cir
cumstances may be. 

In this fable it was the 
bramble that falsely exalted 
itself-the bramble that is wild 
and runs everywhere, and never 
grows high enough or thick 
enough to afford shade, yet 
proudly invites others to trust 
in its shadow. Because this type 
of unstable, ambitious thought 
cannot fulfil its promises, it 
invariably destroys itself and 
others along with it-fire 
comes out of the bramble and 
devours the cedars of Lebanon. 
Is this not what eventually 
happens with all evil dictator
ships if not checked? They run 
wild over everything and every
one and finally destroy them
selves and all who have trusted 
in them. 

Abimelech's Downfall 
Abimelech reigned three 

years and then "the men of 
Shechem dealt treacherously" 
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with him and a man called 
Gaal arose and joined himself 
to these men of Shechem. Gaal 
means "contempt, abomina
tion, rejection," and it is true 
that when a dictatorship begins 
to get the upper hand in any 
form of government, there 
gradually arises among the 
community a feeling of "con
tempt" for such authoritarian 
dealings. They are held in 
"abomination" by many and 
there is a movement to "reject" 
them. But Gaal was not suc
cessful, for mere contempt and 
disgust with the evil results of 
human will are not sufficient to 
deal with such results. Nega
tive reactions can never deal 
with negative impulses. Only 
positive good can make any 
impact. 

Abimelech's end did even
tually come, however, and it 
immediately followed on from 
Gaal's rebellion. What was it 
that overcame him? Two fac
tors. One, a strong tower at 
Thebez, and two, a "certain 
woman" who "cast a piece of a 
millstone upon" him. Abime
lech encamped against Thebez, 
which means "fine linen or 
silk." All the men and women 
of this city had gone up into 
the top of a strong tower. Does 
this not symbolize an uplifted 
state of spiritual thought? So 
often in the Bible a tower is 
used in this way. And from this 
tower a "certain woman cast 

a piece of a millstone upon 
Abimelech's head, and all to 
brake his skull." Just as the 
qualities of true womanhood 
destroyed Sisera, so here ambi
tion, pride, and human will are 
destroyed, first by uplifting 
thought beyond "contempt, 
abomination, rejection" to 
higher spiritual values, and 
then by using the "woman" 
qualities of watchfulness and 
steadfastness. 

The symbolism in these early 
stories is often crude, but never
theless behind it can be dis
cerned the eternal truths of 
Being. 

Jephthah-"He That Opens" 
The story continues with two 

more judges arising, Tola and 
Jair, and then Jephthah the 
Gileadite, who is in complete 
contrast to Abimelech. 

Jephthah means "he that 
opens," and he seems to typify 
thought that is open and will
ing to serve God and to let 
God's will be done, instead of 
using human will. 

Jephthah was the son of a 
harlot, even as Abimelech was 
the son of a concubine. Har
lotry in the Bible is sometimes 
used as a negative symbol and 
sometimes as a positive one. 
Negatively, it gives a sense of 
unlicensed freedom, as in 
Abimelech's case, but positively 
it typifies that which rebels 
against rigid conservatism and 
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operates spontaneously in 
obedience to the spiritual. This 
was vividly illustrated with 
Rahab of Jericho and again 
here with Jephthah, who was 
the outcome of this type of 
thought. 

Jephthah Rejected and Then 
Recalled 

Like Abimelech, J ephthah 
had brethren, but instead of 
killing them, as Abimelech did, 
and making himself king, his 
brothers thrust him out of their 
father's house, and he went and 
dwelt in the land of Tob. 
Later, however, when the Am
monites attacked Israel, the 
elders of Gilead sent for J eph
thah to come and help them. 
J ephthah eventually agreed, 
with the proviso that if he 
defeated the enemies of Israel 
he would be made their head. 
This is quite a different pro
position from Abimelech, who 
made himself head through 
sheer human will and without 
any justification. Here leader
ship was dependent on victory 
over the Ammonites. The Am
monites were descendants of 
Lot, who had children by his 
own daughters, and therefore 
they always stand for self
centred, finite beliefs of 
material existence with their 
claims to limit man through 
sin, sickness, and death. 

The rejection of J ephthah 
and his hurried recall is very 

typical of the human mind. In 
times of prosperity it would 
reject thought that is open to 
the spiritual and wants to do 
only God's will, but when an 
enemy arises in the form of 
limitation to the point of death, 
it would hastily turn to this 
spiritual sense of life with its 
unlimited, divine idealism. But 
the spiritual is not just a power 
to be used in time of trouble. 
Jesus was always very insistent 
on this fact. He uncovered the 
error of being attracted to
wards the spiritual through 
love of "the loaves and fishes." 
He also told the disciples not to 
reJOICe that the devils were 
subject unto them, but rather 
rejoice because their names 
were written in heaven. There
fore J ephthah insisted that if he 
defeated the Ammonites he 
must be acknowledged as the 
head of Israel. We cannot just 
use spiritual values when we 
are in difficulties. If they are 
the fundamentals of being, the 
fundamentals of life itself, do 
we not need to acknowledge 
their kingship always? 

The Israelites agreed to make 
Jephthah head if he conquered 
the Ammonites and so he re
turned to Mizpeh, where he 
communed with God. He 
always had this close sense of 
relationship with his divine 
source. First J ephthah tried to 
parley with the enemy, but 
finally he was forced to fight 
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them. Before this took place, 
however, it is recorded that 
the "Spirit of the Lord" came 
upon him. The whole story is 
so different from the experi
ence of Abimelech, who pushed 
forward with human will to 
gain his own ends, and never 
waited for the "Spirit of the 
Lord,"-the divine will. 

Jephthah's Vow 

At this point Jephthah made 
a vow that if God delivered the 
children of Ammon into his 
hands, whatever came forth 
out of the doors of his house to 
meet him when he returned, he 
would sacrifice to God. He did 
defeat the Ammonites, and 
when he returned home it was 
his only daughter who came 
out of the house to greet 
him "with timbrels and with 
dances." Jephthah was grieved 
beyond measure, but he told 
his daughter of his vow. She 
agreed that he must keep it, 
and so this virgin maid was 
sacrificed to God. 

If one merely took this story 
literally, it would be a cruel 
and devastating act, but if we 
take the spirit of its symbolism 
is it not telling us that spiritual 
victories often demand the sac
rifice of a cherished human 
ideal? Obviously this does not 
mean the death of someone we 

love, but the setting aside of 
some value on a merely human 
basis, for J ephthah's daughter 
was sacrificed to God. To 
sacrifice anything to God 
always meant giving up some
thing that belonged to one 
personally and granting it to 
God as a gift. In a practical 
way we can think of it as giving 
up reckoning intelligence, gov
ernment, or power, for instance, 
as belonging to us personally 
and granting it to God, reckon
ing all things as emanating 
from the great First Cause. And 
so if we sacrifice our most 
cherished human ideal to God, 
we are really reckoning God as 
the Creator and Father of all 
idealism, and laying down our 
personal claim to it as origina
tor or protector. 

And so J ephthah saved Israel 
from the Ammonites through 
reliance on God alone, and he 
judged Israel for six years. 

* 

The maintenance of true 
individuality is such an impor
tant factor in man's experience, 
and do not these two incidents 
show, firstly, that it cannot be 
forced in a personal way? Such 
an attempt leads to rebellion 
and desolation. Secondly, that 
if man is willing to follow the 
divine will and sacrifice a 
merely human sense of values, 
his true individuality is irre
sistible? 



A Conducted Tour of the Universe 
Bv EmTH McLEon 

AMIDST THE NOISE AND BUSTLE 

of Marylebone Road in the 
city of London, the London 
Planetarium invites the visitor 
to a "conducted tour of the 
universe," and the infinite space 
and possibilities for thought
travels which a visit there can 
open up are indeed as vast as 
the universe. 

Since time began man has 
tended to look up to the stars 
in his attempt to recapture 
the sublime harmony of celes
tial being which was his "when 
the morning stars sang to
gether, and all the sons of God 
shouted for joy." 

It has been the successful 
endeavour of the London Plan
etarium to impart a sense, 
however faint, of this primeval 
harmony. Its very carefully 
planned architecture shuts out 
completely the jarring noises of 
the busy city, and on entering 
the great auditorium with its 
lofty dome one feels that one 
has entered a calmer and 
clearer atmosphere, where 
ethereal music fills the air. For 
forty minutes we leave the 
paraphernalia of everyday liv
ing behind and listen to the 
interpretation of our universe. 

We are sitting in the heart 
of the greatest city in the world 
and along the horizon of the 

auditorium we discern the 
miniature silhouettes of the 
dome of St. Paul's, the tower 
of Westminster, Tower Bridge, 
and other familiar landmarks 
such as Greenwich and even 
dockside cranes in the Pool of 
London. The four cardinal 
points are also indicated to 
help one's sense of direction. 

Then night falls, revealing 
the vast army of stars which we 
see in exceptional brilliance as 
the London atmosphere with 
its street lights and industrial 
smoke has been removed for 
us. We watch the night sky as 
it shone over London on the 
gist of December in I957 and 
we move with the stars into the 
New Year I 958. Thanks to the 
perfection of the Planetarium 
projector we are able to follow 
the path of the sun, moon, 
stars, and planets at night and 
in the daytime. We can pursue 
the cycles of different length 
which the nine planets of our 
solar system perform around 
the sun. We learn how human 
imagination has placed Leo, 
the lion, the twins Castor and 
Pollux, the great waggon or 
bear and other star pictures in 
the sky. The belt of the Zodiac 
is also pointed out to us. We 
are even able to take a position 
far out in the universe and look 
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at our solar system- sun, moon, 
and planets-objectively. The 
Planetarium projector enables 
us actually to see that the sun 
is the central stillness of our 
solar system and that in fact 
our earth is travelling around 
the sun. This makes tangible 
to us the scientific astronomi
cal facts which contradict the 
obvious sense testimony. We 
see our earth, a medium-sized 
planet, perform its revolutions 
around the sun, accompanied 
by its brother planets, extin
guished stars with no light of 
their own, which are visible 
only because they reflect the 
sunlight. Seen from this posi
tion out in the universe our 
solar system, one among count
less others, seems to be but a 
speck of dust in the vast cosmos. 

Then, having learnt as much 
as one possibly can learn about 
the universe in forty minutes, 
there is a surprise to come: the 
last item on the programme, 
revealing the vast "orchestra" 
of the heavens set against a 
very dark velvet sky as we 
may see it on very clear nights, 
with innumerable shooting stars 
or meteors forming a magnifi
cent shower-thus ending their 
life in a sudden trail of fleeting 
light. 

What Lies Behind It All? 
Leaving the theatre with a 

deep impression of the might, 
majesty, and glory displayed or 

symbolized in the stellar uni
verse, thought tries to go be
hind the scenes of such an a we
inspiring spectacle to perceive 
the underlying reality. There 
is something in man's con
sciousness which responds to 
the majesty, harmony, and even 
eternality for which the stellar 
universe seems to stand, which 
may well be interpreted as his 
original and natural oneness 
with these divine and heavenly 
qualities. 

However, through belief in 
the Adam legend of a "fallen" 
man-fallen through disobedi
ence to the divine Principle of 
harmony-heaven has seemed 
no longer to abide with man, 
but has become something to 
look and wonder at only from 
afar. And yet, man has never 
ceased to "reach for the sky," 
and his constant desire and 
endeavour to reach out beyond 
earthbound limitations and re
strictions in any form is ex
pressed to-day in his desire to 
conquer outer space. It is very 
unlikely, however, that man 
will gain greater satisfaction, 
health, and harmony when he 
will be able to spend his holi
days on the moon, for instance 
-for nothing of the nature of 
lasting harmony can be gained 
by a mere outward change. 

Jesus told us almost 2 ,ooo 
years ago that the "kingdom 
of heaven" is within us-not 
"way up there," but within 
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reach of our here-and-now 
conscious experience. This atti
tude which Jesus held proved 
to be a most practical one
bringing heaven, perfection, 
down to every detail of earthly 
experience. Once he had be
come conscious of the spiritual 
laws which bestow heaven, he 
no longer looked up to heaven, 
as it were, but looked out from 
"heaven" and worked with 
"heaven" -thereby exercising 
complete dominion over the 
symbolic or so-called material 
universe. He healed the sick, fed 
the multitude, raised the dead. 

Some day we all have to 
start following the great exem
plar. We shall have to be
come a light unto our earth, 
our sphere of activity, ourselves 
by living heaven, a heaven
filled consciousness, here on 
earth. 

A visit to the Planetarium 
can awaken us to the value 
of searching the timeless and 
spaceless fourth dimension of 
spiritual thinking, which gives 
us here and now the real 
heaven which the stellar uni
verse so wonderfully symbol
Izes. 

In the Symposium, Glaucon suggested that the science of 
astronomy must surely be valuable, since it compelled the soul 
to look on high. Socrates replied: " ... I cannot think of any 
other study as one that makes the soul look on high except that 
which is concerned with being and the unseen. If anyone 
attempts to learn anything which is perceivable . . . he, I 
declare, will never learn. For such things do not admit of 
knowledge." 

IMMORTALITY: A REASONABLE 
CONVICTION? 

By RosALIE MAAs 

Is IT MORE REASONABLE to 
conclude that man is immortal, 
or to agree with Bertrand 
Russell that when we die we 
rot and that that is all there is 
to it? 

The Creative Principle 
Every normal person enjoys 

creating in some form or an
other. If death were the end of 
both the individual and the 
mass of individuals who make 
up the race, such creative acti
vity would be ultimately mean
ingless, a waste of effort, devoid 
of significance. Yet we feel this 
creative activity to be mean-
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ingful, purposeful, and even 
inspiring. 

The very desire to create 
presupposes a great creative 
Principle. The nature of this 
creative Principle is obviously 
Life, and must include both 
freshness and continuity, since 
we feel both these aspects in 
our own creative work. 

If there is this creative Prin
ciple, Life, it cannot also be 
causative of death, the direct 
opposite of life-unless such a 
Principle could be self-destroy
ing, which is manifestly absurd. 
As the Bible vividly puts it, 
"Doth a fountain send forth at 
the same place sweet water and 
bitter?" Then it must surely 
be our ignorance of real Life 
which causes us to make an 
actuality of death, except from 
a limited standpoint; and is it 
not also logical to believe that 
the nearer we approach an 
understanding of Life itself, the 
less we shall regard death as a 
substantial reality? What chil
dren we are in these matters, 
and what great possibilities of 
learning lie before us ! 

This creative Principle, Life, 
would seem also to be of the 
nature of Truth, the whole 
body of spiritual values, the 
spiritual idealism, towards 
which our best thoughts, mo
tives, and actions are directed. 
No sound and satisfactory sys
tem of ethics has been evolved 
with mortal life as its sole basis. 

A sense of eternity and immor
tality underlies the standards 
and ideals by which most men 
try to live and regulate their 
relationships. 

As Marcel Proust has put it, 
"There is nothing in the con
ditions of life on this earth to 
make us think ourselves obliged 
to be good, to be sensitive, even 
polite; nor the artist to feel 
himself compelled to begin a 
passage twenty times over again 
when the praise it evokes will 
matter little to the body de
voured by worms .... All these 
obligations, which have no 
sanction in our present life, 
seem to belong to a different 
world, a world founded on 
goodness, on scruple, on sacri
fice, a world . . . whence we 
came . . . perhaps to return 
there and live under the rule of 
the unknown laws which we 
have obeyed here ... to which 
every deep intellectual labour 
draws us closer and which are 
invisible only-and not even
to fools." 

It appears reasonable to con
clude that this great creative 
Principle whose nature is Life, 
not death, and Truth, not 
transient standards, must also 
be of the nature of Love, since 
we cannot conceive of a life 
worth living without love. Real 
love is not finite and mortal. It 
plants its flag in the unlimited. 
The belief in oblivion is incom
patible with love. Poets have 
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given expression to what all 
those who have deeply loved 
have instinctively felt to be 
true:-

All other things to their des
truction draw, 

Only our love bath no decay· 
This, no tomorrow bath, no; 

yesterday, 
But truly keeps his first, last, 

everlasting day. 

Since this Principle called 
Life would seem to be of the 
nature of Love, it cannot also 
be the cause of separation and 
grief. It cannot mock our hopes 
by giving us love and then 
taking it away with the death 
of the beloved. It would be 
inconceivable to believe this 
and also believe God to be All
power and All-good, as most 
religions declare. Again, then, 
there must be ignorance on our 
part of the Life that is infinite 
Love and puts all friendships 
beyond the reach of death. 
The Love who gives does 
not take away, except from a 
limited point of view. 

An Enlarged Idea of Indivi
duality 

Plainly, our sense of man is 
far too narrow. Socrates had a 
wonderful glimpse of this when 
he was about to drink the hem
lock and one of his friends 
asked him where he wished to 
be buried. His reply was: 
"First catch me. Then you may 

talk about where to bury me." 
He was calmly convinced that 
the individual is incomparably 
bigger than his temporary ves
ture. His friends might think 
that they would be buryino
him, but he was sure that h~ 
would not be there in that poor 
little corpse. 

Chuang Tze, the Chinese 
Taoist who lived about 450 B.C. 

said, "~irth is not a beginning; 
death IS not an end. There is 
existence without limitation· 
there is continuity without ~ 
starting-point. Come, I will tell 
you. That self is eternal; yet all 
men think that it is mortal. 
That self is infinite; yet all men 
think it finite." 

Most people have moments, 
however fleeting, when they 
feel assured that there is some
thing about the individual
even if only in his aspirations 
and yearnings-which is too 
large, too noble, too lovely, to 
have started at birth and to end 
in death. We probably call by 
the name of God our sense of 
the infinite source from which 
those qualities . emanate and 
where they abide. 

Hence, in a season of calm 
weather 

Though inland far we be, 
Our souls have sight of that 

immortal sea 
Which brought us hither. 

The goodness which a good 
man expresses is not personal 
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to him, but is rather an indi
vidual reflection of goodness, 
as a sunbeam is an individual 
reflection of the sun and is one 
with the sun in quality, but 
does not itself generate or 
originate sunlight. Then if the 
source of man's goodness cannot 
cease to be, since it is entirely 
independent of matter and cor
poreality, how can man's re
flection of that goodness entirely 
cease to be? 

The most reliable evidence 
of immortality is our assurance 
that God does not come to an 
end, for if man expresses God, 
however faintly we discern that 
in our present experience, how 
can man be snuffed out and go 
into oblivion? 

We cannot say that 2 + 2 

= 4 could be obliterated and 
yet that the principle of arith
metic could continue to be, for 
they are inseparable and each 
needs the other. 

Though what we call the 
physical rose may wither till it 
loses all beauty, we know that 
the idea of rose exists forever in 
the eternal Mind. The Author 
of that rose lives on-and if we 
love the rose, how much more 
must its Author-and must con
tinue to enjoy its own perfect 
concept of it fully expressed, 
even though it may be in
visible to our present childish 
sense of life and its modes. 

It must surely be the same 
with man. The Love that forms 

the beauty of individuality 
must naturally love to see it 
forever expressed and could not 
countenance the death of what 
it loves. In the same way the 
Truth that includes all in its 
whole embrace could not allow 
one iota of this whole to be 
spared- if it could, Truth 
would cease to be a whole. 

Physical versus Spiritual 
Testimony 

C. B. Purdom writes in A 
Plan of Life: "There are people 
who eagerly seek after evidence 
of immortality. For my part I 
would not walk across the road 
to find it. I am sufficiently con
vinced without it .... How am 
I convinced? Because I believe 
that man belongs to a spiritual 
order. . . . Conviction must 
rest on something stronger than 
hope. It must rest upon one's 
own spiritual knowledge. That 
knowledge is what we acquire 
through the cultivation of the 
inner life. The spirit conscious 
of itself is its own witness. If 
we live the inner life, we get to 
know the truth that it alone 
can discover. The physical life 
tells us of death; but the inner 
life knows nothing of death, 
only of clearer and still clearer 
consciousness of life." 

The physical senses with their 
limited claims certainly tell of 
decay and death, and they often 
insist that we miss very much 
the physical presence of those 
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they say have died-"But 0 
for the touch of a vanish'd 
hand, And the sound of a 
voice that is still!" For the 
majority of people, however, a 
spiritual sense overrides that 
sooner or later and protests the 
ever-presence of those dearly 
loved. 

When, dearest, I but think of 
thee, 

Methinks all things that lovely 
be 

Are present, and my soul 
delighted: 

For beauties that from worth 
anse 

Are like the grace of dei ties, 
Still present with us, though 

unsighted. 

Thus absence dies, and dying 
proves 

No absence can subsist with 
loves 

That do partake of fair per
fection: 

Since in the darkest night they 
may 

By love's quick motion find a 
way 

To see each other by reflec
tion. 

As a letter quoted in the 
Reader's Digest put it: " I don't 
know the shape of immortality, 
but neither have I ever seen 
love, faith, integrity, nor any 
of the other qualities that give 
life meaning and beauty. Yet I 
do not question their reality, 
for I have lived with them in 
action. 

"Death does not destroy 
these qualities. You can lose 
love only if it is withdrawn 
from you. Death does not take 
it away, for love is without 
limits. Love remains with you, 
surrounding and fortifying you, 
an active, positive force, a 
deeper reality than the sound 
of a voice or the touch of a 
hand, dear as these things are. 
How can I not believe in 
immortality ? 

"My faith is undiminished. I 
have lost the sound of the voice 
and the touch of the hand and 
the joy of the daily companion
ship of my wife; I can never 
lose the realities which give 
these things meaning." 

The spiritual sense expressed 
in that letter is not sentimental 
"wishful thinking," but a firm 
and healthy conviction of the 
deathless immortality of indi
viduality. 

Another thinker, Edward 
Kimball, once wrote to some
one at a time of bereavement: 
"Just think of it, within the 
entire range of all that is, or 
ever was, there has been no 
death, not one. All that ever 
was of your [loved one J is now 
and is included in the infinity 
of consciousness, imperishable, 
undisturbed, and unlost. . . . 
The allness of good is not un
happy to-day. Nothing has 
changed Life or man. On the 
contrary, if thought listens to 
God, it will hear the sweet and 
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eternal refrain : 'All 1s good 
and good is all.' " 

Growth in Good 

A spiritual sense of things 
informs us that only good is 
immortal and that evil has no 
part in immortality, being self
destroying. When one dwells 
with gratitude on all the good 
qualities of another, whether 
"dead" or "alive," the evil 
apparently attendant upon 
their individuality loses more 
and more its claim to sub
stance. 

Theological belief has main
tained that at death the soul of 
a good man escapes from its 
mortal vesture in the body and 
enters eternal bliss (if the 
Almighty is graciously pleased 
to allow it to do so). This does 
not appear to be a logical 
teaching, since in all spiritual 
progress it is understanding 
which is the inescapable essen
tial for real growth. Under
standing can only unfold in an 
orderly way; it cannot be 
brought about by any sudden 
change. Immortality involves 
pure goodness, and that is 
something to which we gradu
ally open our eyes in all its 
beauty of detail. The resur
rection and ascension of Jesus 
Christ came about by orderly 
stages of spiritual understand
ing and indicate a progressive 
state beyond the grave. 

Is There Communication? 

Is there any possibility of 
communication between those 
who are "here" and those 
"hereafter" ? What form can it 
take? Shakespeare wrote, "Let 
me not to the marriage of true 
minds Admit impediments." 
John Donne proclaimed, "They 
who one another keep alive 
ne' er parted be.'' And William 
Penn wrote: "Death cannot 
kill what never dies. Nor can 
spirits ever be divided, that 
love and live in the same divine 
principle, the root and record 
of their friendship." 

Those who love beyond the 
mere human trappings of indi
viduality, which are so unim
portant in comparison with the 
immortal qualities of character 
which in their unique blending 
constitute real individuality, 
can and do meet in the Mind 
which is God. This realm is 
timeless and spaceless and 
knows neither "here" nor 
"hereafter," but only the infi
nite presence and mutual bless
ing of all individuality. 

The kind of meeting that 
takes place in this realm is not 
concerned with everyday chat
ter or specific advice purport
ing to come from those 
departed, but is a rich and 
lovely thing of spiritual sub
stance and atmosphere, which 
far outshines the limited con
ceptions of spiritualism. It is a 
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conviction of "togetherness" on 
the one road that really counts, 
the road of spiritual progress. 
This sense of unity inspires 
and sustains, warms and com
forts, and gives the feeling of 
being rooted and grounded in 
the actual truth of being. 

Moreover, there is no stop to 
the mutual understanding be
tween individuals, but a beau
tiful ripening of appreciation. 
Allen Boone once wrote in a 
letter about a mutual friend: 
"I couldn't associate anything 
but abundant life with him. I 
liked the guy the moment he 
came bouncing into my world 
of awareness many years ago. 
Something in both of us clicked 
in a mutual way and that has 
been ripening ever since, even 
though there were long spaces 
when neither of us heard 
directly from the other. He's 
been bouncing around in my 
consciousness with a vision and 
a vitality that I particularly 
like-and he is still 'on the 
bounce' there now, and for 
always. I couldn't possibly dis
miss him from my thinking, 
my consciousness, my world of 
awareness. I am in just as close 
touch with him mentally and 
spiritually as ever and expect 
to remain so, as we continue to 
move in the harmony and 
rhythm of Oneness-and the 
kind of correspondence that 
relatively few .earth Tiders 
understand." 

The Infinite Present 

A sense of immortality makes 
a difference to our present 
attitude to everything. As C. B. 
Purdom has also written: "Im
mortality means little, apart 
from spiritual values. And those 
values are here and now. It is 
only if we find a life for our
selves in which no question of 
its ending arises that we can 
discover any meaning in im
mortality .... Infinite prolon
gation is a concept of time and 
space, and has nothing to do 
with the spirit. The value of 
life depends upon its spiritual 
quality, upon consciousness of 
truth, upon disinterested action. 
And those who live in the spirit 
do not think of 'infinite pro
longation,' but of the infinite 
present in which they spend 
themselves freely." 

The more one glimpses of 
immortality, the more con
vinced one becomes that death 
is indeed the last enemy-m 
other words, that it will be 
overcome through the under
standing of Life. "Death, thou 
shalt die." "Yea, though I 
walk through the valley of the 
shadow of death,"-it need 
not be more than a passing 
shadow in the warm, clean sun
shine of a consciousness of 
eternal Life,-"1 will fear no 
evil: for Thou art with me" 
and with Him must be all His 
sons and d~u~hters. 
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* Ideas are power. The purpose of this 
periodical is to draw attention to 
the progressive mental and spiritual 
factors in every field, and to show 
that there lies behind them one 
unifying Principle and its irifinite 
operation. * 

Editorial 
In This Issue: 

True to Truth 

THE SEARCH FOR TRUTH is a 
great unifying factor. All men 
seek Truth in the sphere of 
activity they most love. They 
may disagree about where 
Truth lies and the method of 
approach, or even whether it 
is to be found at all, but fun
damentally they share the 
desire to seek Truth, and it is 
important and encouraging to 
recognize this, and to realize 
that Truth knows no boun
daries of sect, creed, race, or 
nationality. 

At the same time, it is surely 
equally important for each one 
to realize that he must keep 
intact the inner sanctum where 
he cultivates Truth in the way 
that individually seems to him 
most right and most pure. 

The American writer Van 
Wyck Brooks has written: "The 

spread of science has made us 
feel that we ought to be 'broad
minded' and try to understand 
every point of view. But that 
does not mean that we have to 
accept them all. It is still more 
important for us to maintain 
the right of our own natural 
tastes at whatever cost in 
'narrow-mindedness.' Every 
man of good sense knows when 
not to argue and has his mind 
made up on a thousand sub
jects that are not discussible 
for him. In fact, without a 
closed mind one cannot have 
an open mind. One becomes 
a house that has no walls, and 
I should not call that an open 
house." 

After Sir John Glubb's plea 
for more thinking about God, 
who Himself is Truth, Faber 
brings out in his sixth article 
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on the Gospel parables that 
the search for Truth involves 
the ability to watch, to be 
alert to new aspects of Truth, 
or else we may not recogmze 
them. 

Becoming aware of fresh 
aspects of Truth means that one 
becomes conscious of new as
pects of one's own selfhood 
and the need to fulfil sides of 
character one may have neg
lected. This is explored in 
"\¥omen's Two Roles." 

In writing about the mag
nificent story of Samson, Peggy 
M. Brook points to the need 
to restrain untempered zeal in 
the desire to wed oneself to 
every aspect of Truth. 

This is followed by some of 
Viscount Montgomery's reflec
tions on leadership and an 
article about experience m 
supervising to-day. One is re
minded of Shakespeare's words: 

to thine own self be true, 
And it must follow, as the night 

the day, 
Thou canst not then be false to 

any man. 

Next there is an article by 
a student of Christian Science, 
though not a member of the 
Christian Science church 

* 

organization, which follows up 
a television programme on the 
subject in suggesting that disease 
is no part of Truth and that an 
understanding of this is the 
beginning of healing. 

Finally come quotations from 
Diogenes and Dr. C. E. Last 
which indicate that since Truth 
and ultimate reality are not to 
be found in matter, they must 
abide in a realm which "takes 
no rise from outward things," 
as Browning wrote of Truth. 

To quote another poet, 
Wordsworth said of the sky
lark: 

Type of the wise, who soar but 
never roam; 

True to the kindred points of 
heaven and home! 

The skylark soars high in the 
air, but comes back to its nest 
on the ground. And just so, it 
seems that man's questing spirit 
sends him soaring off to find 
the unity of Truth in diverse 
spheres, but his homing instinct 
constantly brings him back 
enriched from these new views 
and adventures to his own indi
vidual and certain sense of 
where Truth lies in its purity 
and to the quiet culture of that 
sense. 

The character of truth is its capability of enduring the test of 
universal experience, and coming unchanged out of every 
possible form of fair discussion.-Sir John Herschel. 



THINK MORE ABOUT GOD 
A Sir John Glubb, K.C.B., C.M.G., D .S.O., O.B.E., M.C., in an 
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address to the World Congress of Faiths. 

IT SEEMS TO ME that if there is one thing more than another 
to-day which causes men to be divided-and you can summarize 
it in one word-that word is pride. And it seems to me also that 
the only way to get rid of pride is to think more about God .... 
If only we thought more about Him, I think we should feel less 
jealous, very much less indignant, and less resentful against 
other people .... 

Then there is another problem, especially, I suppose, in the 
West, and that is that we like to think of ourselves as being busy. 
I don't think we're really busy. We aren't as busy as people used 
to be. We work shorter hours than men have ever worked before. 
But being busy also flatters our pride; it makes us feel important 
when we are really unimportant. We like to produce a notebook 
and tell people all the engagements we've got. But the only way 
to know your position in the world, the only way for each one 
of us to realize his value and thereby to cease to be proud and 
jealous of others, is to realize the true proportion between our
selves and God. You can't do that unless you stop and think. 

I don't think, as I said, it's because we're really busy but by 
attaching so much importance to material things, we have 
become contemptuous of thinking . .. . 

What is there that we can do? Of course in the West we 
always want to get busy. We always think that we can do some
thing about it. But perhaps, as I have suggested, one of our 
principal troubles is just that we like to have our own plan. We 
are proud of our plan. We like to feel terribly busy carrying 
it out. 

But if instead of thinking about ourselves we try to think 
about God, we find that He moves more slowly. He doesn't use 
a loudspeaker. He doesn't go in for mass production. He changes 
people and He changes hearts more quietly. None of the great 
prophets who founded these religions held mass meetings or left 
enormous numbers. They were all contented to have a few 
faithful disciples. So I think perhaps our first duty is not to 
organize others but to deal with ourselves .... 

If we want to get ourselves, our country, other countries and 
other religions in their true proportions, let us spend more time 
looking at God and without our knowing how, we sh'all find that 
both our views and our feelings have grown nearer to the ideals 
which we [profess]. 



Do the Gospel Parables 
Live To-day?- VI 

BY FABER 

THE WORDS AND WORKS OF 
JESUS CHRIST are indissolubly 
connected. The words throw 
light on the works, and vice 
versa. That is why a study of 
the parables is so rewarding: 
it gives one a deeper under
standing of the incidents and 
healings in the Gospels, and 
therefore of the Christ-power 
which is available to all men. 

When I ponder the nature 
of God as Truth, the infinite 
consciousness of the wholeness 
and flawlessness of everything 
as God Himself knows it (you 
may like to refer to my previous 
article on this subject in IDEAS 
OF To-DAY, Volume 7, Num
ber I), I think of the parables 
which deal with watching, with 
alertness to Truth's appearing. 

One of the Master's most 
definite exhortations is this: 
"What I say unto you I say 
unto all, Watch." And when 
he found his disciples sleeping 
in the garden of Gethsemane 
he asked Peter, "What, could 
ye not watch with me one 
hour?" But what did he really 
mean by "watching" ? The 
parables in the twelfth chapter 
of Luke about the servants 
waiting for their lord and about 
the steward and his servants help 
one to arrive at his meaning. 

The Servants Waiting for 
their Lord 

The first goes like this : "Let 
your loins be girded about, and 
your lights burning; and ye 
yourselves like unto men that 
wait for their lord, when he 
will return from the wedding; 
that when he cometh and 
knocketh, they may open to 
him immediately. Blessed are 
those servants, whom the lord 
when he cometh shall find 
watching: verily I say unto 
you, that he shall gird himself, 
and make them to sit down 
to meat, and will come forth 
and serve them. . . . And this 
know, that if the goodman of 
the house had known what hour 
the thief would come, he would 
have watched, and not have 
suffered his house to be broken 
through." 

The servants were watching 
for something positive,-for the 
return of their lord,-not 
primarily against something 
negative; and yet their positive 
watching and expectancy of 
something good, which was 
familiar to them through their 
service to it, would also enable 
them to recognize and deal 
effectively with any thief who 
might approach with intent 
to rob. 

' 
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Watching, then, is first and 
foremost a positive spiritual 
activity, and what we have to 
expect constantly and without 
any doubts whatever is a fresh 
revelation of Truth, the "lord" 
of each one of us. Truth always 
comes to us straight from the 
"wedding" between God, 
Truth, and the true idea of 
everything, and therefore comes 
with a new vision of some aspect 
of itself. 

Only if we have a 100 per 
cent conscious alertness can we 
be ready to answer the first 
knock of this new truth and 
open thought to it at once. 
When we do, we can be 
absolutely certain that it will 
feed and serve us generously 
with "meaty" ideas that sus
tain and satisfy beyond any
thing else and make us fit for 
further revelation. But it is 
important that thought should 
have a listening expectancy. 

This same alertness will also 
enable us to forestall the sug
gestions of what is variously 
called in the Bible the "devil," 
the "carnal mind," and so 
forth, which are the errors and 
lies which try to rob us of 
dominion in our own "house" 
of consciousness. To forestall 
these robberies is infinitely 
better and more health-giving 
than waiting to learn through 
suffering. And if we are alert 
to Truth, we are equipped to 
detect and reject impostors 

which militate against the 
rights of God's man. 

Every one of us can surely 
remember many occasions 
when if we had been really 
awake spiritually, we would 
not have been robbed of our 
happiness or health and under
gone unnecessary suffering; 
our "house" would not have 
been broken into and rendered 
temporarily chaotic. 

One is reminded, too, of the 
story of Lazarus and how 
Martha and then Mary and 
then the Jews said that if Jesus 
had been there, Lazarus would 
not have died. If Lazarus and 
those close to him had watched 
for and welcomed the Christ
vision of true individuality, 
which tells of the "wedding" 
of man to Life itself, Lazarus 
would never have lost sight of 
the inspiration of life and con
sented .to death-those deadly 
"thieves" would not have 
broken through. Instead, he 
would have been fed with ideas 
which would have made life 
richly worth living to him
which indeed was what hap
pened when the Master came on 
the scene and resurrected him. 

"Be ye therefore ready also: 
for the Son of man cometh at an 
hour when ye think not." The 
Son of man was Jesus' name 
for the appearing of Christ, 
Truth, to human consciousness, 
and this may often come unex
pectedly and in such a form 
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that we do not recognize and 
welcome it unless we are really 
watching. For instance, this 
was so with the appearing 
of the Christ through the 
human babe Jesus, born in a 
humble manger. Truth often 
appears in a way that conflicts 
with conventional theories. 
Again, Mary Magdalene did 
not expect to see Jesus resur
rected and so she did not at 
first recognize him, but took 
him to be the gardener. Do 
we always recognize an advanc
ing truth when it is presented 
to us in an unexpected form? 

The Steward and 
His Servants 

The Master goes on to des
cribe the states of thought 
which interfere with genuine 
watching: "Who then is that 
faithful and wise steward, whom 
his lord shall make ruler over 
his household, to give them 
their portion of meat in due 
season? Blessed is that servant, 
whom his lord when he cometh 
shall find so doing. Of a truth 
I say unto you, that he will 
make him ruler over all that 
he hath. But and if that servant 
say in his heart, My lord 
delayeth his coming; and shall 
begin to beat the menservants 
and maidens, and to eat and 
drink, and to be drunken; the 
lord of that servant will come 
in a day when he looketh not 
for him, and at an hour when 

he is not aware, and will cut 
him in sunder, and will appoint 
him his portion with the un
believers." 

If we think that it does not 
matter how we rule here and 
now the household of conscious
ness with which we have been 
entrusted, we are wrong, the 
parable tells us. Our job is 
to rule that household with 
responsibility and feed our 
thoughts regularly with the 
"meat" of truth. We are not 
fulfilling our obligations if we 
become "drunk" with any form 
of self-indulgence, such as self
pity or personal animosity, or 
if we become aggressive in our 
thought and strike out against 
any form of good. If we do, 
we shall be caught unawares 
and deprived of a sense of 
relationship with fundamental 
Truth. This is the only form 
that "punishment" can take, 
for man cannot permanently 
be separated from that which 
is ultimate Truth. 

There are so many times 
when one would have avoided 
needless suffering if one had 
watched for and welcomed 
wholeheartedly a new aspect 
of Truth and ruled one's con
sciousness with it at every level, 
instead of resisting it through 
being absorbed in personal 
jealousies or conflicts. 

The parable ends: "And that 
servant, which knew his lord's 
will, and prepared not himself, 
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neither did according to his 
will, shall be beaten with many 
stripes. But he that knew not, 
and did commit things worthy 
of stripes, shall be beaten with 
few stripes. For unto whomso
ever much is given, of him shall 
be much required : and to whom 
men have committed much, of 
him they will ask the more." 

And so after pondering these 
two parables I remind myself 
that Truth makes this one 

great demand on me,-that I 
watch constantly for its coming 
and so welcome it and allow 
myself to be fed by it and in 
turn feed my "household" with 
it. I realize that my whole 
spiritual progress depends on 
this, and determines whether 
my advance is through suffering 
or through a steady and ever 
happier awakening to "the 
truth, the whole truth, and 
nothing but the truth." 

WOMEN'S TWO ROLES 
WE SOMETIMES FORGET the pro
found revolution in the position 
of women in society that has 
gone on in the past century and 
is still going on. Education is 
fundamental to this, and women 
have won the right to an 
education as good as a man's. 
In its turn education has led to 
a political say for women and 
their gradual entry into what 
were formerly masculine pre
serves, such as the legal profes
sion and many others. Now it 
is even becoming apparent that 
resistance to women in the 
ministry will not be able to 
hold out much longer. 

The great impulsion at work 
has been the idea of the essen
tial freedom of the individual of 
both sexes to realize the basic 
fact that each of them is com
plete and balanced in himself/ 
herself and must find and 

** 

express this in a way that 
brings full satisfaction. Con
ceptions of the functions of 
men and women based merely 
on sex differences are more and 
more losing weight, and the 
guiding principle is the realiza
tion of complete and balanced 
individuality both in those 
classified as males and those 
classified as females. 

For instance, if you look 
round at the young couples 
you know, you find that the 
fathers are usually just as com
petent as the mothers at look
ing after the children and just 
as interested in domestic equip
ment, whereas not so very long 
ago most fathers were ignorant 
of many aspects of child care 
and hardly knew what went on 
in the kitchen. This new situa
tion has led to the family 
becoming a lovelier whole, 
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with less and less difference 
in function between father 
and mother. Both fathers and 
mothers are learning to express 
fatherhood and motherhood, 
interchangeably. 

The Approach to Marriage 

At one time it was considered 
that a woman's only hope of 
full happiness and status in the 
community was to marry, have 
children, and regard her mar
riage as a full-time career for 
the rest of her life. She was 
honoured for "living for her 
husband and children." If she 
did not realize these hopes, she 
was "odd" and "on the shelf." 

A new conception is steadily 
emerging,-a realization that 
while marriage can of course be 
a way to great happiness, it is 
not always so and is not in 
itself the way; that. the real way 
to happiness, whether it is 
found along with marriage or 
not, is the recognition and 
expression of completeness in 
each individual, so that some 
"child" is born of that union 
of the creative and conceptive 
aspects in every character. 

The opportunity for self
expression and for a wide circle 
of happy relationships with "no 
strings" may be greater if a 
woman is unmarried, and now
adays she is wise to appreciate 
the advantages of her freedom 
and her opportunity to win 
respect and a home of her own 

through her work, rather than 
regret what has not come her 
way. Indeed it is the married 
woman who may find herself 
with a feeling of being "on the 
shelf" after her children have 
outgrown the need for her 
constant ministrations. 

And so what is emerging is 
the need for women to aim for 
the fulfilment of individual 
gifts, rather than to plan for 
marriage alone. 

The Approach to Work 

This will mean the passing of 
the teenager's tendency to think 
of work merely as a stop-gap 
between the tedium of "being 
educated" and the romantic 
bliss of marriage as pictured in 
popular forms of entertain
ment. 

This point is one of many put 
forward by Alva Myrdal and 
Viola Klein in their book 
Women's Two Roles-Home and 
Work (Routledge and Kegan 
Paul, 1956). They say, "The 
most sensible advice that can 
be given to young girls is that 
they should choose a career 
best suited to their interests and 
inclinations, and work on the 
assumption that they will have 
to live by it, for marriage is not 
a panacea. Either for financial 
reasons or for their emotional 
satisfaction they may in the 
future want a job even though 
they are married; they ought, 
therefore, to be in earnest about 
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their work; and under any cir
cumstances, even if they get 
engaged while still at the train
ing stage, they should try at 
least to complete their educa
tion so that they can resume 
their career later on if they 
want to or need to." 

New Opportunities for the 
"Under-Employed'' 

Recently a London evening 
paper asked: "What makes a 
good-looking woman of forty, 
with a comfortable, elegant 
home, four lovely children, and 
a busy social life, want to 
become a working girl?" Part 
of the answer they received was 
this: "It's not necessarily money 
which drives a woman to get a 
job to-day. Even more impor
tant is the need for self-expres
sion and a sense of achieve
ment, however small." 

The authors of this book 
point out that the need of 
society to utilize to the full all 
available labour resources, 
male and female, coincides 
with the under-employment of 
women. The combination of 
these two circumstances-and 
also of course the need for the 
expression of individual gifts
calls for a revision of the tradi
tional view that marriage is a 
career for women. They hasten 
to add: "Many housewives are 
sure to protest-and with justi
fication-that looking after a 
home and family is a very full-

time job indeed under present 
conditions. This is not to be 
denied. But, seen in terms of a 
whole lifetime, the period of 
really full employment at home 
is relatively short." 

After that period has come 
to an end, many women have a 
feeling that they are wasting 
their energies, and this leads to 
discontent among housewives 
who feel that life is "passing 
them by" as they live what 
seems a dull life, isolated from 
companionship by their house
work and often from their 
neighbours by the foolish con
vention of "keeping oneself to 
oneself," and having contact 
with the outside world mostly 
through their husbands. This 
last puts an undue strain on the 
marriage relationship and gives 
an unhealthy sense of "vicarious 
living." 

"Under such circumstances," 
say the authors, "not a few 
women are seized by a feeling 
of emptiness and lack of pur
pose, to which they react in 
different ways according to 
temperament and disposition. 
Whether they become nagging 
and discontented, whether they 
have a nervous breakdown, or 
whether they find an outlet in 
playing bridge or golf, in 'visit
ing' and shopping, or in devot
ing their energies to local 
charities or, in rare cases, to 
politics or artistic creation
the basic motive underlying 
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these and other variations is 
that, in the middle of their 
lives, in full possesswn of 
their powers, they have come 
to the end of their chosen 
career." 

One would say, too, that 
women sometimes find it hard 
to throw off the outworn con
ception that being a slave to a 
house is their inevitable lot, 
and so they cling to incon
venient houses and equipment 
far longer than they need and 
may even wear themselves out 
through a physical drudgery 
which they could avoid. It 
seems, though, that the first 
essential is the desire to be free 
from unnecessary physical acti
vities in order to have more 
time to devote to the spiritual 
things which in their turn 
impel all that most benefits the 
race. 

In this book it is suggested 
that women would do well to 
think of their experience as a 
succession of phases : first of all, 
a period of training and educa
tion, then a period of twenty 
years or so devoted to raising a 
family if they so wish, and then 
a period during which past 
training and experience are 
put to wider social use, so that 
they employ their time and 
energies for more than domes
tic chores. The authors argue 
that a resumption of inter
r-upted careers at a more 
mature age should become the 

norm, rather than the excep
tion, among married women. 

"If women had this in mind," 
they maintain, "they would not 
be caught unprepared in 
middle life. And they would 
avoid many worries and feel
ings of frustration if they were 
not trying to do too many 
things at the same time-or, 
doing one thing, be unhappy 
that they are missing another." 
Instead, they could devote 
themselves to the work in 
hand, conscious of succeeding 
phases of experience in which 
they could fulfil other aims. 

The authors believe that 
"many causes of marital fric
tion and unhappiness would be 
removed if outside contacts and 
mental stimuli, as well as the 
whole income-earning power, 
were not practically the mono
polies of one spouse, and if a 
more even balance could be 
struck between husband and 
wife in their interests both 
inside and outside their joint 
home." 

To sum up, the authors 
maintain that women have 
now the opportunity to com
bine and integrate their two 
interests in home and work. 
"The best of both worlds has 
come within their grasp, if only 
they reach out for it." But they 
point out that to "make this a 
reality for more than the chosen 
few, something in the nature of 
a mental revolt will be needed." 
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At bottom does not this in
volve a recognition of the basic 
fact that a woman is not a 
child-bearing domestic animal 
so much as an individual with 

* 

a God-given right to find and 
express all the finest mental 
and spiritual qualities of man
hood and womanhood which 
are innately in every one of us? 

If we examine the character of a man or woman whom we 
admire because of that character, we shall always find in that 
individual a combination of the male and female, or man and 
woman characteristics. 

A strong man, to be really strong, will be tender; and a 
tender woman, to be really tender, will be strong. A creative 
man, to be fully creative, will mother his creation to fruition of 
purpose; and a woman who is a mother· will see that she develops 
the strength and creative initiative of manhood in herself and 
her offspring. No mother wants her child to be wholly effemi
nate, no matter under which sex it is classified; nor does she 
want it to express only those masculine qualities which without 
some tempering of tenderness could make it aggressive and 
rough. 

Our ideal is always a man-and-woman project, and this 
instinct towards completeness proves that finally each one has 
to find his own unity of selfhood as a full and rounded-out 
expression of a Cause who is one and complete within Himself
Herself. ... 

Anyone observing the emancipation of women during the 
past half-century will see that this has come about as many of 
the extreme weaknesses or effeminacies of the female have been 
replaced by stronger purposes, which reflect many of the more 
manly or true male characteristics. 

Again, it will come to be recognized that the emancipation of 
men will be proportionate to their subduing of the dogmatic 
male tendencies, the blind and stubborn creative incentives, and 
to their cultivation of an approach tempered by wisdom, care, 
and an awareness of the effect upon others,-tempered, in fact, 
by the exercise of qualities associated with true womanhood. 

-From A Scientist Opens His Bible by Clifford and Daisy 
Stamp (The Foundational Book Go., Ltd.). 



The Judges of lsrael-ID 
Samson 

BY PEGGY M. BROOK 

0F ALL THE ISRAELITE JUDGES 

the last is the best known. He 
is, of course, Samson, a name 
that means "distinguished, 
strong"; indeed it is Samson's 
legendary strength, which lay 
in his seven locks of hair, that 
has made his name synonymous 
w;ith strength even to-day. 

The Birth of Samson 

Unlike the history of the 
other judges, the prophetic 
writers record Samson's life 
from birth to death. And in 
many respects it has a curious 
analogy with the life of Jesus, 
though the whole story is crude 
in comparison with the gracious 
yet dynamic operation of the 
Christ which the Master illus
trated. Samson was forceful 
and rough, for he seemed to 
lack the womanhood qualities 
of Jesus. Perhaps this accounts 
for his great desire for woman
hood throughout his life. 

Samson was born of promise 
and typifies a progressive idea 
of Truth. His mother had been 
barren until an angel came and 
told her that she would con
ceive a child and that he would 
be a Nazarite, which meant, 
among other things, that he 
must never shave off his hair. 

The strength of manhood needs the 
love of womanhood to establish the 
universal sense of Truth 

At the time of his birth the 
Israelites were in the hands of 
the Philistines, their persistent 
enemies. Samson spent his life 
dealing with them, though in 
a rather unorthodox manner. 

Samson Seeks a Philistine 
Bride 

Samson's very first action 
was to go down to the Philis
tines, where he saw a woman 
in Timnath whom he wanted 
to marry. 

Now, the Philistines con
trolled the iron tools and 
weapons and had great com
mercial advantage over the 
Israelites. Their national god 
was Dagon, who was half man, 
half fish, so they worshipped 
the physical and were termed 
by the Israelites "the unCir
cumcised Philistines." They 
symbolize, therefore, mere 
human knowledge,-worldly 
thought with its trust in 
material values. In going down 
to the Philistines for a bride 
Samson was seeking some kind 
of meeting-point, whereby 
worldly thought could be 
translated from reliance on 
material values to the recog
nition of spiritual Truth as 
fundamental to the whole 
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universe. Was not this also the 
mission of Jesus in a much 
greater way? 

Viewed positively, one feels 
that the continuous urge which 
Samson had to wed himself to 
a Philistine woman illustrates 
the recognition that Truth is 
a whole and that there can be 
no divided universe in Truth. 
One universal Truth lies behind 
all phenomena. 

Samson's father and mother 
did not share this larger vision 
that was impelling their son. 
They wanted him to take a 
wife from among the Israelites. 
At this point they represent 
conservative religious thought, 
which is often content to remain 
confined in a small circle and 
to stay in subordination to 
human knowledge. But the 
developing spiritual idea cannot 
be held back when the time is 
ripe to go forward. 

Sa:mson Slays a Lion 

Samson, therefore, went on 
down to Timnath, though a 
young lion stood in his way 
and roared at him. The famous 
story then follows ofhow Samson 
rent the lion with his hands 
and later, when he returned to 
the same place, he found the 
animal's carcase with a swarm 
of bees and honey inside it. He 
partook of the honey, giving 
it also to his parents, though 
he did not tell them where it 
came from. 

So Samson here illustrates 
what every man learns when 
he feels Truth impelling him 
out of religious boundaries into 
finding the universal sense of 
Truth. Spiritual Truth must be 
everywhere, but in proving 
this, one has first to tackle the 
carnal mind's entrenched claim 
that animal nature is to the 
fore, and roars at us whenever 
we try to substantiate this 
universal sense. Peter wrote, 
"Be sober, be vigilant; because 
your adversary the devil, as a 
roaring lion, walketh about, 
seeking whom he may devour." 
If we have the courage to face 
up to and handle this adversary, 
then it is an act that sustains 
and blesses us. 

The fact that Samson did not 
tell his parents where the honey 
came from would seem to indi
cate that conservative religious 
thought can be blessed by the 
results of such a stand, but it 
is often not yet ready to appre
ciate the metaphysical process 
involved. 

This experience of Samson's 
originated the well-known say
ing, "Out of the eater came 
forth meat, and out of the 
strong came forth sweetness." 
This was the riddle he put to 
thirty Philistine companions 
who attended his wedding. He 
gave them seven days in which 
to solve it. Are these seven 
days a symbol of the great 
"seven days" of creation at the 
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beginning of the Bible, which 
describe in their symbolic way 
the spiritual factors underlying 
God, man, and the universe? 
Only in a spiritual understand
ing of these factors can one 
experience the certainty and 
strength to deal with the roaring 
of the carnal mind in its 
attempt to prevent the trans
lation of worldly thought, tear 
its frightening fac;:ade to pieces, 
and be sustained and blessed 
by the result. 

The human intellect always 
wants to be "in the know" and 
so these thirty companions per
suaded Samson's wife to entice 
the answer from him, and she 
did, but it availed them noth
ing. When Samson found they 
had obtained the answer 
through underhand means, he 
slew the thirty Philistines and 
left his wife. 

One cannot grasp the won
derful translating power of 
Truth through the human in
tellect. The innate unity that 
lies behind all phenomena can 
only be perceived through 
spiritual sense. So also the 
ability to rend the carnal mind's 
efforts to prevent such a unity 
becoming manifest can only 
be accomplished through 
spiritual sense. Just learning 
the process involved through 
mere human intellectualism 
avails nothing in these matters. 
Jesus said, "I thank thee, 0 
Father, Lord of heaven and 

earth, that thou hast hid these 
things from the wise and pru
dent, and hast revealed them 
unto babes." 

Samson Destroys the Philis
tine Corn 

The next development is that 
Samson returned to the Philis
tines only to find that his wife 
had been given away to an
other, so he tied firebrands to 
the tails of three hundred foxes 
and sent them through the 
standing corn of the Philistines. 

This is again a crude story 
of the period, but may it not 
illustrate that if the human (as 
represented by Samson's Philis
tine wife) just goes back to 
wedding itself to the ideals of 
merely human knowledge, then 
its fruit will be destroyed? Was 
Samson striving to show that 
it is vital to maintain a true 
wedding of the human and the 
divine (in the sense of seeing 
universal spiritual Truth be
hind all phenomena), or there 
can be no lasting fruitage in 
human experience? The Master 
said, · "It is the spirit that 
quickeneth; the flesh profiteth 
nothing." 

Samson Breaks Attempts to 
Bind Him 

This progressive sense of 
Truth, as represented by Sam
son, eventually became an 
embarrassment even to the men 
of Judah. They appeared quite 
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content to remain under Philis
tine rule. Therefore, when Sam
son had fled to the rock Etam, 
it was the men of Judah who 
agreed to bind him and deliver 
him into the hands of the 
Philistines, even as later Jesus 
was rejected by his own people. 
They bound him with two new 
cords and handed him over, 
but he broke the cords on his 
arms and with the jawbone of 
an ass he slew a thousand 
Philistines. 

Religious organizations on 
the whole do not favour a pro
gressive vision of Truth. The 
men of Judah here represent 
this religious conservatism. 
Were the two new cords with 
which they tried to bind Sam
son "pride" and "fear" ? Pride 
and fear are the main con
tributors to a narrow religious 
outlook, and they operate to 
prevent progressive spiritual 
VISIOn. Humility and love, 
stemming from God, however, 
can never be turned aside, and 
will always loose the bonds of 
pride and fear and free the 
developing spiritual idea. Sam
son slew his enemies with 
humility, just as Jesus did
the humility which made the 
Master say, "the Son can do 
nothing of himself, but what 
he seeth the Father do." Such 
humility, coupled with love, 
unleashes great power. The 
symbol of the ass's jawbone 
indicates humility, of course, 

for the ass was regarded as a 
humble servant. 

Samson at Gaza 

So Samson freed himself, and 
once more we find him going 
down to Gaza, where he went 
in to a Philistine harlot. He 
was still seeking to find a point 
of contact, but the Gazites were 
out to kill him. However, Sam
son was alert and awake and 
did not stay there, but arose at 
midnight, carrying away the 
doors of the gates of the city 
on his shoulders to the top of 
the hill at Hebron. Hebron 
means "alliance, society, 
friendship." One feels again 
that Samson's great desire was 
to lift human thought, and so 
translate it that this oneness of 
spiritual Truth that lies behind 
everything could be manifested. 

Samson and Delilah 

Finally comes the well-known 
story of Samson and Delilah. 
Samson loved this Philistine 
woman, whose name means 
"languishing." Delilah was 
urged by the lords of the Philis
tines to entice Samson and 
find out where his strength lay, 
that they might bind him. 
There were five lords of the 
Philistines, a symbol of belief 
in the testimony of the five 
physical senses, that binding 
testimony which Jesus was con
stantly disproving. 

Delilah asked Samson on 
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four occasions to reveal the 
secret of where his strength lay. 
Three times he fooled her, but 
the fourth time he fell for her 
wiles. First he pretended that 
if he was bound with seven 
green withs his strength would 
go. Delilah did this, but Sam
son burst the withs asunder. 
It was the same with the new 
ropes, and with the weaving 
of his locks with the web. But 
finally Samson told her the 
truth-that if she cut off his 
seven locks of hair his strength 
would be gone. Foolishly he 
went to sleep upon her knee 
and then Delilah shaved off his 
locks and he became weak "like 
any other man." 

One can see that the first 
three answers Samson gave to 
Delilah were to do with some
thing binding him from out
side, something extraneous to 
him, and this could never rob 
him of his strength; but the 
last answer meant being robbed 
of that which innately belonged 
to him and thus he was tem
porarily shorn of his strength. 
If he had not been tempted to 
sleep, though, would he have 
been robbed? 

How true it is that nothing 
from outside can rob us of 
spiritual strength. It is only if 
we allow ourselves to become 
divided from our own conscious 
realization of the spiritual ori
gin of all creation that we can 
lose spiritual strength and 

dominion. If we remain awake, 
this can never take place. 

Samson in Prison 

Perhaps tempted by the lan
guishing, sensual atmosphere 
of the human scene, Samson 
was robbed of his sense of 
oneness with the freely flowing 
divine order. His seven locks 
of hair, which were never to 
be cut, are a wonderful symbol 
of the divine order flowing 
freely and naturally from its 
source, never to be "trimmed" 
or "cut" or codified by creed, 
doctrine, or formula. 

Samson's eyes were put out 
and he had to grind in the 
prison house at Gaza. Lack of 
vision and slavery to human 
knowledge is the temporary 
outcome of letting the spiritual 
fall into the hands of human 
intellect. It is only temporary, 
though. In the prison house 
Samson's hair grew again, and 
on Dagon's feast day, when the 
Philistines called for Samson 
in order to make sport of him, 
he got the little lad who held 
him by the hand to lead him 
to the pillars on which the 
Philistines' building stood. 
Praying to God, he took hold 
of the pillars and brought the 
whole building down, slaying 
all the Philistines and himself. 

Thus this representative of 
Truth in a measure symbolized 
the overthrow of the foundation 
of human knowledge, but at a 
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price. He had the strength of 
manhood which, without true 
womanhood to temper it, will 
try to force its way through to 
proving the universal nature 
of Truth and thus never realize 
complete fulfilment, although 
making a certain indelible im
pression. Centuries later Jesus, 
the greatest representative of 
Truth, also overthrew the 
foundation of human know-

ledge, but his demonstration 
of manhood was balanced with 
true womanhood. This made 
him say, "I came not to des
troy, but to fulfil," and his way 
of life is the perfect example of 
how to translate human expe
rience so that each one can 
finally say, "I have overcome 
the world," and experience an 
individual sense of resurrection 
and ascension. 

Leadership 
My own definition of leadership is this: "The capacity and 

the will to rally men and women to a common purpose, and the 
character which inspires confidence." 

Merely to have the capacity is not enough-the leader must 
be willing to use it: his leadership is then based on truth and 
character; there must be truth in the purpose and will-power in 
the character. 

The need for truth is not always realized. A leader must 
speak the truth to those under him-·if he does not they will soon 
find it out, and then their confidence in him will decline ... 

I do not believe that to-day a commander can inspire great 
armies, or single units, or even individual men, and lead them 
to achieve great victories, unless he has a proper sense of religious 
truth; and he must be prepared to acknowledge it and to lead 
his troops in the light of that truth. He must always keep his 
finger on the spiritual pulse of his armies; he must be sure that 
the spiritual purpose which inspires them is right and true, and 
is clearly expounded to everyone. Unless he does this he can 
expect no lasting success. 

All leadership, I believe, is based on the spiritual quality, the 
power to inspire others to follow-and this spiritual quality may 
be for good or evil. In many cases in the past it has been devoted 
towards personal ends, and was partly or wholly evil; whenever 
this was so, in the end it failed. Leadership which is evil, while it 
may temporarily succeed, always carries within itself the seeds 
of its own destruction. 

To-day, military leadership needs a somewhat different 
approach than in earlier times. Two thousand years ago men 
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obeyed automatically because of the "authority" vested in the 
superior. The centurion in St. Matthew's Gospel clearly thought 
that because he had authority his soldiers would obey, and he 
was right. But to-day the authority has got to be exercised wisely 
and sensibly; if it is not, soldiers get restless . . .. 

The outstanding influence in my life has been a deep sense of 
religious truth. It can best be expressed by quoting the last 
sentences of my address at the unveiling of the Alamein Memorial 
in the desert on October 24th, I 954: 

"And let us remember, when all these things are said and done, 
that one great fact, the greatest fact, remains supreme and 
unassailable. It is this. There are in this world things that are 
true and things that are false; there are ways that are right and 
ways that are wrong; there are men good and men bad. And on 
one side or the other, we must take our stand; one or the other 
we must serve. 

"A great Commander once dismissed his troops after a long 
campaign with these words-

'Choose you this day whom ye will serve; as for me and my house, we 
will serve the Lord' (Joshua 24: 15)." 

These words seem to me to be the foundation of the whole 
matter. 

-Field-Marshal Viscount Montgomery, K.G., in his Nfemoirs 
(Collins). 

To-day's Approach to Supervision 

TO-DAY IT IS A SIGN OF THE 
TIMES that the employee is 
generally no longer content to 
be a meek subordinate. The 
office boy (when there is one 
at a ll) will not hesitate to tell 
his superiors where he thinks 
they get off, the typist will give 
in her notice at what seems a 
small rebuke or the return 
of work inadequately done, 
and strikes in industry are set 
off by what appears a trivial 
grievance. 

BY PAULINE RANDELL 

All this may bring a sigh for 
what are known as "the good 
old days," but when one pauses 
to consider, would one honestly 
wish those days back again? 
Should one not rather wel
come the new upsurge of indi
viduality, even if it is some
times crudely expressed? And 
should we not aim to find the 
right way to meet intelligently 
the challenge of the new situa
tion? 

Nowadays it is certainly more 
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difficult to supervise staff, but 
consequently more rewarding. 
It is always more satisfying to 
win the co-operation of those 
you control than be able to 
enforce their unwilling acquies
cence in your demands. 

Where Authority Rests 

One of the basic questions 
appears to be: where exactly 
does authority rest? 

During the war a friend of 
mine was supervising in a 
Lancashire munitions factory 
making parts of high explosives. 
She . was given only a short 
preliminary training for the 
work itself and none for the 
actual handling of former mill
hands, numbering twenty-five. 

To the inexperienced super
visor they appeared, en masse, 
a somewhat tough proposition, 
quick to anger and resentful of 
discipline. They were often 
crude, but also warmhearted, 
always cheerful, and showing 
great courage in face of danger. 
But they needed direction, 
firmness, and drive for maxi
mum effort and output. Rightly 
they resented authority wrongly 
used and their respect and 
trust had to be earned before 
any headway could be made. 

At first my friend felt ill
equipped and young for such a 
job, and if she had accepted 
the human view of being per
sonally responsible for their 
welfare and for the highly 

dangerous work involved, she 
says she could never have seen 
it through. 

She told me that she began 
to recogmze that her first 
responsibility was to God, the 
one infinite divine Principle, 
which was really governing the 
situation. She saw that her first 
duty was to be the representa
tive of that divine Principle, 
which needed her to express 
the qualities of authority, unity, 
and harmony in her job; for 
that reason she was already 
fully spiritually equipped to do 
anything that was required of 
her. She realized that she her
self had to be obedient to the 
demands of the same Principle 
which she was asking her staff 
to obey. It required of her fair
ness, consistency, a balanced 
outlook. She personally was not 
the "big boss," for the actual 
authority was the Principle 
which she represented. Recog
nizing this gave her confidence 
to bring out the demands of 
this Principle and to trust its 
workings, instead of feeling 
personally responsible. 

The elements which militate 
against authority, such as re
sentment and self-will, she be
gan to see as impersonal 
enerrues with no inherent 
power; it was up to her to allow 
them no power and to give up 
attaching them fundamentally 
to people. Then the underly
ing harmony would appear. 
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As these ideas became clearer 
to her, so the women began to 
respond to supervision rightly 
directed. They sensed her real 
interest and love for them, and 
reciprocated it wholeheartedly. 
They came to her individually 
with all their confidences, 
showing a great need for the 
love and understanding she 
was able to give them. And 
so, too, was built up a highly 
successful team. 

A Bridge of Understanding 
In his book Kinship with all 

Life, Allen Boone tells how a 
mental bridge of understand
ing can be cultivated and 
achieved between man and his 
dog, and also between man and 
other animals. The illuminating 
ideas he put forward helped me 
tremendously in a job I had 
some months ago. 

On being appointed a sec
retary in a small though busy 
office, I found myself having to 
supervise also a small but 
spirited junior staff. Being new 
to the type of work made it 
more difficult to control girls 
who had been employed there 
long before I appeared. I felt 
untrained to handle the inde
pendent miss of to-day. How 
could a "bridge of under
standing" be achieved ? 

When I stopped mentally 
rushing round in circles and 
began to think seriously about 
this idea, I realized that I must 

alter my whole attitude to the 
problem and to the staff if pro
gress was to be made and if 
order, efficiency, and harmony 
were to reign. To get myself 
sorted out was the first step. 

I found tact, patience, and 
a sense of humour were not 
enough. But the more I affirmed 
the spiritual fact that we were 
all individual expressions of the 
infinite Intelligence, the more 
I understood and loved the 
so-called "modern miss" and 
the greater the response from 
the girls . 

I began to realize that their 
independence, initiative, imagi
nation, and vitality were cer
tainly healthy, if guided in the 
right direction; and how their 
spirit and enthusiasm bright
ened up the often dull routine 
of office life! Getting fussed, 
angry, or frustrated when the 
girls played up was no good at 
all, and I soon saw that any 
signs of pertness, daydreaming, 
and boredom were really signs 
of their individual needs. 

When Miss Pert felt she was 
too good for a certain routine 
job, I found it a good idea to 
give her definite instructions 
and a set time in which to do 
the work. When I took Miss 
Imaginative off her particular 
routine and gave her more 
varied and progressive jobs, she 
immediately began to express 
satisfaction and fulfilment in 
her work. As Miss Daydream 
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woke up to her small though 
important responsibilities and 
to realize how valuable her 
contribution was, it was en
couraging to see her becoming 
more alert. Miss Bored was 
restored to interest and action 
as her remonstrations were 
ignored and she was shown a 
right sense of discipline and 
duty. Miss Timid very soon 
began to respond when her 
slow but conscientious efforts 
were appreciated; in fact, con
tinuous encouragement brought 
forth some unsuspected latent 
ability and also valuable quali
ties offaithfulness. 

I found that what I said to 
the girls throughout the day 
was important, but that how I 
said it was more important. By 
treating them equally, though 
individually, finding their good 
points and encouraging them, 
and through showing them, by 
example, how co-operation, 
humour, and appreciation are 
necessary to a complete under
standing, I was able to meet 
them half-way across that all
important mental bridge. 

A Team of Individuals 
A foreman-stevedore, who 

works long hours, told me that 
he finds the link between him
self and his men by trying to 
understand each one individ
ually, attempting to instil into 
every one a basic sense of re
sponsibility, and endeavouring 

to promote good relationships 
between the men themselves. 

They need, and respond to, 
leadership, he says, but you 
have to give something of 
yourself first before you can 
rightly expect a response. Once 
they gain confidence in you as 
their leader they work well. 

"I try to encourage the team 
spirit," the foreman continued. 
"Making my men work and 
think as a team, and not 
merely for themselves alone, 
brings a happier unity between 
us. If they think only of them
selves and what they can get 
out of the job, instead of what 
they can put in, they become 
aware of personal power. This 
can lead to trouble," he went 
on, "especially nowadays when 
strikes are always a danger." 

The foreman showed me that 
if these men were regarded as 
mere mortals with bad tem
pers, difficult temperaments, 
neurotic tendencies, and so 
forth, the situation would be 
even harder to deal with. 
Through patience and insight 
much can be done, of course, 
but this is often a drain on the 
ordinary resources of a man 
when he is perhaps overtired 
himself. The only satisfactory 
method is to reach beyond the 
limited human sense of things 
and draw upon the ever
available and infinite resources 
of the spiritual. Experience has 
taught the foreman that only 
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by turning away from that 
limited sense of things and 
regarding each man as a son 
of God, an individual expres
sion of the one infinite Principle 
with a unique contribution to 
make to the whole, can har
mony be achieved. 

lt seems that a new era is 
already upon us m which 
methods of personal control 

stand the test less than ever 
before; and we are becoming 
increasingly aware that there 
are definite spiritual laws be
hind the relationship between 
supervisor and supervised 
which have to be studied, 
understood, and obeyed. This 
opens up exciting new possi
bilities of greater progress m 
this important sphere. 

IS DISEASE "REAL"? 
IN A RECENT B.B.C. TELEVISION 
PROGRAMME three Christian 
Scientists were invited to put 
their point of view about the 
causation of disease to a con
sultant psychiatrist, who ques
tioned them; while making quite 
clear the medical profession's 
disagreement with their posi
tion, he freely and fairly gave 
them the opportunity to ex
press their conception of Chris
tian Science. 

The programme began with 
a film of the growth of micro
organisms, and the psychia
trist said that doctors are quite 
sure that certain of these bac
teria are specifically related to 
the production of certain dis
eases. One would like to add, 
however, that it cannot be 
established . that bacteria are 
the actual cause of disease, 
although they may be classified 
as an accompaniment or effect. 
Diseased conditions may appear 

on the body and be photo
graphed, etc., but this does not 
necessarily mean that those 
conditions start there, any more 
than hearing music coming 
from a radio set means that the 
music originates in the set. 

The same sort of point was 
made in a broadcast by Paul 
Roubiczek, Lecturer in Philo
sophy for the Board of Extra
Mural Studies at Cambridge, 
when he said that even if 
scientists are able to investigate 
physical processes in the brain 
and then measure them and 
express them in mathematical 
formulae, showing that a num
ber of particles move from one 
place to another and produce 
perhaps a certain amount of 
heat, this "will never help us 
to know how or what we really 
think; in fact, not even what 
the words 'particle' or 'heat' 
or 'movement' mean." In other 
words, the physical can never 
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explain that which is primarily 
mental. 

Sir Arthur Eddington in his 
book Space, Time and Gravita
tion, in discussing the latest 
revelations of the nature of the 
atom, wrote, "And yet in 
regard to the nature of things, 
this knowledge is only an empty 
shell-a form of symbols. It is 
knowledge of structural form, 
not of content. All through the 
physical world runs that un
known content which must be 
the stuff of consciousness. Here 
is a hint of aspects deep within 
the world of physics and yet 
unattainable by· the methods of 
physics." 

The British Medical Journal 
has itself stated, "No tissue of 
the human body is wholly re
moved from the influence of 
spirit." And doctors are realiz
ing, for instance, that you can 
cut out an ulcer or a cancer, in 
obedience to a physical diag
nosis of the condition, but that 
if you do not succeed in cutting 
out the worry, unhappiness, 
hate, or fear which brought on 
that condition, you will find 
the trouble recurring, for all 
you have done is the equivalent 
of cutting off the head of a dock 
leaf without getting at the root. 

The Meaning of "Real" 
During the programme, 

stress was laid on the fact 
that according to Christian 
Science disease is not real. This 

always causes some misunder
standing because of the inter
pretation of the word "real." 
The psychiatrist maintained 
that we are surrounded by a 
world of reality which we have 
to discover and then treat. By 
"a world of reality" he meant 
that which is discernible by 
and tangible to the physical 
senses and which is believed to 
exist in its own right. 

The meaning and use of the 
term "real" is different in 
Christian Science. It must, 
however, be remembered that 
in the Christian Science text
book Science and Health with Key 
to the Scriptures Mary Baker 
Eddy says, "Sickness is neither 
imaginary nor unreal,- that is, 
to the frightened, false sense of 
the patient. Sickness is more 
than fancy; it is solid convic
tion." Mrs. Eddy also says, 
"The tender word and Chris
tian encouragement of an in
valid, pitiful patience with his 
fears and the removal of them, 
are better than hecatombs of 
gushing theories, stereotyped 
borrowed speeches, and the 
doling of arguments, which are 
but so many parodies on legiti
mate Christian Science, aflame 
with divine Love." 

So when Christian Scientists 
speak of disease as unreal, they 
need to make it clear that they 
do not mean that it is not real 
to a limited human sense of 
things, just as 2 + 2 = 5 may 
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seem "real" to the child, but 
nevertheless has neither prin
ciple nor intelligent cause at 
the back of it. 

Christian Science uses the 
term "real" to mean that which 
is spiritual and good, the ex
pression of an eternally har
monious Principle. When one 
thinks deeply about it, it seems 
logical to conclude that some
thing cannot be wholly real, in 
the sense of unchanging and 
eternal, unless it is spiritual, 
because the material is always 
changing and disintegrating. 

What becomes plain to the 
student of Science and Health is 
that the word "real" is used in 
a very definite way. He will 
discover that fundamental 
reality is conceived to be of the 
nature of idea, purely good, 
immutable, harmonious, im
mortal and eternal, unassail
ably true, and of the nature of 
perfection. The student will 
also discover that if reality is of 
the nature of idea created by a 
divine Mind, then it cannot at 
the same time be an illusive 
conception of the human mind; 
if reality is purely good, then 
in its fundamental essence it 
can have no element of evil nor 
materiality; if it is immutable, 
then it cannot change; if har
monious, then it cannot par
take of inharmony; if reality is 
immortal and eternal, then it 
can never decay nor die; if it is 
of the nature of unassailable 

Truth, then it can have no 
counterfeit; and if it is of the 
nature of perfection, then every
thing less than perfect is bound 
to yield to it. Mrs. Eddy writes, 
"Perfection underlies reality. 
Without perfection, nothing is 
wholly real." 

The Method of Jesus Christ 
The importance of under

standing that nothing imper
fect is real (in that sense of 
"real" as "eternally substan
tial") lies in the fact that from 
this standpoint one can advance 
to destroy belief in the reality 
of the unreal and replace that 
belief specifically with a better 
sense of things. 

Christian Science declares 
that this was the way in which 
Jesus Christ did his remarkable 
and unparalleled healing work. 
If he had thought of disease as 
real or as existing in the basic 
divine order of things, he would 
not have healed it. Mrs. Eddy 
writes, "Jesus beheld in Science 
the perfect man, who appeared 
to him where sinning mortal 
man appears to mortals. In 
this perfect man the Saviour 
saw God's own likeness, and 
this correct view of man healed 
the sick." 

Take, for instance, Jesus' 
healing of the paralyzed man. 
To the Master that diseased 
state was not real, in the sense 
that it had no permanent 
validity and could be changed 
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through divine influence. Be
cause of his love for humanity 
his thought accepted the funda
mental reality of this divine 
influence, and healing took 
place. 

As Dr. Leslie W eatherhead 
has pointed out, Jesus did not 
say to the man, "Go to Luke 
for some massage," but "Son, 
be of good cheer; thy sins be 
forgiven thee." In other words, 
he addressed the mind, accept
ing the reality of man's perfec
tion, and did not treat the case 
as a purely physical one. 

The basic "cause" for that 
disease he saw to be a false 
state of mind, hiding the innate 
sinlessness of the spiritual, real 
man. What appeared as a dis
eased physical condition was 
inseparable from the dis-eased 
state of mind. Because the 
Master knew sinlessness to be 
part of the nature of reality, 
and the real man to be upright 
and unfallen, he was able to 
bring out that specific reality to 
the patient, so that the sense of 
sin and guilt fell away and the 
man "immediately rose up 
before them, and took up that 
whereon he lay, and departed 
to his own house, glorifying 
God." 

Mrs. Eddy was always at 
pains to explain that Christian 
Science is not faith-healing, 
nor "mind over matter," nor a 
question of one human mind 
mesmerizing another into the 

belief that he is well-it m
volves an opening of thought to 
the ever-present spiritual reality 
in some particular direction. 

Pondering the clean, straight
forward directness of Jesus' 
method of healing, one longs 
for the day when the qualities 
of humility, honesty, and perse
verance now used in the inves
tigation of the phenomena of 
disease will be directed towards 
research into the spiritual back
ground of the Master's healing 
ministry; for it would seem that 
Jesus was conscwus of an 
ordered range of spiritual 
values, which exposed the root 
error of any situation and 
revealed the actual spiritual 
truth in a way that was appre
ciable to human thought. 

Ignorance No Defence 

The psychiatrist suggested 
that Christian Scientists attri
bute disease to wrong thinking, 
and asked how in that case they 
accounted for the fact that 
ignorant natives may suffer 
from cholera when they have 
never thought of it. Mrs. Eddy 
writes on the point, "Ignorance 
of the cause or approach of 
disease is no argument against 
the mental origin of disease. 
You confess to ignorance of the 
future and incapacity to pre
serve your own existence, and 
this belief helps rather than 
hinders disease. Such a state 
of mind induces sickness. It is 
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like walking in darkness on the 
edge of a precipice. You can
not forget the belief of danger, 
and your steps are less firm 
because of your fear, and 
ignorance of mental cause and 
effect." 

If anyone thinks of himself 
basically as a mortal, that very 
belief makes him liable to 
chance, disease, etc., because 
such things are part of the 
mortal mind. The way to 
safety and health, therefore, is 
surely to dissociate oneself from 
the so-called mind of mortality 
and begin to reckon oneself 
spiritually, instead of mater
ially, through an intelligent 
understanding of the constitu
ents of reality. 

The Science of Christian 
Science 

The psychiatrist also men
tioned that Mrs. Eddy did not 
always enjoy perfect health 
even after she had discovered 
Christian Science, although she 
said herself that after that dis
covery her health was better 
than ever before. Even on a 
human basis, when one con
siders that Mrs. Eddy was well 
over fifty when she published 
the first edition of Science and 
Health and had been a semi
invalid most of her life until her 
discovery of Christian Science, 
and then from that time 
on established a world-wide 
church organization, constantly 

revised her textbook as well as 
writing many other works on 
Christian Science, started a 
monthly journal, a weekly 
periodical, and an interna
tional daily newspaper, estab
lished a Metaphysical College 
in which she herself taught for 
many years, as well as many 
other activities in connection 
with her movement, it is a 
remarkable testimony to the 
power of a spiritual under
standing of divine law that she 
was able to accomplish all that 
she did. 

Apart from such outward 
signs, however, -Mrs. Eddy 
would have been the first to 
point out that growth in under
standing the things of the 
Spirit is the only true criterion 
of progress. She wrote, "Heal
ing physical sickness is the 
smallest part of Christian 
Science. It is only the bugle
call to thought and action, in 
the higher range of infinite 
goodness.'' 

Indeed, deep students of the 
Christian Science textbook 
would maintain that what in
spires them above all is that 
through their study and daily 
practice they are beginning to 
lay hold on a spiritual Science, 
with an ordered scale of eternal 
spiritual values, invariable spiri
tual fundamentals and their 
systematic modes of operation. 

One of the psychiatrist's con
clusions was that doctors would 
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hesitate to describe as "scien
tific" something which does not 
believe in objective reality. 
Whatever the hesitation of doc
tors on this matter, physical 
scientists themselves are begin
ning to wonder if "obj ective 
reality" is susceptible of scien
tific investigation. The struc
ture of matter is seen to be such 
that no properties could reside 
there inherently in order to be 
classified unerringly. The phy
sicists are left with the "cal
culus of probability" and "the 
uncertainty princi pie," and they 
know too that they themselves 
are in inescapable relation to 
the " laws" they formulate and 
therefore can never be truly 
objective in their observations. 

It is well to remember that 
"science" has been defined as 
"knowledge reduced to law 
and embodied in system,'' and 
within this meaning of the 
term, Christian Science is cer
tainly entitled to the name; for 
as John Doorly was the first to 
show, Mrs. Eddy's discovery 
was of basic spiritual laws 

* 

with a fixed Principle and un
varying operation in their own 
realm. Moreover, it is called 
Christian Science because an 
understanding of the letter of 
the subject is incomplete with
out the Christ-spirit which ani
mated Jesus. 

And so in Christian Science 
it might be said that the ques
tion of the reality of disease 
becomes analogous to the ques
tion of the "reality" of 2 + 2 

= 5, which is a supposition 
annihilated by the mathema
tician through his understand
ing not of arry old mathematical 
truth but of the particular 
truth that 2 + 2 = 4· It would 
seem that the Master bore this 
out when he said of the devil, 
whose "works" certainly in
clude disease, "He was a mur
derer from the beginning, and 
abode not in the truth, because 
there is no truth in him. When 
he speaketh a lie, he speaketh of 
his own: for he is a liar, and the 
father of it." And Jesus also said, 
"ye shall know the truth, and 
the truth shall make you free." 

Now I do not deny that Matter has a limited, conditional 
Reality for us humans. When Dr. Johnson kicked the wall to 
demonstrate the reality of matter-and hurt his toe doing so
when I hit the railway platform that wasn't there and broke my 
elbow in consequence, I was at one with Dr. Johnson in admit
ting or proclaiming at least a conditional reality for Matter. An 
extremely painful Reality, in fact. But in any philosophical sense 
matter has practically disappeared from the Universe. 

In my day we began with the "Particle." Solid, irrefragable 
Matter! It didn't last. Not the Particle, but the Molecule, was 
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the ultimate "piece" of matter. But "Time makes ancient good 
uncouth;" and after a few fleeting years, the Molecule went 
into the discard . It was no more solid than the Particle. It was 
composed of Atoms. But that was the End. You couldn't get 
further than that! Atoms were the bricks of which everything 
was made; the stars, the planets, my body, everything. The 
Atom was indivisible. But Lord! in this singularly ill-regulated 
Universe, nothing "stays put"! The Scientists split the Atom, 
thereby letting loose a new period of historical horror upon our 
tortured planet. 

What did the Atom turn out to be? A miniature Solar system, 
in which electrons revolved, much as Planets are said to revolve 
about the Sun, around a central Neutron. The distances between 
the electrons and the neutron were in about the same propor
tion as the distances between Planets and their Sun. The Atom, 
like the Universe, was almost entirely Space. Matter had ceased 
to be the solid, practical thing, of the scientific teaching of the 
turn of the century. It was dissolving, as the prophetic vision of a 
Shakespeare had seen centuries before-"into thin air, into thin 
air." Shakespeare, of course, was not Practical. He was a Poet. 

Well, how far have we got? Getting rid of all the space that 
there is in my body, there isn't enough "Matter" left to cover a 
pin-head! 

This pleases me. I sometimes feel very ethereal myself! 
The great scientists, the men who have ceased to be prisoners 

of earlier orthodoxies, even when, earlier on, they helped to 
create them, are big enough to admit the implications of their 
own discoveries. An Eddington, a Jeans-but not yet a Fred 
Hoyle-say that more and more the Universe comes to resemble 
a great Thought rather than a great Machine. I hesitate to 
invite the theological controversy, but it may be that the Scien
tists will catch up with the Christian Scientists yet! 

Now, if the scientific search for Truth about the physical 
Universe ultimates in the discovery of "Nothingness," perhaps 
we should do well to turn our eyes in another direction-from 
that which is without, to that which is within; from that which 
is below, to that which is above. 

-From an article by Diogenes in Time and Tide, February 14th. 

It will not be until science has parted company with the 
materialistic philosophy and recognized the universe as a non
mechanical reality, and it will not be until religion has shed 
its materialistic and anthropomorphic overlay, which has been 
forced upon it by the materialistic cult, that science and religion 
"will merge and grasp hands."-Dr. C. E. Last. 
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* Ideas are power. The purpose of this 
periodical is to draw attention to 
the progressive mental and spiritual 
factors in every field, and to show 
that there lies behind them one 
unifying Principle and its infinite 
operation. * 

Editorial 

In This Issue: 

The Family Comes Alive 

INEVITABLY AND IRRESISTIBLY 

---in spite of all the surface 
division and distrust-is there 
not being born in this twentieth 
century a sense of the one 
family of mankind? That kind 
of vision, though, is safe only 
when its spiritual basis is recog
nized,-some conception of a 
common Parent, a common 
divine Principle with common 
spiritual laws and potentialities 
for all men, whatever their 
race, colour, or creed. 

The demands of such a con
ception are big-nothing less 
than the giving up of a paro
chial and sectionalized outlook, 
and the cultivation of a genuine 
and practical love and concern 
for the other members of the 
universal family. It is an in
cluding rather than an ex-

eluding attitude which 1s re
quired. 

The impulsion behind this 
new birth, and that which 
makes its outcome assured, is a 
more intelligent conception, 
appropriate to this scientific 
age, of God as Love. As Faber 
reminds us, the command to 
love God precedes the com
mand to love one's neighbour 
as oneself. In an analysis of the 
parable of the Good Samari
tan Faber suggests that the 
Master was indicating in exact 
detail how to express a Christ
like love and that we are be
ginning to see that love can and 
must be learned. 

Mrs. Pandit with her wide 
experience of international poli
tics points out that the creation 
of a climate of peace depends 
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primarily not on politicians 
"out there," but on each indi
vidual and how he thinks in his 
heart. 

vate his relationship to the 
spiritual not by trying to hand 
over his responsibilities in this 
field, but only by cherishing 
that relationship in his own 
umque way. 

There can be no climate of 
peace while fear is present, and 
our article about the Bible's 
answer to fear maintains that 
there are definite but revolu
tionary spiritual constant~ 
which enable one to cast out 
fear in an intelligent way. 

Peggy M. Brook's last article 
on the Book of Judges brings 
out the important point that 
the individual can best culti-

"As a man thinketh in his 
heart, so is he;" and surely it is 
for each man to decide whether 
he will lose out temporarily, or 
think in his heart, in both big 
and little ways, according to 
the mighty stream of divine 
Love, which leads to the prac
tical realization of one universal 
family? 

All We Think, We Are! 

SoLOMON, or whoever wrote the book of Proverbs, said: "As a 
man thinketh in his heart, so is he." We may not be all we think 
we are; but all we think, we are! 

Like the picture on the cinema screen, our life is the projection 
of the film constantly running through our minds. The thoughts, 
ideas, images, and ambitions we habitually cherish are the archi
tects of character and always get out-pictured in behaviour. 

When some cowboys of the Wild West saw their first film, they 
tried to stop the villain catching his victim by riddling the screen 
with shots. But the only way to stop the picture was to stop the 
film running through the projector. That is the only way to 
change our lives, too. 

We sometimes shudder at the dreadful things done in our 
world, and we say that if only certain people would not do these 
horrible acts they could have their own politics and think as they 
like. But it is because they think as they do that they act accord
ingly. 

-From an article by Brother Lawrence in the Exeter Express and 
Echo. 



* 

"AN IDEA ENTERED MY HEAD" 

A MAN WILL SAY, "An idea entered my head." The materialistic 
scientist is unable to explain such a statement, but is not in a 
position to prove that it is intrinsically meaningless. This is a 
point put forward by Dr. C. E. Last in his book Man in the 
Universe (Werner Laurie, London), and he goes on to say that it 
would be more reasonable to say "An idea entered my head" 
than to say "I manufactured this idea out of the chemical ele
ments and the protons and electrons which compose the material 
substance of my brain." 

Commenting on recent mechanistic a ttempts to explain the 
phenomena of memory, Dr. Last shows their inherent hopeless
ness: "The brain substance is pictured as storing memory 
mechanically. Marks are said to be made on the brain tissue and 
permanently imprinted thereon. These marks are conceived to 
be something like a photographic image or the holes that are 
made in punched index cards kept by business houses. It is a 
well-known fact that a man can remember things during the 
whole of his life, and sometimes his mind will recall some incident 
which happened to him fifty years previously and which he had 
not thought about since; and during this time the component 
parts of his brain will have been changed several hundred times. 
If then m emory is stored in the brain material, the materialistic 
conception requires that there is an intelligent liaison as between 
those chemical elements which are continuously arriving in the 
brain from the food supply to replace those which are con
tinuously departing in the excretory channels." 

In complete contrast to the mechanistic would-be explanation 
of inspiration is the remarkable statement made by Professor 
Walther Bauersfeld, the man responsible for the first Zeiss 
Planetarium and the planning of the shell construction of the 
dome, who said in the James Clayton Lecture for 1957, "If we 
believe we have found a good idea, it is not we who think, but 
the idea thinks within us. Ideas come to us without our action, 
but we must hold ourselves ready to accept them." 

What Emerson said of the artist may be as true of the scientist: 
"It is a curious proof of conviction that the artist does not feel 
himself to be the parent of his work and is as much surprised at 
the effect as you are. W e are like the musician on a lake whose 
melody is sweeter than he knows, or like the traveller surprised 
by a mountain echo, whose word returns to him with romantic 
thunder." 

As Dr. Last has said elsewhere, "The philosophy of material
ism has proved to be a broken reed. And the in teresting point is 
that it is scientific discovery which has not ·only destroyed 
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materialism (as religion has not been able to do), but has opened 
the door to a conception of the universe which may extend far 
beyond the confines of religious thought and teaching." 

Do the Gospel Parables 
Live To-day?-VII 

BY FABER 

IN HIS P ARABLES and other 
teachings the Master gave us 
the most valuable tools for 
understanding the standpoint 
from which he performed his 
unprecedented healings. If we 
reflect on these teachings, the 
healings become less miraculous 
and more divinely natural in 
our eyes; and nothing could be 
of greater importance to the 
Christian student who takes 
seriously J esus' statement, "He 
that believeth on me, the works 
that I do shall he do also; and 
greater works than these shall 
he do." 

The Good Samaritan 

When I come to consider the 
parables which bring out the 
nature of God as Love, the 
infinite divine motherhood 
which brings fulfilment at every 
level, I think at once of the 
parable of the good Samaritan 
in the tenth chapter of Luke's 
Gospel. This parable is ex
tremely well known, but how 
seriously do we ever take it as 
an exact symbolic account of 
the way to express divine Love? 

It always seems to me a great 
mistake to maintain that if any 
of us is not one of those people 
fortunate enough to be natur
ally loving, there is nothing we 
can do about it and no real 
hope of learning to love accord
ing to an intelligent method. If 
you want to be able to play the 
piano well, however, you don't 
bewail the fact that others can 
play and you can't-you set 
about learning to play. And it is 
surely the same with the prac
tical expression of divine Love. 
This parable teaches one in 
picturesque language how to 
love. 

The first thing of note is that 
we must love God, with all our 
heart and soul and strength 
and mind, before we can love 
our fellow man. It is only as 
we acknowledge with gratitude 
that there is a God who is Love 
that loving thoughts can come 
to us; and when they do, they 
then demand that we act on 
them and give all the glory to 
God as their author. 

After the description of the 
man who fell among thieves 
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and was left half dead, there is 
the picture of the two unhelp
ful attitudes,-that of the priest 
and Levite who passed by on 
the other side when they saw 
him. The question for us is: 
when we see someone tem
porarily robbed of his happi
ness, health, and all that 
clothes him with dignity and 
who is also wounded in spirit, 
do we ignore that picture of 
suffering and pass unconcerned 
on our way, like the priest, 
feeling that he has probably got 
what was coming to him? Or 
do we just feel, like the Levite, 
that it is indeed a dreadful mis
fortune, which we stop to look 
at, but that it does not call for 
any activity on our part? 

The Samaritan, "as he jour
neyed, came where he was." It 
is only as we are making our 
own individual journey God
wards that we can be of real 
help to others whom we come 
across in that journey. The 
professional "do-gooder" does 
not qualify. 

"When he saw him, he had 
compassion on him" -the first 
motion in the expression of 
divine Love is a genuine con
cern of the heart for someone 
else whom we see suffering. 
Love begins in thought with a 
concern for another, and de
velops and substantiates into a 
desire to help and bless in a 
practical way. 

Next he "went to him," and 

that signifies the vital step of no 
longer standing objectively by, 
but going over mentally to 
realize what the other fellow 
must be feeling, from his own 
standpoint of experience-not 
in order to wallow with him in 
his despair, but solely in order 
to see how best to help him 
out of it. Without that effort of 
imaginative sympathy, one can
not be a comforter of "Christ
like touch." 

Then the Samaritan "bound 
up his wounds, pouring in oil 
and wine." He specifically re
lieved his sufferings, and we 
too have to provide the right 
healing balm for the particular 
form of sore-heartedness we 
are confronted with. The best 
medicine is the "oil" associated 
in the Bible with gladness and 
joy and the "wine" of inspira
tion. In other words, what 
releases someone from a feeling 
of distress is to be given ideas 
which gladden and inspire him. 
For instance, if a man is badly 
cast down by what seems to 
him a cruel blow of fate, any
one wishing to help must be 
able to assure him that there is 
a God, a God who is good, an 
intelligent Principle which can 
be implicitly trusted to care 
for the situation when it is 
acknowledged and its demands 
obeyed. 

Basically there always has to 
be healing of the wounded 
sense that there is a painful 
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gap or breach between man 
and his Maker; and healing 
comes through the recognition 
that in fact we can never be 
separated from the intelligent 
Principle of our being, the God 
who is Love. 

Next the Samaritan "set him 
on his own beast" -and we 
have temporarily to carry the 
sufferer on our own understand
ing of God, as a father supports 
his child, until he is able to 
stand on his own feet mentally 
and go forward individually. 
The implication is that we can
not "carry" another forever, 
but that it is often our part to 
support him for a time. 

The Samaritan then brought 
him to an inn, and we cannot 
leave someone we have been 
helping until we have seen 
him arrive at a state of con
sciousness which is a refuge and 
a haven to him. 

Finally the Samaritan did 
not neglect to see to the detail 
of this man's stay in the inn, 
to provide for his "after-care," 
in order that his own ministra
tions to him would be followed 
up. He saw him settled before 
going on himself. When he 
departed, he gave the host the 
wherewithal to look after the 
man and was willing to pay 
later whatever was needed to 
ensure his complete recovery. 

It is worth noting that there 
is no mention of personal re
ward in this parable, because 

the Master often made the 
point that loving service is not 
to be undertaken with any 
thought of personal gain, but 
with the prime motive of a 
pure desire to express love, in 
obedience to the God who is 
Love. 

The Master's Own Example 

Let us see how Jesus himself 
practised what he was preach
ing so vividly in this parable. 
To take one example, as soon 
as he saw the widow whose 
only son was being carried out 
dead, we are told that he had 
compassion on her; he told her 
not to weep, touched the bier, 
resurrected her son, and re
stored him to his mother. 

With the leper, too, the 
Master was moved with com
passion when he saw him and 
put forth his hand and touched 
him; like the Samaritan, he 
"went to him" and bound up 
his "wounds," -his sense of 
being a social outcast. When 
Jesus said in response to the 
leper's request for healing, "I 
will; be thou clean," he was 
pouring in the "oil" and the 
"wine" of the joyful and inspir
ing thought that the leper had 
only to put on the pure clean
ness of his spiritual status as 
the son of God in order to find 
himself free from a diseased 
state. Jesus supported him on 
his own understanding so that 
he was healed immediately. He 
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did not leave him even then, 
but gave him instructions for 
his future well-being, although 
in the event the man chose not 
to obey them. 

And so whenever we need a 
lesson in loving-and which of 
us does not desire to express 
more of the Christ-spirit which 
governed the Master ?-we can 
recall the main points of this 
wonderful parable: 

I. see what is · going on with 
the other fellow whom we come 
across in our individual jour
ney, instead of trying to ignore 
his need of assistance; 

2. let our hearts be moved 
with compassion, with the de
sire to help and bless; 

3· realize what the other 
fellow is going through, and 
how the picture looks from 
where he is; 

4· help to heal his sore heart 
by giving him specific ideas 
that will be a joy and an 
inspiration to him; 

5· support him temporarily 
on our own understanding of 
God; 

6. see that he himself arrives 
at a state of thought which is a 
haven to him for the time 
being; 

7. and ensure that there is 
some provision for his future 
well-being, until such time as 
he is completely restored to 
normal happiness. 

I find it very helpful to pray 

every day that I may see how 
to express more of that Christ
spirit. In that way I learn to 
show forth more of the eternal 
fact that I am the offspring of 
the God who is Love, perfect 
Love. 

Exact Spiritual Teaching? 

A study of some of the 
parables of the Master such as 
we have considered in this 
series will convince the student 
that they are rich in exact 
spiritual teaching. He will then 
be able to form his own con
clusions: are they merely frag
mentary collections of exhor
tation? Or may they be reduced 
to a systematic set of teachings, 
bringing out the detail of the 
fact that God in Himself is 
Mind, or the infinite intelli
gence; Spirit, or the infinite 
good and order; Soul, or the 
infinite identity; Principle, or 
the infinite government and 
harmony; Life, or the infinite 
Being; Truth, or the infinite 
consciousness of the wholeness 
and flawlessness of everything 
as God Himself knows it; and 
Love, or the infinite mother
hood of God? 

Those seven names for God 
were first revealed to me 
through Science and H ealth with 
Key to the Scriptures; and ever 
since then I have realized that 
in defining the nature of God in 
that sevenfold way Mary Baker 
Eddy was herself being a good 
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Samaritan, coming to the point 
where human thought can 
appreciate the infinitude of 
God. And as Isaiah prophesied : 
"the light of the moon [man as 
the image and likeness of God] 
shall be as the light of the sun 

[God Himself], and the light of 
the sun shall be sevenfold, as 
the light of seven days, in the 
day that the Lord bindeth up 
the breach of His people, and 
healeth the stroke of their 
wound.'' 

** 

Top-Level Ministration 
HERE ARE TWO STORIES which illustrate the remarkable power 
of loving ideas to dispel the dire effects ,of hate and despair. And 
yet that power is perfectly natural, since as a man "thinketh in 
his heart, so is he." 

The first is of a Red Cross worker in the last war who was 
concerned with a soldier pronounced dangerously ill and who 
was not expected to last the night. As she sat by him, she asked 
him whom he loved most in all the world, and he replied, "My 
wife." She then said to him, "Well, think of her now, fill your 
thought with your love for her, and go to sleep. In the morning 
we'll write to her and tell her that you're coming home." By the 
morning he had recovered. 

That woman had the gift of making every patient feel "special," 
and her outflowing love brought her the wisdom to deal with the 
situation in the most directly practical way-through the 
highest level of his whole conscious being. 

The second story is of a man in a naval hospital whose arm 
had been crushed in an accident at sea and who was so bitter 
and morose that he had not spoken to anyone for a month or so. 
Drain tubes were in his arm and the doctors thought that 
amputation was inevitable. A woman with a great Christian 
spirit succeeded in winning his confidence; little by little he told 
her about himself, how the accident had happened , and how he 
hated the man whose fault it was. 

One day this woman remarked to the man that she had some
thing to say to him which he might not like, but that she felt it 
was true and wanted him to think it over. She said, "You are not 
really suffering because of the accident, but because of your own 
attitude of hate." She asked him if he would do something for 
her, and when he replied that he would do anything for her, she 
asked him to begin where he could truthfully do so and to say, 
whenever he thought of the man whose carelessness had caused 
the accident, "Poor chap, I know he didn't mean to do it." He 
agreed to do this, and carried out his promise. 
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The next time she visited him, she said, "Now we can go a 

step further and say, 'God loves tha t man as He loves me.'" 
Again the man agreed. 

On her next visit the woman asked him to say, "I love him 
because God loves him." Once more he complied. As the sense 
of love permeated his conscious being and he was honestly able 
to declare that he loved the man, the doctors found that they 
could remove the drain tubes and his arm quickly healed. He 
was soon discharged from hospital a well man. 

Mrs. Pandit: Creating the Climate 
of Peace 

WOMEN IN INTERNATIONAL 

POLITICS are a . comparatively 
new phenomenon- which is 
quite strange when one con
siders that women form half 
the human race. One of the 
most distinguished women in 
the international field is 
Mrs. Pandit. She headed the 
Indian delegation to the United 
Nations and then in 1953 was 
elected the first woman Presi
dent of the General Assembly 
of the United Nations, an elec
tion which gave an impetus to 
the wider entry of women into 
this sphere. She is at present 
High Commissioner for India 
in London. On meeting her, 
one is impressed with the blend 
of decisive thinking and a 
womanly practicality which 
always makes for a balanced 
and effective individual. 

I asked Mrs. Pandit if she 
thinks that women have a 
special contribution to make in 
international politics. 

"Definitely so," she answered. 
"They have certain qualities 
which are very much required 
- particularly tolerance and 
the ability not to be rigid over 
things, the ability to be adapt
able and to let there be adjust
ments. As a general rule they 
are motivated by friendship 
and not by violent antagon
isms." 

She believes that the life they 
have led through the centuries 
has forced them to develop 
these very fine qualities, be
cause for such a long time 
women have been so terribly 
suppressed. Now that they have 
come into their own to a much 
greater extent and are no 
longer regarded only as the 
shadow or reflection of someone 
else, it is possible that these 
qualities may desert them, 
because obviously they are not 
qualities confined to women
some men express them more 
than some women. 
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Mrs. Pandit maintains that 
these qualities should therefore 
be cultivated so that they are 
preserved and not lost, and 
that they are the only qualities 
needed in the present situation. 
To-day, she says, great states
manship is not a matter of fine 
words and specialized know
ledge. All that is subordinate 
and secondary to the exercise 
of adaptability, tolerance, and 
the willingess to explore and 
adjust, without of course aban
doning basic principles. 

She was insistent that these 
qualities are needed in dealing 
with all nations, whether large 
or small, simply because those 
qualities are needed in one's 
approach to any individual, and 
a nation is after all only a group 
of individuals. 

Many times in her experience 
in the United Nations, Mrs. 
Pandit said, she had watched 
harmony coming out after in
itial divergences of view- espec
ially in committee work and 
not usually in the big assem
blies (where there is a large 
audience and considerations of 
national and personal prestige 
tend to predominate). That 
softening of views came about 
through a willingness to give 
and take, and to take time. 
"Human beings sitting together 
quietly are rational and do 
explore the matters before them 
in an atmosphere conducive to 
settlements.'' 

Working for Peace 
Mrs. Pandit has said that it 

is essential that there should be 
a climate, an atmosphere, an 
attitude of mind in which the 
tender plant of peace can 
flourish. When I asked her to 
elaborate this, she replied that 
you don't have to be a politic
ian or even a great social 
worker to help create this 
climate. To-day there is a strong 
tendency for us all to be sus
picious of other nations and 
have a dislike or, worse still, a 
hatred of the unfamiliar in 
situations and peoples. "All of 
us can help to lessen that state 
of things, and in turn that will 
lower the tension on an overall 
scale." 

It helps, she suggested, if in 
our everyday thought we try 
not to emphasize differences 
between ourselves and others, 
but look for points of similarity 
in each other and try to under
stand what is unfamiliar, in
stead of condemning something 
just because it is strange. She 
believes that this applies on all 
levels. You are not assisting in 
the creation of a climate of 
peace if in any way you despise 
others because of the way they 
live, speak, or even eat. 

"This is one world," she 
said, "and the important thing 
is to build bridges. The com
mon man and woman in Russia 
too is unrelated to the great 
political adventures and 1s 
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eager for peace. The Russian 
people are as fundamentally 
simple as the British or the 
Indian or the American. It is 
only politics that divide people. 
Gandhi said, 'It is the imagina
tion of man that divides the 
world, but the power of love 
can bring the world together.' " 

Mrs. Pandit contends that 
mankind has come to the point 
where it has to take the path of 
reason, because it is the one 
and only path-otherwise it is 
the end for everybody. 
"Through logic and reason we 
must show that it is simply not 
any good to start a war, be
cause no war is won any more." 

The key to peace, in her 
view, is the desire to use nuclear 

power for constructive and 
peaceful purposes, in order to 
make provision for more abun
dance and to diminish the 
number of poor and wretchedly 
unhappy people. It does seem 
that where people are actually 
working for peace in a construc
tive, brotherly, and positive 
way, instead of merely talking 
about it, seeds of war do not 
flourish. 

Mrs. Pandit made one realize 
anew that instead of feeling 
justified in dismissing the ques
tion of peace as a matter for 
politicians alone, each one ofus 
"ordinary" men and women 
has a responsibility to create a 
climate in which this tender 
plant can flourish. 

Scratching and Itching 
BY JOHN L. MoRGAN 

SoMEBODY SAID THE OTHER DAY that human beings think they 
scratch because they itch. He said, "Not a bit, we itch because 
we scratch." Now perhaps you neither itch nor scratch! But it is 
quite a point to realize that we do in fact scratch mentally long 
before we start to itch. One can easily visualize it: the scratchi
ness or the prickliness of mentality may be something that per
haps we rather like, such as egotism or self-righteousness or 
sensitivity, something that perhaps we pride ourselves on, like a 
sharp tongue, and we culture it at the expense of peace of mind 
and harmonious relationships, and so that scratchy thing sets up 
an itchy condition in the body which we then try to heal by 
plastering something on to it. We try to deal with the effects 
when in fact the cause is a mental outlook. 

I saw a most interesting case which illustrates this,-in fact, 
we saw two quite close together of the same type of thing; in 
both instances an individual had had deep physical treatment, 
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X-ray and surgery, and as sometimes happens after deep treat
ment there is left a skin condition which itches abominably. We 
suggested to those individuals that it was just possible that we do 
in fact itch because we scratch and that it isn't anything to do 
with the skin condition, and if that were so, it would be worth 
while looking into mentality to see where one could express 
divine Love more. We didn't have to labour the point or make 
it more explicit than that. In both cases the two people sat up 
and took notice and realized that it was true, and then and there 
both of them wrote a letter to a relative with whom they hadn't 
been on speaking terms for something like ten years; each wrote 
a letter of real heartfelt warmth and forgiveness and charity and 
love. Those two people were in earnest, and after they had sent 
their letters they felt so enormously better that the healing came 
along q uite quickly in both cases. Now that is the sort of thing 
one hears about more and more frequently . 

A Law of Love? 

The question now arises, concerning that sort of healing; was 
it merely a human sense of forgiveness that brought it about? 
What prompted those two persons to express more sweetness and 
forgiveness? It was not necessarily the desire to get over thei r 
mental scratch , because very often the error of pride or hate or 
self-righteousness that bites a mortal is something he won't give 
up if he dies for it. Nor is it a mere wanting to give it up that 
achieves the result . No, I think behind that sort of loving act
ivity lies a law of Love, and what we spell Love with a capital L 
is really Emmanuel, the presence of God; and because, as the 
Bible tells us, man is God's idea, then he is Love's idea, and 
Love's idea can't possibly be scratchy. Love's idea can't be 
unforgiving or resentful or critical or sarcastic. Love's idea is 
naturally loving and forgiving and sweet and generous and big
hearted in every way. I don't think that that is an abstract state
ment ; to m e it is a dynamic truth . That sort of assertion is as 
true as the fact that two and two makes four, and if one accepts 
it in tha t spiri t it just does do the most amazing things. If we 
think it is only a statement in a book we could say, "Yes, very 
interesting, I wish I could believe it,"- and one does not then 
open the door of mentality for that fact to flow in and do its 
work. BHt if one sees, "Why, yes of course, God 's idea can only 
be loving and that's a scientific fact," then our accepting of 
that fact allows it to do wonderful and transforming things. 

-From a lecture entitled Spiritual Realities as the Science of 
Man, given to the Nottingham Practical Psychology Club m 

January 1955· 



THE BIBLE~S ANSWER TO FEAR 

Bv RosALIE MAAS 

RECENTLY THE PRIME MINISTER 
OF INDIA said that the greatest 
enemy in the world to-day is 
fear, and of course it is fear 
which makes men commit acts 
of disastrous folly which other
wise they would not. The 
conquest of fear is something 
which every man desires, of 
whatever race and creed. Most 
people would agree that the 
way to master it is not to 
repress it, but to bring it up to 
the surface if it is lying latent, 
to face it and find the answer 
to it within the context of one's 
basic principles. 

The teaching of the Bible on 
the subject of fear is timelessly 
applicable. The danger of fear 
untackled is highlighted in 
Job's words, "the thing which 
I greatly feared is come upon 
me." The way to deal with fear 
is perhaps best illustrated in 
the story of Moses casting his 
rod on the ground, where it 
became a serpent, and then 
being told by the Lord to put 
forth his hand and take the 
serpent by the tail, instead of 
fleeing from before it,- to 
tackle his fear with a sense of 
its impotence; the moment he 
did, it turned back into a rod 
- the whole experience became 
to him a staff on which he could 
lean, for fear successfully over-

come is a tremendous strength 
to any man. 

The Scriptures imply, then, 
that one should recognize the 
danger which fear presents if it 
is not cast out,- for fear is the 
acknowledged fountain of war 
and disease,-and having seen 
the danger, one should reduce 
the fear to its essential nothing
ness. For the Bible is also 
insistent that fear is to be van
quished, and is not an eternal 
phenomenon. "Fear not" is a 
definite exhortation which con
stantly recurs. "Say to them 
that are of a fearful heart, Be 
strong, fear not." The idea that 
an answer to fear can be sought 
and found is voiced by the 
Psalmist: "I sought the Lord, 
and He heard me, and de
livered me from all my fears." 
And Paul writes: "For God 
hath not given us the spirit of 
fear; but of power, and oflove, 
and of a sound mind." 

It may be helpful to con
sider various basic fears and the 
highly revolutionary answers to 
be found within the Scriptures. 

Fear of the Unknown 

First of all, there is fear of 
the unknown, represented by 
the primitive fear of the dark. 
Men are afraid of what is 
hidden to them in the night of 
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their Ignorance. The Biblical 
antidote to this may be summed 
up in the words of Jesus: "I am 
the light of the world: he that 
followeth me shall not walk in 
darkness [in fear of the un
known], but shall have the 
light of life." In other words, if 
any of us follows the Christ ideal 
as best we can and endeav
ours to "let that Mind be in us 
which was also in Christ Jesus," 
we shall have the assurance of 
always having the wisdom we 
need to meet any situation. If 
we are humbly and alertly 
receptive to the leadings of the 
infinite intelligence, we need 
never fear, however unusual 
the circumstances. Where we 
do not know, we need not be 
afraid if we trust that the one 
Mind embraces within itself 
all that we require for every 
moment as it comes along- it 
is the unwithholding "light of 
life," and more than this we 
cannot ask. 

A story illustrating this in 
universally appreciable sym
bols is found in II Kings where 
Elisha, pursued by the king of 
Syria, is besieged in Dothan by 
night with horses and chariots 
and a great host encompassing 
the city. When his young ser
vant saw this in the morning, 
he cried, "Alas, my master! 
how shall we do?" whereupon 
Elisha replied, in words with 
enduring significance, "Fear 
not: for they that be with us 

are more than they that be 
with them." He then prayed 
that the eyes of the young man 
might be opened. "And the 
Lord opened the eyes of the 
young man; and he saw: and, 
behold, the mountain was full 
of horses and chariots of fire 
round about Elisha." It is a 
graphic statement of how any 
man can open his eyes to the 
presence of divine ideas, which . 
are able to overcome whatever 
armies of opposing fears may 
encamp against him in the 
night of ignorance. 

The Bible would seem to sug.,.. 
gest, therefore, that fear of the 
unknown recedes as one accepts 
that the initiative is always 
fundamentally with God, with 
the divine Mind, with intelli
gence. "The Lord is my light 
and my salvation; whom shall 
I fear?" 

Fear of an Evil Reality 
Then there is the fear of an 

evil power, as real as the power 
of good and able to overcome 
it. But Habakkuk says of God, 
"Thou art of purer eyes than to 
behold evil, and canst not look 
on iniquity." If to God, good, 
evil is not real, then one's aim 
should surely be to behold evil 
as God does and to allot it no 
permanent reality and no power 
to interfere with the orderly 
unfolding of good. 

For instance, there is the 
striking example ofJoseph, who 
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was able to say without any 
hesitation to the brothers who 
had plotted evil against him, 
"ye thought evil against me, 
but God meant it unto good." 
Every time J oseph fell on evil 
times he saw the situation 
turned into a blessing and "all 
things working together for 
good." 

If we acknowledge the purity 
of God, good, what appears to 
be an evil seed can always be
come the means to good fruit. 
God does not know evil to turn 
it into good, like a magician, 

. but recognition of the infinite 
reality of pure good quite 
naturally translates our sense of 
some circumstance, so that what 
first appeared as evil or even 
catastrophic becomes recog
nized as a blessing, a means 
to greater good and greater 
growth than before. 

As we experience the truth 
of this, the fear of evil goes. Evil 
actually loses its substance for 
us and becomes "an insubstan
tial pageant," because the 
reality and ever-unfolding na
ture of pure good becomes 
substance to us instead. What 
emerges is a profound convic
tion that evil has no permanent 
reality and therefore no power 
to alarm us, because good is 
the abiding substance o( the 
conscious world; it is a dynamic 
constant which transmutes 
whatever seems of an opposite 
nature into the unity of good. 

In Proverbs we read, "But 
whoso hearkeneth unto Me 
shall dwell safely, and shall be 
quiet from fear of evil." 

Fear of Harm to the Body 

Thirdly, there is fear of harm 
to the body, with the attendant 
fear of pain. There is a great 
deal of truth m the remark 
made recently by a very cour
ageous man who has had an 
extraordinary senes of esca
pades, "Live dangerously; it's 
the careful people who get 
hurt." Does the Bible teach us 
that we are vulnerable cockle
shells, who should rightly be 
afraid of every passing draught? 

There 1s a valuable rule 
offered in the Gospels. Jesus 
taught that it is not what goes 
into the mouth that defiles a 
man, but what cometh out of the 
mouth, which proceeds from 
the heart. This may legitimately 
be expanded so that it can be 
said that nothing that attacks 
one from without need excite 
any fear-whether it be a 
germ, contagion, a draught, a 
cut or wound, or anything of 
the kind-if there is no answer
ing aggression or sin within. 

If a man ha's no aggressive , 
,.f@elings within, and realizes 
that the greater rules the lesser, 
he 1need not fe~r a so-called 
physical hurt. 1r.'This gives him 
safety in the midst of apparent 
danger. Fundamentally he 1s 
not "in" that little arrange-
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ment offunctions called a body, 
but dwells in his "soul," which 
appears to express itself through 
that body. 

The three Hebrew young 
men cast by the furious Nebu
chadnezzar into the burning 
fiery furnace were not affected 
by fire, not even by the smell 
of smoke, because they refused 
to be affected mentally by the 
violence of the attack on their 
worship of God. Keeping cool 
in consciousness, they could not 
be touched by the angry hos
tility of Nebuchadnezzar nor 
by its physical extension in the 
heat of the flames. 

So if a man maintains as best 
he can a balance and equilib
rium of the spirit, unruffled by 
attempts to emotionalize him, 
quick to forgive and to expel 
resentment, he need have no 
fear of pain. The habit of 
watching what one is express
ing in thought, rather than 
body, and forestalling trouble 
by keeping on an even keel, is 
an excellent one. 

Jesus said, "fear not them 
which kill the body, but are 
not able to kill the soul: but 
rather fear him which is able to 
des.troy both soul and body in 
hell." In other words, we need 
only fear -te sin; to stray from 
the satisfaction of Godlike ideas. 

Fear of Injustice 

Then there is fear of injustice, 
of being "pushed around," 

whether by persons, dictatorial 
systems, red tape, or by the 
blind mystery of chance, "fate," 
or various astrological theories. 

The Bible teaches that man 
must acknowledge that it is 
God alone who governs. "The 
Lord reigneth; let the earth 
rejoice." "Be still, and know 
that I am God." "He doeth 
according to His will in the 
armies of heaven, and among 
the inhabitants of the earth: 
and none can stay His hand, or 
say unto Him, What doest 
Thou?" 

Jesus himself came up against 
the apparently entrenched 
power of the organized church 
and state, backed up by the 
vast imperial might of Rome. 
The cards seemed to be stacked 
solidly and irresistibly against 
him, and yet when Pilate said 
to him, "Knowest thou not 
that I have power to crucify 
thee, and have power to re
lease thee?" Jesus answered, 
"Thou couldest have no power 
at all against me, except it 
were given thee from above." 
In other words, Jesus was sure 
that something far greater than 
any person or institution was 
in charge; and so he knew that 
what appeared to be governing 
him was actually subject to that 
highe.r and immovable Power 
which is justice itself. 

The Scriptures indicate that 
"one on God's side is a major
ity." This is illustrated by 
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Moses and the children of 
Israel pitted victoriously against 
the might of Pharaoh and the 
whole Egyptian army, Gideon 
and his band against the Midi
anites, Elijah against the proph
ets of Baal and the power of 
Jezebel, the boy David against 
the giant Goliath, and so 
forth. 

In the words of Moses, "Fear 
ye not, stand still, and see the 
salvation of the Lord, which He 
will shew thee to-day: ... the 
Lord shall fight for you, and ye 
shall hold your peace." 

Fear of Extinction 

What the Bible calls the 
"king of terrors" is the fear of 
personal extinction, but the 
Scriptures also refer to death as 
"the last enemy," indicating 
that it is finally to be over
come. 

The Psalmist sang, "Yea, 
though I walk through the 
valley of the shadow of death 
[as all mortals do], I will fear 
no evil: for Thou art with me." 
God Himself must be indestruc
tible, the perpetual I AM, and 
His being always "with us" 
implies the presence forever of 
unlimited divine ideas for our 
basic supply and source of em
ployment, and therefore infinite 
vistas of happiness and progress 
ahead. 

When Jesus said, "I am come 
that they might have life, and 
that they might have it more 

abundantly," he could not have 
meant that we should think of 
death as more than a temporary 
dream in the plenteous forever 
of Life. 

Jesus also said, "I am the 
resurrection, and the life: he 
that believeth in me, though he 
were dead, yet shall he live: 
and whosoever liveth and be
lieveth in me shall never die." 
Did he mean that the Christ 
vision of eternal Life is ever 
available to resurrect our sense 
of anyone as being dead, be
cause it brings them before us 
in the undying richness of their 
unique individuality? And that 
this same sense of Life is also 
available to destroy the sense 
of death as an end or finally 
even as a reality? The Master's 
teaching on the subject is revo
lutionary, but it is uncom
promising and must remain 
our goal. 

"Are not two sparrows sold 
for a farthing ? and one of 
them shall not fall on the 
ground without your Father 
[without retaining his immor
tal status, quite apart from the 
mortal dream] . . . Fear ye not 
therefore, ye are of more value 
than many sparrows." 

Fear of Disease 

Then there is the fear of 
disease in any form, especially 
of what is regarded as incurable 
disease, and this includes the 
fear of losing conscious control. 
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What 1s the Bible answer to 
this? 

The Master in his healing 
work was continually asserting 
man's God-given wholeness and 
dominion over all the claims of 
disease, and it appears that in 
the constant acknowledgment 
of this birthright lies the sov
ereign antidote to the fear of 
disea5e. . 

It is only if one offer& no 
intelligent and sustained resis
tance to diseased thought-germs, 
such as selfishness or depres
sion, that there can follow the 
breakdown into a diseased state. 
:ij)isease cannot infiltrate with
Gut some already- present "fifth 
column," .[.fa'ck of wholeness in 
spirit and character which must 
be routed aml· an's natural 

· · 1' ud/l d sp1ntua mtegnty reasserte . c. .. 
For instance, in healing the 

man with the withered hand 
Jesus appears to have called 
forth from him that sense of his 
individual right to full self
expression which was needed to 
bring to light his innate whole
ness or health. And with the 
woman "whom Satan [had] 
bound" and who had had a 
"spirit of infirmity" for eighteen 
years, it would seem that the 
Master released in her a con
sciousness of her right to be a 
"daughter of Abraham," a 
progressive individual. There 
was no fear of two apparently 
incurable states, for Jesus 
preached and practised man's 

God-given right to health and 
dominion. 

A truly comforting and com
prehensive answer to the fear of 
disease is presented in Psalm 
103: "Bless the Lord, 0 my 
soul, and forget not all His 
benefits: who forgiveth all thine 
iniquities; who healeth all thy 
diseases; who redeemeth thy 
life from destruction; who 
crowneth thee with lovingkind
ness and tender mercies; who 
satisfieth thy mouth with good 
things; so that thy youth IS 

renewed like the eagle's." 

Fear of War 

Finally we may consider the 
fear of war-in this age the 
fear ofH-bomb warfare, threat
ening the desolation of all that 
civilization has built up over 
the centuries. One might think 
that the Bible could offer no 
antidote to this, but the fear of 
war is a factor throughout the 
Scriptural record. 

The Gospel answer is again 
revolutionary and can never be 
outdated: "Peace I leave with 
you, my peace I give unto you: 
not as the world giveth, give I 
unto you. Let not your heart be 
troubled, neither let it be 
afraid. . . . In the world ye 
shall have tribulation: but be 
of good cheer; I have over
come the world." 

The answer to the fear of 
war, then, lies not in any 
human undertaking or organi-
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zation, but rests with the indi
vidual and his own resolution 
of the war in his own thought
between the spiritual on the one 
hand and on the other hand 
the material and mortal with 
all its hate and greed. As he 
comes out more and more on 
the side of the spiritual as the 
only reality, he finds a peace 
which nothing can take from 
him; and not only he himself 
is blessed, for by this achieve
ment mankind is helped on in 
its advance towards the spir
itual ultimate which the Bible 
prophesies. 

The beloved disciple made 

a tremendous statement whose 
challenge still confronts m to
day: "Perfect Love casteth out 
fear." And this leads one on in 
thought to the Master's own 
words, which express the 
motherhood of God gathering 
all who will be so gathered: 
"Fear not, little flock; for it is 
your Father's good pleasure to 
give you the kingdom." 

It would seem that the Bible 
presents a set of spiritual con
stants which hold within them
selves the answer to every fear 
that could assail the hearts of 
men. "What time I am afraid, 
I will trust in Thee." 

Shadows and Substance 
BY LAURENCE EASTERBROOK 

THE CORNFIELDS are putting on their annual transformation 
scene, clothing the bare earth with blades of tender green. 

It waves and shimmers in the spring sunshine like a silken 
coverlet that a conjuror might use to hide a mystery. 

There is no doubt about the mystery. For here is the corn, that 
you can see and touch, can dig up, eat, or take to pieces in a 
laboratory. 

But you can exploit every device known to modern science, 
and no one can say that he knows what corn looks like. 

We know it in its various guises, as the seed, as the young blade, 
and then, later, in the golden abundance of the harvest sheaf. 
But these, only too clearly, are its outward appearances. 

The inner thing, corn in its ultimate essence, escapes us 
because it is invisible, untouchable, and cannot be analyzed. 

An Idea 

It may be some form of electrical energy. It may, if you hap
pen to believe in God, be an idea, conceived in the mind of God 
and, therefore, having a spiritual existence. 
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But if that is true of corn, how much more is it likely to be true 
of ourselves. 

We see that we go through various outward forms, from baby
hood to old age. We have only to look inside ourselves to realize 
that we are not just blood and bone and flesh walking about on 
two legs. 

We know that we are something even more than mind, for 
there is a "you" and "me" within us that is all the time directing 
our minds, telling the mind what to think about, observing, 
recording and comparing the messages and impressions of the 
brain. 

This mystery of the cornfield seems to me to make it clear that 
the illusoriness of material things is not just "preacher's talk," 
but pure, stark reality. 

The ever-changing forms of material things are shadows on the 
screen of the true life going on behind it all. 

No Half-Way Position 

You must believe in these material things alone and deny the 
spiritual existence of anything, holding that we are chemical 
flukes in an unordered world. 

Or, if not, you must believe that there is a plan behind it all, 
and the material world is a very partial manifestation of the 
fulfilment of that plan .... 

Now there can't be a plan without a planner. Those who think 
there is a plan call the planner God. 

There seems to me no half-way house between these two 
beliefs. 

A Proper Perspective 

The present industrial age has given us so many new toys and 
made it possible for so many people to enjoy them that we are 
full of wonder at the way the horn of plenty has been emptied 
into our laps. 

So for this generation more than any other, it is extremely 
difficult to put material things in their proper perspective. 

It is not so much that it is "wrong" to want them and to enjoy 
them. 

Where W\! run into unhappiness and disillusionment is by 
thinking of them as the main purpose of our existence. 

You have only to look at some "successful" men to realize 
that they have sacrificed everything worth having in life to get 
their success ... their health, their digestions, their family life, 
their sense of fun. 
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Others, when the time comes to retire, are so bored that they 
quickly die. 

In pursuing the illusion of material success alone, they have 
obviously backed a loser. 

A Purpose in Life 

On getting material things into their proper perspective, how
ever, all sorts of other things fall into place. Life, with all its 
imperfections, begins to make some sense. 

You don't go round envying the man who is richer than you, 
because you know it doesn't necessarily mean that his lot is a 
better one. 

The things you may think " unfair" or "just my bad luck" no 
longer seem like that and life is all the happier for this chip on 
the shoulder being removed. 

For once it is recognized that it is not our sole purpose in life 
to gain riches, fame or power, one begins to ask what that pur
pose is. 

It isn't long then before we begin to get a pretty good idea of 
the answer, which must surely be the education of our soul, for 
that is the only thing we bring into the world and also take 
away with us. 

-From an article in the News Chronicle, May 2nd, 1959. 

The Judges of Israel-IV 
Micah and his house of gods 
A Levite and his concubine 

Bv PEGGY M. BRooK 

THE BOOK OF JUDGES tells the 
story of thirteen judges who 
were raised up to govern Israel 
when she first entered the 
Promised Land. It emphasizes 
individual government, the 
keynote being, "In those days 
there was no king in Israel, but 
every man did that which was 
right in his own eyes." When 

Two stories which illustrate the 
need of trusting the divine mother
hood and cherishing the spiritual 
idea 

the Israelites strayed from the 
one God and were overcome 
by their enemies, a judge arose 
and delivered them. There was 
no judicial hierarchy, though. 
The judges were men raised of 
God. 

In every man's spiritual 
journey the deliverer is always 
God-impelled individual spirit-
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ual sense. Nothing else can 
bring him into his heritage of 
dominion over all the earth, 
although, as the Bible goes on 
to show, individual spiritual 
sense is in its essence also col
lective and universal. 

True Individuality Is Indivi
sibility from God 

Because the Book of Judges 
essentially stresses the impor
tance of the individual in true 
government, the prophetic 
writers, after telling the story of 
Samson, the last of the judges, 
end this Book with two rather 
curious tales which teach, 
through negative illustration, 
that stability and unity can only 
come about through true indi
viduality,-an awareness of 
being undivided from the 
motherhood or love of God. 

Both these stories are con
cerned with the question of 
being related to or uniting with 
some particular form of ideal
ism. The first tells of a man 
called Micah whose relation
ship with an idolatrous mother 
resulted in him having a house 
full of false gods with a Levite 
for his priest. The second in
volves a Levite "who took to 
him a concubine" and the 
results of this relationship. In 
each case a Levite is involved, 
which is interesting in that 
"Levi" means "joined." The 
Levites were the tribe whose 
sole job was to be in charge of 

the tabernacle. They had no 
portion of land as an inheri
tance, for they were to be con
secrated to God,-"joined" to 
God, as it were, in a particular 
holy relationship. From the 
Levites came the priesthood, 
and in a negative sense they 
symbolize religious separateness 
or exclusiveness. The Levites 
had a different status from all 
the other tribes and the atti
tude they represent is one of 
"holier than thou," either in 
individuals or in organized 
religious bodies. It was a Levite 
who "passed by on the other 
side" in the parable of the good 
Samaritan. As so often occurs 
in Bible imagery, when inter
preted positively they symbolize 
the exact opposite- the unity of 
God and man, the oneness of 
all creation as being "joined" 
to the one Creator. 

Micah and His House 
of Gods 

In Chapter r 7 we read about 
this man of Mount Ephraim 
called Micah, who took eleven 
hundred shekels of silver from 
his mother. When she pro
nounced a curse upon the man 
who had taken them, Micah 
restored them to her and 
straightway she blessed him and 
took two hundred of the shekels 
to make a graven image and a 
molten image which were 
placed in Micah's house. This 
led Micah to have a house full 
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of gods. In the course of time a 
Levite came to Micah's house, 
looking for , somewhere to 
sojourn, and Micah persuaded 
him to dwell with him and 
consecrated him as his priest. 

What is this story telling us 
in the picture language of the 
Bible? What do the "eleven 
hundred shekels of silver" repre
sent? Two of the great numeri
cal symbols in the Scriptures 
are those of the "seven" and 
the "four." In fact, they open 
and close the Bible respectively. 
As we have seen, the seven days 
of creation in the first chapter 
of Genesis present an ordered 
statement of great spiritual 
fundamentals,-the numerals 
of infinity. And the heavenly 
city which "lieth foursquare," 
described in the last chapter of 
Revelation, indicates that per
fect spiritual building is a four
dimensional proposition. This 
we can clearly see in the Bible 
record where the one Principle 
of being reveals itself through 
the operation of the Word of 
God, the Christ, and Chris
tianity, leading to to-day's rev
elation of Science. These may 
appear to be spiritual processes 
evolved in time, but as divine 
revelation, translation, demon
itration, and interpretation, 
they are ever-present spiritual 
operations-a divine, infinite 
calculus of being. 

Therefore we have the 
"seven" and the "four"-

"eleven" factors in all, which 
constitute the basic structure of 
universal spiritual Truth. 

In the case of Micah he had 
eleven hundred shekels of silver. 
Tens or hundreds added to a 
number always denote spiritual 
truth in its application to the 
human picture, the "ten" orig
inating with the ten fingers 
which touch and handle things. 

Could one interpret this, 
therefore, as representing 
thought that takes the divine 
system and its healing and 
regenerating power, but instead 
of developing it freely and 
individually under the guid
ance of God's motherhood, 
restores it to the care of a false 
mother sense? For what does 
Micah's mother do with it? 
She takes two hundred shekels, 
makes false gods, and puts them 
into Micah's house, until he 
has a house full of gods. 

Does not this whole incident 
mean that at a certain stage 
every spiritual seeker needs to 
take the spiritual fundamentals 
of being, and, trusting the 
divine motherhood, let the 
Mind of Christ, which belongs 
to all men, unfold them to him 
naturally in an individual way, 
instead of looking to other per
sons or organizations to develop 
them? If he makes the mistake 
of looking to persons or organi
zations, immediately the door 
is open to dualistic thought (the 
two hundred shekels of silver) 
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and before long he will find 
himself saddled with all kinds 
of false gods,-bowing down to 
personal sense, conservatism, 
codes, creeds, limitations and 
divisions of every kind. Our 
experiences lead us to see that 
if we let anything but our 
eternal oneness with God 
"mother" us, we shall be 
saddled with false gods; 
whereas if we trust the divine 
motherhood, it will lead us 
gently and surely every step of 
the way, as a shepherd guides 
his sheep into the fold. 

A Levite Becomes Priest 
to Micah 

The story continues that 
when a Levite passed by, look
ing for a place to "sojourn," 
Micah made him his priest and 
declared, "Now know I that the 
Lord will do me good, seeing I 
have a Levite to my priest." 

Is this not what can happen 
with thought that trusts its 
idealism to the care of any 
external motherhood, be it a 
person, a priest, or an organiza
tion? False gods of personality, 
creeds, wealth, etc. begin to 
arise, but as long as men 
believe they are joined to some
thing holy, they can fool them
selves that they are safe. 

This was a lesson that Israel 
had later to learn through very 
bitter experience. She had her 
temple and her religious heri
tage, but eventually her living 

individual spiritual sense began 
to fade, and false gods were 
worshipped. Israel's prophets 
were continually arousing her 
to this danger, but believing 
th~t she was a "chosen" people 
and that mere ritualism and 
creed were safety-valves, she 
did not heed them, and had to 
learn her lesson through the 
suffering of captivity, as men 
often choose to do. 

The Danites Rob Micah 

Chapter r8 goes on to relate 
how the tribe of Dan, who were 
looking for an inheritance, 
eventually came and consulted 
the priest, the Levite, at the 
house of Micah. They were told 
to "go in peace" for God was 
with them, and with this assur
ance they went on their way 
and destroyed the people of 
Laish who "dwelt careless ... 
quiet and secure," but not 
before the Danites had taken 
away Micah's Levite and 
robbed his house of all his gods. 
Micah was desolated, but really 
it was the best thing that could 
have happened to him. 

In Jacob's pronouncement 
on Dan he saw that Dan was 
"a serpent by the way, an 
adder in the path that biteth 
the horse heels, so that his rider 
shall fall backward." The Dan
ites seem to stand specifically 
for the carnal mind. Is it not 
true that if men trust their 
spiritual idealism to a finite 
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motherhood, in the form of a certain sons of Belial," de
material person or an organized manded that the Levite should 
body, then false gods arise and be brought out to them. The 
the whole set-up is liable to be old man refused their request, 
subject to the inroads of the but finally the Levite threw his 
carnal mind? Here it is also concubine out to them. They 
clearly exposed that the carnal defiled her and left her as dead. 
mind, armed with the imposing In the morning the Levite 
"false gods" and the religious found her at the door. He took 
respectability of the "Levite," her home, and then follows the 
can destroy the state of thought crude tale of how he cut her 
that dwells in a careless indif- into twelve pieces and sent 
ference to spiritual demands, them into all the coasts of 
the people of Laish? Israel. 

Though Micah was deso- These bloodthirsty stories 
lated, it was really the greatest that occur all through the Old 
blessing to him, for it must Testament would be sordid 
have forced him back to indi- unless one realized that the pro
vidual spiritual sense,~to a phetic writers were using them 
conviction of his simple, real, as symbolic illustrations of a 
innate unity with God, the one spiritual lesson. 
and only Mother of all. If we What can this incident mean? 
will only trust this Mother, it Its overriding message seems 
will guide us into the true to be that every spiritual thinker 
temple "not made with hands," needs to love and value the 
-ever-present spiritual con- spiritual above all else and 
sciousness, which the carnal really wed himself to it and 
mind can never desecrate nor cherish it in order that the one
rob, for it is "hid with Christ ness and unity of the spiritual 
in God." idea may be demonstrated here 

The Levite and His 
Concubine 

The last story in the Book of 
Judges is again of a Levite. 
This Levite had a concubine. 
She left him and he followed 
her to fetch her back. After 
many adventures they lodged 
with an old man in Gibeah, a 
city of the Benjamites. In the 
evening "the men of the city, 

and now. 
A concubine was a secondary 

wife who could more easily be 
put away than a wife. The 
Levite here seems to stand for 
thought that "joins" itself to a 
spiritual ideal, but that ideal is 
not its wife, its all. It does not 
take first place in thought. A 
concubine, too, was usually a 
slave or servant, a role which 
spiritual idealism should never 
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play. Is not the true relation
ship man serving his ideal, and 
not his ideal slavishly serving 
him? 

The type of thought here 
appears to want to be joined to 
an ideal, but merely to satisfy 
itself humanly. And so that 
begets the same type of thought 
in the Benjamite "men of 
Belial." In throwing out his 
concubine to these men, it 
symbolizes that if the ideal is 
given out unwisely in response 
to mere clamour and pressure, 
it will only defile it and event
ually all life and inspiration 
will go from it. It then becomes 
a dead body which can be cut 
up and divided into separated 
parts, rather than seen as one 
united whole, a living, uni
versal spiritual Science. 

It is interesting that in the 
next chapter the action that 
punishes these Benjamites for 
their forcing of this situation is 
Israel gathering together "as 
one man" to fight them. This 
sense of being "as one man" 
is emphasized over and over 
again. Finally the last Chapter 
of Judges tells how Benjamin 
was accepted back into the 

* 

twelve tribes agam and there 
was unity among them. 

The Need for True Mother
hood and Womanhood 

And so these two incidents 
which, on first reading, may 
seem harsh and to have little 
relationship to to-day, when 
illuminated by the ever-present 
Christ, Truth, spring to life as 
examples ofvital spiritual facts. 
First, we see the importance of 
trusting the divine motherhood 
in spiritual growth instead of 
handing over a developing 
understanding of the spiritual 
facts of being to a false mother
ing. And second, we see the 
necessity of wedding thought 
fully to the spiritual ideal, and 
so loving, cherishing, and valu
ing it that there is no tempta
tion to share it unwisely in 
response to the pressure of 
popular demand. 

And so this Book of Judges 
with its insistence on God
impelled individual spiritual 
sense sows the seeds of true 
government which are to spring 
up and flourish in the next 
period of the Scriptures,-the 
great kingdom period. 

If freedom means ease alone, if it means shirking the hard 
disciplines of learning, if it means evading the rigours and 
rewards of creative activity, if it means more expenditure on 
advertising than education, if it means "bachelor cooking" and 
"life adjustment" courses in the schools, and the steady cult of 
the trivial and the mediocre, if it means-worst of all- indiffer-
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ence or even contempt for all but athletic excellence, we may 
keep for a time the forms of free society, but its spirit will be 
dead.-Adlai Stevenson in a speech on January I 8th, I959· 

Work 
BY c. B. PURDOM 

Let me for a moment consider the position of the young man 
or girl thinking of a career. Perhaps you have already made up 
your mind what you want to do. If so, and the way is clear, you 
will go ahead. But if you haven't yet made up your mind, or if 
what you want to do is not possible, how should you decide? I 
do not think it matters very much what you choose to do pro
vided that you intend to make yourself proficient in whatever 
you take up, and that you embark upon a career with the idea of 
fulfilling your end as a man. It is good to be in a profession or 
occupation in which you can delight because it satisfies your 
desires and gives scope for your powers. But the important thing 
is not whether you are a doctor or a coalminer, a lawyer or a 
farm-labourer, but what life-values you create. There is the 
work itself, the actual contribution that you make to society; 
this is important, and the greater the contribution that you 
make, the more valuable you are to yourself and as a citizen; 
but still more important is the value that you are as a man, the 
inner life that you maintain by the physical or mental work that 
you do .... We create by our work more than the work itself
there is an intangible, imperishable substance wrought by our 
daily actions, our decisions, our courage, and our fidelity to the 
end we set before us which increases or diminishes the spiritual 
property of mankind .... 

The rest of us who already have the work by which we live 
have to make the best of the jobs we have. If we cannot change 
them, we must accept them with good humour. As I have said, 
it does not matter a great deal what we do. What matters is the 
spirit we bring to bear upon our work, the element of disin
terested service that we observe, the use that we make of our 
work in building up our inner lives .... 

Unless we have joy in our work our lives have large blank 
patches. That joy can be gained when we dedicate our work, 
whatever it may be, to our highest ideals, or to our higher 
selves, or, if you like, to God. Do your work as perfectly as you 
can. Do your work for the work's sake. Any act of work can be 
made a symbol of the inner life. Joy comes not merely when our 
work is what we want it to be, but when we make it expressive 
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of our aspirations, even though it be to dig the soil, or to saw 
wood, or even to m ind a machine, or add up a column of figures. 
You can find in your work what you choose to put into it. Think 
not merely of the physical act, but of what it can be made to 
signify in the spiritual life. There is no need for any work to be 
merely mechanical and deadening to the spirit. Use the work 
deliberately for a spiritual purpose, even though it be merely 
knocking nails into packing cases. The value is not in the work, 
but in your attitude to it. The soul gives significance to the 
simplest and humblest acts. 

-From A Plan of Life (Dent). 

Eternal Story 
Bird songs in the rain; 
Spring will come again 
And winter sorrow cannot long abide. 

Snow may sift once more 
Through February's open door-
But March and April ride in on the tide. 

None may stop the flow 
As seasons come and go-
Summer shines, when daffodils have died. 

Fair autumn crocus blows 
As gently as the rose, 
And rip'ning pippin will not be denied. 

Shall all this sweetness rot, 
And bird song be forgot, 
When winter creeps again to turn the tide? 

Ah! wake my heart and sing, 
For winter brings the spring, 
And snowdrop through the night shall be my guide. 

No more may life be dead 
Than love from loving fled-
Ring out, 0 earth, and fling the tidings wide. 

B. P. S. 
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* Ideas are power. The purpose of this 
periodical is to draw attention to 
the progressive mental and spiritual 
factors in every field, and to show 
that there lies behind them one 
unifying Principle and its infinite 
operation. * 

Editorial 
In This Issue: 

Honest Thinking Is Expansive 
HoNESTY is a prerequisite for 
progress in thinking. If an 
individual's thinking is nar
rowed by creeds, dogmas, and 
prejudices which he blindly 
accepts, he cannot have those 
adventures of ideas which are 
enjoyed by one who does not 
hesitate to question standard 
beliefs, modify or abandon 
them if necessary, and go for
ward along uncharted ways, 
guided first and foremost by 
what he feels to be right. In 
the end he arrives at a con
viction which has travelled past 
belief and faith to knowing. 

An instance of such honest 
thinking reaching a resting
point of absolute certainty was 
provided recently in the inter
view with Professor Jung in the 
B.B.C. television series "Face 
to Face." Asked whether he 
now believes in God, he replied, 
"That is difficult to answer. I 

know. I don't need to believe. I 
know." 

In this issue the first feature, 
"Aspects of Prayer," consists 
of statements on prayer which 
have been made as a result of 
the honesty of individuals who 
have fearlessly examined com
monly accepted notions of 
prayer; they have found them 
wanting in some respect, and 
so have gone on to define a 
facet of prayer which seems to 
them important and real. 

To take another example: 
" 'Who Do You Dance For?' " 
is really the story of how an 
honest answer to this question 
led to progress and success. 
And Mrs. Zwart's letter to the 
Editors points to the need for 
honest thinking even in matters 
of home routine. 

There is also a new series of 
articles by Faber which goes 
beyond the human aspect of 
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the Gospel story as it is gener
ally conceived to try to discover 
what timeless spiritual laws are 
illustrated. The Gospel thus 
becomes a living textbook in 
a fresh way. 

"A Basis for Brotherhood?" 
puts forward the new idea of 
a pure Science beyond all 
religions which nevertheless 
includes the spiritual essence 
of each one of them. This 
universal Science becomes the 
constant factor in all relation
ships, and so makes contacts 
fruitful between people of dif
fering creeds and races. 

Peggy M. Brook's interpre
tation of the Book of Ruth 
shows again how the honest 
following of individual con
victions leads on to new and 

satisfying avenues of thought, 
-in this case to a fundamental 
sense of the relationship between 
the human and the divine. 

Even space travel demands 
some honestthinkingaboutwhat 
actually governs both time and 
space; and the same need for 
complete honesty appears in 
the diverse fields of spiritual 
healing and architecture, as 
our final features indicate. 

Honest thinking is essen
tially humble thinking, humble 
before the basic spiritual prin
ciples which are common to all 
men. Albert Schweitzer has 
said, "The deepest thinking is 
humble. Only when thinking 
becomes quite humble can it 
set its feet upon the way that 
leads to knowledge." 

ASPECTS OF PRAYER 
ScEPTICS are fond of pointing out that there has never been a 
scientific test made of the efficacy of prayer in the same sort of 
sense that there are experiments made to determine the power 
of medicines. 

A fair testing method, for example, would be to check two 
groups of people, one group praying for certain types of things 
over a certain specified period, the other not praying for these 
same particular things. It might very well turn out that the 
group that did not pray subsequently found just as many lost 
articles, got just as many desired jobs, won just as many football 
games and had just as much rain fall on its farms. All of which 
would be by way of proving what many already suppose: that 
the most meaningful form of prayer is the prayer of thanksgiving, 
the prayer for grace, the prayer that we might be given strength 
to improve our spiritual selves. If Christ came to preach spiritual 
values and to de-emphasize involvement with the tangible, why 
should we constantly pray for material things? God, as has been 
said, helps those who help themselves. We usually can, if our 
wills are strong enough, secure our material needs for ourselves. 
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We should pray, then, for wisdom, for a love of peace, for an 
increase in charity. This is the sort of prayer that is answered 
in the very moment of its utterance, the sort of prayer, indeed, 
that would be answered even if there were no God. This is the 
sort of prayer that is unselfish, because it makes us better able 
to love one another.-Steve Allen in Look. 

I HAVE seen it suggested that a team of people-the more the 
better-should agree to pray as hard as they knew how, over 
a period of six weeks, for all the patients in Hospital A and none 
of those in Hospital B. Then you would tot up the results and 
see if A had more cures and fewer deaths. And I suppose you 
would repeat the experiment at various times and places so as 
to eliminate the influence of irrelevant factors. 

The trouble is that I do not see how any real prayer could 
go on under such conditions. "Words without thoughts never 
to heaven go," says the King in Hamlet. Simply to say prayers 
is not to pray; otherwise a team of properly trained parrots 
would serve as well as men for our experiment. You cannot pray 
for the recovery of the sick unless the end you have in view is 
their recovery. But you can have no motive for desiring the 
recovery of all the patients in one hospital and none of those in 
another. You are not doing it in order that suffering should be 
relieved; you are doing it to find out what happens. The real 
purpose and the nominal purpose of your prayers are at variance. 
In other words, whatever your tongue and teeth and knees may 
do, you are not praying. The experiment demands an impos
sibility.-C. S. Lewis in The Atlantic Monthly, January I 959· 

PRAYER in the sense of petitions for benefits may be meaning
less; but prayer in the sense of meditation guided by religious 
feeling, of a release of our deepest aspirations, an attempt to 
disentangle our desires and relate them to each other and to the 
impersonal and super-personal forces of the world and the 
human community we live in- that is both psychologically 
reasonable and spiritually efficacious.-Sir Julian Huxley, "What 
Dare I Think?" 

WHo would stand before a blackboard, and pray the principle 
of mathematics to solve the problem? The -rule is already estab
lished, and it is our task to work out the solution. Shall we ask 
the divine Principle of all goodness to do His own work? His work 
is done, and we have only to avail ourselves of God's rule in 
order to receive His blessing, which enables us to work out our 
own salvation.-Mary Baker Eddy, Science and Health with Key 
to the Scriptures. 



The Science of a Gospel-/ 
A layman looks at the Gospel of Matthew 

BY FABER 

To ME A STUDY OF THE LIFE OF 

jEsus, the Master thinker and 
man of action, is of lasting 
value only in so far as it reveals 
ever-present spiritual laws, 
available to me and everyone 
else through understanding. If 
one regards Jesus as God Him
self,-rather than as the indi
vidual who has most identified 
himself with the nature of the 
infinite Being,-it seems to me 
of limited value to read of his 
life, because his divinity sets 
him apart from all the rest of 
us. And yet Jesus himself told 
us to follow his example, and 
surely we can do this only if 
we know what laws and prin
ciples he obeyed. 

In other words, in this scien
tific age I want to arrive at the 
Science of the Gospels, the 
infinite and timeless laws which 
lie behind the words and works 
of Jesus Christ. In this way the 
Gospel story loses nothing of 
its warmth and nearness as 
probably the most beloved m 
the world, but it becomes of 
dynamic importance to me and 
all men here and now. 

The Pattern of Matthew 

Matthew's has always been 
recognized as the Gospel which 

shows Jesus to be the fulfilment 
of Old Testament prophecy. 
The more one considers the 
Gospel as a whole, the more 
one realizes that it is a mar
vellous fulfilment of the story 
of the seven days of creation at 
the beginning of Genesis. 

The story of the birth of 
Jesus corresponds to the 
spiritual meaning of the first 
day of creation, the day of 
light; Jesus himself said that 
he came "a light into the 
world." The account of the 
baptisms accords with the tone 
of purity which is the spiritual 
significance of the second day of 
creation, when the firmament 
was created to divide the 
waters above from the waters 
beneath the earth. The temp
tations tie in with the spiritual 
import of the third day of 
creation, when the dry land 
appeared-Jesus became defi
nite about the exact nature of 
his mission. The Sermon on 
the Mount is consistent with 
the fourth day of creation with 
its spiritual tone of divine sys
tem and harmony. 

The abundant healing work 
described in Chapters 8 to 14 
coincides with the fijih day of 
creation, with the "birds" of 
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soaring inspiration and the 
"fishes" of prolific multiplica
tion of good-Jesus said, "I am 
come that they might have life, 
and that they might have it 
more abundantly." The tone 
of the next chapters, from I 5 
to 25, the highlights of which 
are the transfiguration and the 
Olivet discourse, is the same 
as that of the sixth day of 
creation, when man was made 
in the image of God and given 
dominion over the whole earth. 

Finally, the chapters record
ing the arrest, trial, crucifixion, 
resurrection, and ascension of 
the Master fulfil the spiritual 
meaning of the seventh day of 
creation, when God rested from 
His work and blessed it-Jesus' 
lifework was consummated. As 
he himself declared, "I have 
finished the work which Thou 
gavest me to do." 

Looked at in this way, the 
Gospel of Matthew is a mag
nificent living expansion of the 
Creation story. 

The Line of Light 

Reading the first two chap
ters of Matthew, which tell of 
the birth of Jesus, I see how 
clearly they amplify the mean
ing of the first day of creation, 
where God is represented as 
saying, "Let there be light," 
and there was light. 

The Gospel opens with a 
genealogy of Jesus, which goes 

back to Abraham and on 
through forty-two generations. 
I ask myself what constant 
spiritual factor is symbolized 
in this family tree. To begin 
with, it seems to indicate that 
every new vision of perfection, 
represented in this case by 
Jesus Christ, has its origin in 
the Abraham state of thought, 
in a great desire to leave the 
levels of conventional thinking. 
Abraham felt a divine sum
mons impelling him out of the 
materialism of Ur to look for 
"a city which hath founda
tions, whose builder and maker 
is God," -a consciousness of 
life based on an understanding 
of spiritual values. 

Through succeeding genera
tions of thought a purposeful 
"line of light" evolves. In spite 
of all human vagaries and even 
when the line appears in dan
ger of being broken, such as at 
the time of Tamar and Ruth, 
it irresistibly asserts itself. Even 
when it seems submerged in 
disaster and disappointment, 
as when the Jews were in cap
tivity in Babylon, it continues 
on its course. 

To me the record has this 
significance: however troubled 
the superficial appearance of 
things, there is always a pur
poseful creative line leading to 
a new realization of perfection, 
and then on again and again. 
If a man is not aware of this, 
he may sometimes feel that no 
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intelligent impulsion is at work 
in his life. When he acknow
ledges the creative activity of 
the infinite Mind or intelli
gence, however, he begins to 
be able to discern a meaningful 
line in his own life and also on 
a universal scale. This is a 
tremendous comfort, because 
man is a creature of ideas who 
does not feel satisfied unless he 
can see ideas at work. 

Whenever I look at my own 
experience and see an intelli
gent sequence of mental activity 
leading on to fresh glimpses of 
the perfection and peace which 
belong to all men as sons of 
God, I feel reassured that this 
"line of light" will never be 
broken for me, whatever the 
surface happenings. And when 
I see the same intelligible up
ward sweep in the history of 
mankind, I am confident there, 
too, that however formidably 
it appears to be threatened, 
nothing can halt the "line of 
light., 

The Light Breaks from 
Above 

Matthew next tells of how 
J oseph found that Mary was 
with child and decided not to 
break off their engagement 
after an angel had appeared 
to him in a dream and said, 
"Fear not to take unto thee 
Mary thy wife: for that which 
is conceived in her is of the 

Holy Ghost. And she shall 
bring forth a son, and thou 
shalt call his name Jesus: for 
he shall save his people from 
their sins." This was to be in 
fulfilment of the prophecy of 
Isaiah, "Behold, a virgin shall 
be with child, and shall bring 
forth a son, and they shall call 
his name Emmanuel, which 
being interpreted is, God with 
us." 

Now, what does this mean 
in terms of timeless spiritual 
law? It poses the question: 
does anything progressive ever 
come about without someone 
lifting his thought to a higher
than-human ideal and letting 
that inspire a new conception? 

The story would seem to 
symbolize that every appearing 
of a higher good has behind it 
a divine and not a merely human 
creative factor. It comes from 
the illumination of the human 
by the divine,-the ideal, the 
perfect, the eternal,-repre
sented by the Holy Ghost. The 
record also shows the import
ance of being a ''Joseph" and 
fully accepting the "Mary" in 
ourselves so that the birth can 
go forward happily and freely. 

What is this "Mary" in us? 
One might call it the quality 

of pure devotion to a spiritual 
ideal and the realization that 
this ideal is the only real 
quickening factor. And the 
"J oseph" in everyone is the 
willingness to abandon con-
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ventional interpretations and 
wholeheartedly allow that 
"Mary" to be "Mary." Having 
arrived at a satisfying convic
tion that something higher 
than the human is impelling 
things, the "J oseph" in us then 
does not fear to wed itself to 
the purest spiritual vision it 
knows and the one that is most 
fully attractive. It also allows 
that vision to come to fruition 
without any personal inter
ference. 

If a man has the humility 
to let a spiritual and perfect 
ideal throw its transforming 
light upon his concept of God, 
his sense of himself, his work, 
his home, or whatever it may 
be, there is inevitably born to 
him in due time a new and 
better "child" which he can 
love and serve right where he 
is. In other words, he finds a 
new meaning to the words, 
"God with us ." 

I know that this is an ever
present spiritual law because in 
some measure I have watched 
myself and others being 
"Mary" and "Joseph" to new 
achievements. Instead of agree
ing to the suggestion that it is 
no use setting one's sights too 
high, we have (in the Psalmist's 
language) lifted up our eyes 
to the "hills" of an ideal beyond 
conventional standards; and 
whenever we have genuinely 
let that inspire and purify our 
whole thought and have ex-

** 

pelled misgivings, some new 
good has come to birth and 
proved a blessing to others as 
well as to ourselves. You might 
say that when a man begins to 
"reach for the sky," he finds it 
coming to meet him. 

The Light Preserved 

After the "line of light" and 
the light breaking as a new 
conception on earth, there is 
the preservation of the light. 
This is symbolized in the story 
of the wise men seeking and 
finding the young child and 
bringing gifts, and of how 
Herod's plan to destroy "the 
King of the Jews" was thwarted 
by the flight into Egypt of 
Joseph, Mary, and their baby. 

Again I ask myself what is 
the ever-present spiritual law 
that is illustrated. The prin
ciple here seems to be that 
those who selflessly and serenely 
watch over a young idea are 
protected until the idea is 
mature enough in thought to 
be quite safe. 

When some new good is born 
to us, it soon brings to light the 
"wise men." These are the 
qualities of character which do 
not allow us to remain vague 
about the young conception, 
but make us eager to identify 
it and so to have the joy of it, 
and then to go further and 
offer it the gifts of the very best 
of service. 
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Herod stands for the crudest 
elements of what Paul calls 
"the carnal mind," which is 
"enmity against God ." But the 
remarkable point here is that 
the wise men, Joseph, Mary, 
and the babe are untouched 
by the disaster that strikes 
others, simply because they are 
alert to heed the definite 
spiritual promptings, typified 
by angels, which guide them 
in peace and security through 
the time of crisis. They are 
given the practical wisdom to 
avoid a premature · "show
down" which they could not 
meet. Instead they are able to 
forestall attempts to kill their 
growing conception of good 
before it can mature. When 
the so-called power of evil 
endeavours to destroy good, 
J oseph and Mary are not in the 
line of fire, but safely where 
they can care for the growmg 
idea in their midst. 

The "child" that can be 
destroyed, even if only tem
porarily, is one that is still "two 
years old and under,"-a con
ception that has not been 
allowed to grow to the third 
spiritual stage of definiteness 
and therefore is still vulnerable. 
You know how you can be 
swayed to and fro about an 
idea that has only recently 
come to you, but that once you 
have become definite about it, 
you can no longer be moved 
from an inner poise in the 

matter by anything that any
one else says or does. 

Again it is certain to me that 
a specific spiritual law available 
to everyone is being illustrated 
here. Have we not all at some 
time seen a young idea pre
served irresistibly in spite of 
endeavours to kill it (perhaps 
through hatred, or by mere 
indifference, or our own resis
tance to it) and basically 
because we offered it the "gold, 
frankincense, and myrrh" of 
a practical love? Have we not 
often been amazed when we 
realize the wisdom we were 
given to escape a destructive 
mental atmosphere and find 
the means to watch a young 
idea grow in quietness and 
peace ? We were not allowed 
to expose it to premature chal
lenges. 

This reminds me of Isaiah's 
words, "He shall gently lead 
those that are with young," 
and also of what Gamaliel said: 
"if this counsel or this work be 
of men, it will come to nought: 
but if it be of God, ye cannot 
overthrow it; lest haply ye be 
found even to fight against 
God ." 

And so the story of the birth 
of Jesus reveals to me three 
ever-present spiritual laws of 
the light of the first day of 
creation, the light of the infinite 
Mind. First, the law of a pur
poseful "line of light" which 
cannot be halted; second, the 
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law of the illumination of the 
human by the divine ideal, so 
that a new "child" is born; 

and third, the law of the loving 
preservation of the light and 
those who serve it. 

"Who Do You Dance For?" 

HAvE YOU EVER thought who a musician plays an instrument 
for, or who an artist paints a picturefor, or who a dancer dances 
for? 

Alien Boone, author of Kinship with All Life, threw light on 
this interesting question recently when he wrote in a letter that 
years ago while wandering about the earth as a reporter he got 
interested in the dances of the different countries and particularly 
in what "functioned back of them." Gradually he began dis
covering that innately dancing is really prayer, although most 
performers may not be able to recognize this. Dancing, he came 
to the conclusion, is basically the desire to get one's being not 
only into the fullest expression, but also into harmony and 
rhythm with Being, or the Infinite. 

He says that he could always catch this seemingly invisible 
note in primitive dances. The people were grateful to their sense 
of God and fundamentally they were trying to thank and praise 
that apparently mysterious and difficult-to-define Something 
by turning on all of themselves in humble appreciation. He 
found it a wonderful trail to follow and the more he did so the 
more fascinating and revealing it all became. Much of it, how
ever, he couldn't write about for the conventionally-minded 
reader, who seems to find difficulty in seeing any dance patterns 
above the biological level. How could they understand, until 
some kind of an individual inner explosion took place, the inner 
yearning of real dancing people to expand their beings into 
Being, by setting the best and all of themselves into the loveliest 
movement patterns that they could think of and accomplish? 

In expansion of this, Boone tells a story of how years ago 
when he was associated for a while with one of America's greatest 
producers of theatrical entertainment, who was at that time 
putting on a magnificent dance spectacle, he happened to be 
in the theatre on the day when talent was being tried out. The 
theatre was filled with ambitious dancers. Next to him sat one 
in a faded blue sweater, about five feet tall. They got talking, 
and he asked her who she danced for. She answered, "Anyone 
who will give me a job." Then he asked her if she had ever 
danced for God. 
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She almost fell out of her chair. She had never heard of such 
a thing. Then he told her about his travels about the world and 
how the wise ancient people always danced for God by way of 
expressing their gratitude, and never to please one another. She 
was like a fascinated child, so he shared with her much that had 
been shared with him. Then, and in strict confidence between 
the two of them, he asked her to promise him that from that 
time on she would dance only for God, no matter what the 
occasion or who the producer and director. She promised. 

As this army of girls was being called onto the stage for 
viewing, the producer announced that he didn't want anyone 
under five feet two inches, which of course meant that the girl 
he had been talking to would not qualify. As the "little ones" 
were being let out of the stage door, the producer called to one 
of his assistants to "get that girl in the blue sweater before she 
gets out, then put her in the centre of a dance formation, and 
starfish four lines of taller girls out from her." It was very 
effective, so the girl was "in." She was in many of the other 
dance numbers too, but never in what was really an important 
part. 

Here was the illuminating thing: in the many months that 
followed, countless hundreds of people would ask about this little 
dancing girl who, while not having an important part, left an 
impact, and a good one, on everyone who watched her in action, 
especially the ushers and others who worked in the theatre. None 
of them could understand just what it was that she "had" to 
make her so notable, even in a line with a dozen other girls. 
She and Boone were the only ones who knew the secret,-that 
she was dancing for God, whereas the rest of them were dancing 
for all the good they could get out of it for themselves. One was 
outflow, the other inflow. She later became prominent in the 
entertainment world , but no matter how important the part she 
had, she was always dancing for God. 

A BASIS FOR BROTHERHOOD? 
Ideas which emerged from a conversation between 

the Editors and R. ]. La Fontaine 

IN THIS SCIENTIFIC AGE organ
ized religion no longer seems 
the completely appropriate 
vehicle for expressmg one's 

conception of spiritual values 
nor one's aspirations after uni
versal brotherhood. For m
stance, Paul Tillich, the 
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Harvard theologian, has writ
ten, "There are many people 
who are ultimately concerned 
[about their own being and 
being universally] who feel far 
removed, however, from reli
gion in the narrower sense, and 
therefore from every historical 
religion .... They feel that the 
concrete religions fail to express 
their profound concern ade
quately." 

There is a great interest in 
all fundamental questions, and 
certainly the need for unity 
among mankind becomes ever 
more pressing, but men react 
increasingly unfavourably to 
the "exclusiveness" of organ
ized religious thought; they 
dislike the "holier than thou" 
attitude and the jockeying to 
get as many converts as possible 
into one particular sect as the 
only right one. 

The reason for this reaction 
is undoubtedly the influence of 
the scientific attitude, which 
has awakened in thinking 
people a desire for something 
that is universally impelling 
and not exclusive,--that is 
acceptable by anyone who has 
acquired an understanding of 
its root-notions. 

Nationalism with all its 
dangers stems from the same 
seed as religious organization, 
and any form of organization 
(even though it may claim to 
bind people together for peace) 
can be a separatist activity. It 

is liable to lead to one body of 
men saying to another, "We 
are stronger or have greater 
moral authority than you and 
so you must do what we want 
and think as we think.'. 

As Bertrand Russell recently 
pointed out, belief in a relig
ious dogma tends to induce 
lack of moraltty; blind adher
ence to any form of dogma is 
inclined to vitiate the very 
spiritual value which it was 
originally intended to propa
gate. 

This is not to say that 
organization is not requisite as 
a transitionary stage, and it 
can often be- -and has of course 
been in the past-of tremen
dous value whenever it is 
governed by those who are 
"Servants of the Spirit" (to use 
W. J. Brown's phrase). It 
becomes harmful when it is 
used as an end in itself, to be 
kept going at all costs, even 
though it may have become an 
enemy to progress. But as the 
spiritual development of man
kind goes on, the dominance 
of separatist organization of 
every kind is bound to fade 
and a more fundamental and 
self-propagating source of unity 
to reveal itself. 

A Science Knows no 
Monopoly 

It is when some sphere of 
knowledge is recognized as a 
science that people cease to be 
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able to, or even to want to, is an arbitrary thing, whereas 
organize it. No one wants to a science is entirely impersonal 
organize music or mathematics, and has its own inherent means 
for instance. Music is some- of operation. All that anyone 
thing that includes all musical ever discovers in the realm of a 
ideas, and no one can have a science is something that has 
monopoly of any part of it. It always been latent in it. 
is one and whole and entire. 
Everyone who expresses it is 
one with the science of it. 
Moreover, no one feels respon
sible for the principle of music 
nor feels himself to be its sole 
guardian or exponent. Music 
is self-activating. 

Of course, any individual 
may start a school of music, but 
that is only because music and 
its inspiration uses him to 
express itself, and through him 
i~pels others to learn and inter
pret anew itr. infinite range of 
harmony. Music is the common 
factor, the constant. When a 
pupil comes to this musician, he 
sees how music could use that 
pupil, and this fires him to show 
the pupil something of the 
wonderful possibilities of its 
scope and limitless range. But 
he would not so much think of 
himself as giving music to that 
pupil as of letting music reflect 
some aspect of its own vast field 
of expression through his pupil's 
inspiration. 

Any science, such as music or 
mathematics, is self-operative 
when one understands it. With 
an "-ism," on the other hand, 
one has to form notions about it 
and try to make them work. It 

The Science Beyond 
Religions 

It would seem to-day that 
there is beginning to dawn a 
vision of spiritual things as 
inhering in a Science that is 
beyond all religions and yet 
includes the essential fabric of 
them all. Certain fundamental 
root-notions of reality are 
emerging; certain fundamental 
spiritual processes are being 
recognized. Therefore there is 
nothing exclusive about it 
because it has a universal 
impulsion and the spiritual 
essence of every religion forms 
part of it. There is no monopoly 
of this Science and every one 
of its ideas can be expressed by 
anyone. This Science is the 
constant which makes ordered 
relationship possible between 
all men who accept the idea of 
a supreme Power higher than 
the human. 

Each individual may still 
adhere to one particular form 
of organized religion-Buddh
ism, Hinduism, Christianity, 
or whatever it may be --and 
when he is talking to like
minded friends the language 
'"lill naturally be that of their 
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own religion. But there are also 
the countless other occasions 
when the standpoint of the one 
pure Science transcending all 
religious beliefs seems to take 
charge of thoughts and ·words 
and then so often communica
tion and relationships become 
intelligent, satisfying, and fruit
ful. This universal Science must 
have one infinite Principle 
in which all ideas have their 
place and to which all forms 
of human knowledge will ulti
mately be related. 

A Constant in Relationships 

In mathematics the constant 
is the figure I, and everything 
develops from that. Whether 
you think of 2 or 3 or s6 or 
I I9 or even the smallest frac
tion, everything is related to I 

and there is no number that is 
not related to it. The unit I is 
the great fundamental of rela
tionship. 

When men think in terms of 
one spiritual constant,-the one 
animating, governing Principle 
that is the same for everyone,
they meet on level terms and 
relationship is at once formed 
between them. Some point of 
contact is established, fore
stalling the barriers which 
otherwise can so easily arise. 

Whenever this constant, this 
one unifying Principle, is 
present in one's thought, it is 
bound to call forth a rela
tionship which exists innately 

with another individual. One 
finds oneself speaking the same 
"language." Ideas that are 
mutually acceptable are ex
pressed. One also begins to 
glimpse the vast range of ways 
in which the one Science is 
usmg different individuals. 
Moreover, any dispute becomes 
solvable, because it can be 
worked out from one common 
Principle which excludes per
sonal will. In fact, it is because 
we are related to one another 
under this one Principle, on a 
basis that transcends all per
sons, that a more collective 
form of relationship is emerg
ing and will continue to do so. 

Instead of trying to force its 
appearance humanly or organ
ize it into being, one needs the 
patience of true womanhood to 
allow the right collective rela
tionship to come to birth and 
then to let the "child" speak 
for itself. One also requires 
flexibility to discern the often 
unexpected ways in which the 
one Science expresses itself. But 
thought is naturally flextble 
and not rigid when conscious 
of a common spiritual Principle 
expressing itself as the great 
constant in all relationships. 

The age we live in is remark
able in many aspects, but not 
least in this progressive recog
nition of one infinite pure 
Science which is self-propaga
ting and which binds all men, 
regardless of race or creed. 



Space, Time, and Man 
CHILDREN IN THE last century read Jules Verne's novel about 
submarines. At the time it must have seemed to their parents 
highly improbable that such visions would ever materialize. But 
it was inevitable that they would , because the dreams of 
yesterday become the realities of to-day, and so it will ever be. 

Mary Kingsley wrote: 

Egypt's might is tumbled down, 
Down a-down the deeps of thought; 

Greece is fallen and Tray town, 
Glorious Rome hath lost her crown, 
Venice' pride is nought. 

But the dreams their children dreamed, 
Fleeting, unsubstantial, vain, 

Shadowy as the shadows seemed, 
Airy nothing, as they deemed, 
These remain. 

And so it is certain that whether people look forward to it 
or strongly resist it, one day men will reach the moon and look 
out from it, just as it was inevitable that the Industrial Revolution 
would take place or that Everest would be climbed. Such an 
incident is only another link in the long chain of discovery and 
increasing dominion. Centuries of desire and aspiration cul
minate finally in realization. As Time Nfagazine declared last 
year, "Man belongs wherever he wants to go, and he'll do plenty 
well when he gets there." 

Relative Concepts 

At this point it is perhaps salutary to remember that time and 
space are only relative concepts. Dr. Lincoln Barnett says in his 
book The Universe and Dr. Einstein (Victor Gollancz, London, 
I955): "even space and time are forms of intuition, which can 
no more be divorced from consciousness than can our concepts 
of colour, shape, or size. Space has no objective reality except 
as an order or arrangement of the objects we perceive in it, 
and time has no independent existence apart from the order 
of events by which we measure it." 

Enlarging on the concept of time, he writes: "By referring 
our own experiences to a clock (or a calendar), we make time 
an objective concept. Yet the time intervals provided by a clock 
or a calendar are by no means absolute quantities imposed on 
the entire universe by divine edict. All the clocks ever used by 
man have been geared to our solar system. What we call an 
hour is actually a measurement in space-an arc of I 5 degrees 
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in the apparent daily rotation of the celestial sphere. And what 
we call a year is simply a measure of the earth's progress in its 
orbit around the sun. An inhabitant of Mercury, however, would 
have very different notions of time. For Mercury makes its trip 
around the sun in eighty-eight of our days, and in that same 
period rotates just once on its axis. So on Mercury a year and 
a day amount to the same thing. 

"But it is when science ranges beyond the neighbourhood of 
the sun that all our terrestrial ideas of time become meaningless . 
For Relativity tells us there is no such thing as a fixed interval 
of time independent of the system to which it is referred. There 
is indeed no such thing as simultaneity, there is no such thing 
as 'now,' independent of a system of reference. 

"For example, a man in New York may telephone a friend 
in London, and although it is 7 p.m. in New York and midnight 
in London, we may say that they are talking 'at the same time.' 
But that is because they are both residents of the same planet, 
and their clocks are geared to the same astronomical system. 

"A more complicated situation arises if we try to ascertain, 
for example, what is happening on the star Arcturus 'right now.' 
Arcturus is thirty-eight light years away. A light year is the dis
tance light travels in one year, or roughly six trillion miles. If 
we should try to communicate with Arcturus by radio 'right 
now,' it would take thirty-eight years for our message to reach 
its destination and another thirty-eight years for us to receive a 
reply. And when we look at Arcturus and say that we see it 
'now,' we are actually seeing a ghost-an image projected on 
our optic nerves by light rays that left their source thirty-eight 
years ago. Whether Arcturus even exists 'now,' nature forbids 
us to know until thirty-eight years hence." 

The Idea of Omnipresence 

If time and space are merely relative concepts, where, then, 
is the idea behind them which remains to govern these pheno
mena? The impulsion behind all conquests over time and space 
is of course the idea of man as a limitless being, a being not 
fundamentally bound by time and space. 

As H. B. Jeffery writes in his book (quoted elsewhere in this 
issue): "God is timeless and spaceless. Man, as the son of God, 
is a spaceless being. God is omnipresent. Man, in the image and 
likeness of God, is also omnipresent. You are not geographically 
limited or bound. You are not circumscribed. Your consciousness 
travels, swifter than light, to the ends of the earth and beyond 
the earth into the immeasurableness of the heavens." 

Arthur Mee once pointed out that all distance is relative, but 
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is conquerable by love and knowledge. For instance, he said, 
there is no distance between Homer and our own day for the 
Greek scholar, no distance between earth and sky to the 
astronomer with his instruments, and no distance between God 
and man for those who love goodness. He says, "The thought 
of vast distance can never overwhelm a mind which has reflected 
deeply enough to see that all distances are its own creation. 
Man has learned to look at the universe as the creation of Mind. 
Therefore with quiet heart and steady gaze he looks towards 
the infinitely great and the infinitely small, seeing them not 
separated by incalculable distances but as a unity in which he 
too has his place." 

The fact that where one goes is not so important as how one 
is related to the great universal spiritual fundamentals was 
voiced by the Psalmist: "Whither shall I go from Thy spirit? 
or whither shall I flee from Thy presence? If I ascend up into 
heaven, Thou art there: if I make my bed in hell, behold, Thou 
art there. If I take the wings of the morning, and dwell in the 
uttermost parts of the sea; even there shall Thy hand lead me, 
and Thy right hand shall hold me." 

Jesus said, "ye can discern the face of the sky; but can ye not 
discern the signs of the times?" Man makes contact with the 
infinite through many other ways, and ultimately far more 
important ones, than by the physical business of space travel. 

But as man continues his exploration into the infinite through 
reaching out to expanding conceptions in every direction, his 
dominion over time and space will inevitably go on increasing. 

Ruth 

BY PEGGY M. BROOK 

THE BOOK OF RUTH is the story 
of a wedding, and a most un
usual wedding according to 
Jewish law and custom, for it 
tells of the marriage of an 
Israelite to a Moabitish woman. 
The law of Deuteronomy for
bade foreign wives, and yet this 
Book was incorporated into the 
Hebrew canon and was much 

A charming story of a wedding 
between Ruth a Moabitess and 
Boaz an Israelite, illustrating the 
coincidence between the human and 
the divine 

loved by those who did not 
share the rigid sense of the 
law. 

It is so sweet and simple in 
its theme, following the often 
bloodthirsty tales of Judges, 
that Peake says, "It is like a 
pastoral symphony after a sur
feit of martial music." Goethe 
called it "the loveliest little 
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idyll that tradition has trans
mitted to us." 

The Book of Ruth-Its 
Higher Purpose 

But what is the timeless 
spiritual significance of this 
story-Boaz, an Israelite, 
marrying Ruth, a Moabitess? 
Throughout the Old Testa
ment the Israelites are a symbol 
of the spiritual idea. The 
Moabites, on the other hand, 
were descendants of Lot by 
his own daughters, and as such 
stand for a material sense of 
existence, propagating itself 
through its own limited con
cepts, and bound by the human 
picture. But the Christ ideal, 
forever at work, is always 
leavening this human picture, 
and Ruth represents the conse
quent reaching out in human 
thought for the unity that there 
must be between the spiritual 
idea and the human picture. Is 
there not a constant search for 
this relationship, this coinci
dence between the human and 
the divine? Jesus was the one 
individual who balanced these 
apparently opposite factors per
fectly, and so he lived in the 
world but not of it, proving 
always the supreme power of 
the spiritual to translate every 
human condition. This mar
riage of Ruth and Boaz formed 
a direct link in the line of 
Jesus, and in the story we can 
see a very definite spiritual 

process of how the coincidence 
between the human and the 
divine develops to thought. 

This little Book has only four 
chapters. The first chapter tells 
how Ruth seeks the spiritual 
through her selfless following 
after N aomi, her mother-in
law, when she returns to her 
native land of Judah. The 
second chapter shows how the 
spiritual sustains both her and 
Naomi as Ruth gleans in the 
harvest fields of Boaz. The 
third chapter relates Ruth's 
awakening to the relationship 
that exists between Boaz and 
herself, and she indicates the 
rightness of a marriage be
tween them. And the last chap
ter records that marriage and 
its consummation, with Ruth 
and Boaz united and bringing 
forth a son who was destined to 
carry forward the line of Jesus. 

In the first chapter the scene 
is set in Moab ; in the second, 
it is in Boaz' harvest field in 
J udah; in the third, the setting 
is the threshing floor of Boaz; 
and the last chapter leaves us in 
the city. These four chapters 
are each distinct in the specific 
picture they paint. The Scofield 
Bible terms them: "Ruth de
ciding, Ruth serving, Ruth 
resting, Ruth rewarded." Look
ing deeper into this little Book, 
one cannot help but feel that, 
spiritually interpreted, here are 
four divine standpoints of reve
lation unfolding themselves. 
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The Awakening 
But how does the story go? 

The first chapter tells of a man 
called Elimelech and his wife 
Naomi, who went to sojourn in 
Moab because there was a 
famine in Judah. Is not this 
what mankind often does? 
When there would seem to be 
a famine in J udah, a lack of 
spiritual food, spiritual inspira
tion becoming thin and mean
ingless, even would-be reli
gionists turn to Moab,- to the 
limited concepts of a material 
sense of existence. 

This couple had two sons, 
Mahlon and Chilion, whose 
names mean respectively "sick" 
and "pining." So-called spiri
tual idealism certainly does 
yield a sickly and dwindling 
offshoot when it lowers its 
standard by seeking substance 
outside of the purely spiritual. 

Then Elimelech dies, Elime
lech who means "my God is 
King." A consciousness of God 
as the great power begins to 
pass out of the picture, as it 
always does when one seeks 
satisfaction in limited mortal 
concepts. But there is an 
attempt to keep the offspring 
going by wedding them to two 
Moabitish maidens, Orpah and 
Ruth. Orpah means "youthful 
freshness, hind or fawn," whilst 
Ruth means "friendship." How 
often one sees a human and 
dwindling sense of religion 
attempt to keep itself going 

through thinking up fresh and 
novel attractions, and through 
emphasizing the importance of 
friendship and community 
work. These things can be 
vital and necessary when they 
are the outcome of the pure, 
strong spiritual ideal (as we can 
see later with Ruth), but when 
used merely as props to bolster 
up a sick and pining idealism, 
they are ultimately of no avail. 
Mahlon and Chilion die. 

And so Naomi is robbed of 
all the male representatives of 
her family and there would 
seem to be no light for her. But 
at this point she awakens and 
decides to return to the land of 
Judah. Both her daughters-in
law make as if to follow her, but 
she tries to dissuade them. All 
she knows is that she must 
return to J udah, to the purely 
spiritual, come what may. It is 
here that the contrast between 
Orpah and Ruth is brought 
out. Orpah-perhaps standing 
for a mentality that is as yet 
unstable and flits from one 
thing to another-remains 
behind, but Ruth chooses to 
follow Naomi, no matter what 
the future holds for them. She 
says to Naomi, "Intreat me 
not to leave thee, or to return 
from following after thee: for 
whither thou goest, I will go; 
and where thou lodgest, I will 
lodge: thy people shall be my 
people, and thy God my God: 
where thou diest, will I die, and 
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there will I be buried: the 
Lord do so to me, and more 
also, if ought but death part 
thee and me.'' 

The Christ ideal is a living 
power, eternally at work, and 
it is forever touching the human 
picture and causing thought to 
be uplifted to the point when it 
desires to follow the spiritual 
wholeheartedly. Ruth, mean
ing "friendship," a sense of 
love, is the womanhood quality 
(whether expressed by male or 
female) of a deep love for God 
and for man which sees that 
the spiritual alone has the 
answer in life and is wiiling to 
forsake all to find it. 

And so N aomi returns to 
Judah with Ruth. Her experi
ences, bitter as they have 
seemed, as she says, are shortly 
to be translated into joy, even 
as our bitter awakening from 
the belief that material sense 
can enrich us leads us ulti
mately to the abiding joy and 
satisfaction of spiritual sense. 

The Christ Feeds and 
Sustains 

What a wonderful contrast 
is the joy of the second chapter ! 
Here there is a harvest field 
yielding rich harvest. Boaz is 
the husbandman. His name 
means "strength," and he is "a 
mighty man of wealth"-all 
the manhood qualities which 
were lacking in Moab. Boaz is a 
symbol of the Christ ideal, the 

Christ consciOusness which is 
rich in substance and blessing. 
"0 the depth of the riches both 
of the wisdom and knowledge 
of God!" said Paul. 

Ruth goes to glean in Boaz's 
harvest field, and Boaz, noting 
her, gives full permission for 
her to do so, caring for her and 
instructing his reapers to treat 
her well and "let fall ... hand
fuls of purpose for her." Reap
ing and gleaning are different 
forms of gathering a harvest. 
To reap is "to gather as the 
fruit of labour," whilst to glean 
is "to gather after a reaper" 
and usually in "scattered or 
fragmentary parcels ." 

In this harvest picture can 
one not see a symbol of the 
eternal Christ ideal at work, 
causing men to sow the spiritual 
seed, wait for the harvest to 
ripen, and then reap, and 
gather the harvest in the 
natural rhythm of spiritual 
order? 

It is the Christ which draws 
men to this spiritual culture, 
the type of ordered spiritual 
culture which Jesus must have 
shared with his disciples. Be
cause this "harvest" work is 
continuously going on in differ
ing ways in different ages, 
there is always an overflow of 
spiritual ideas for the simple 
seeking thought to glean in a 
way acceptable to it. Without 
"reapers" there could be no 
"gleaners." 
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In the law of Deuteronomy "handfuls" that thought can 
permission to glean after the naturally accept. Yet the hand
reapers was given to the fuls that fall are the same grain, 
stranger, the fatherless, and the and they are dropped on pur
widow. Is it not the stranger, pose; and in this story the true 
or thought that is newly relationship that lies behind 
awakened to the light of the Boaz the husbandman and 
spiritual, and the fatherless, Ruth the gleaner, expressed in 
who represent the longing to such tender care and sus
find a true sense of origin and tenance, leads Ruth on from 
support, and the widow-any- being a gleaner to wedding the 
one who has been widowed husbandman. 
away from materiality-who 
can and indeed do "glean" 
truths in this rich harvest field 
of Christ revelation? 

There is such a loving, 
tender, universal sense about 
Boaz's attitude to Ruth, a true 
symbol of the compassionate, 
comforting Christ idea. Though 
it is necessary to gather the 
harvest in ordered bundles, 
Boaz instructs his men not to be 
too "neat and tidy" over it, but 
to let go handfuls on purpose 
for Ruth to glean. One notices 
here that the handfuls were not 
dropped through carelessness, 
but "of purpose." 

A harvest is essentially an 
ordered activity. Spiritual 
reality is essentially an ordered 
whole-"Order is heaven's first 
law"-but the Christ also meets 
every need by giving Truth to 
the "gleaners" in the way that 
seeking thought can appreciate 
and understand. What a lesson 
is here! The Christ spirit never 
gives overwhelming "bu.ndles" 
of Truth to "gleaners," but 

The Coincidence Between 
the Human and the Divine 

And so Ruth sought and she 
found. Yet this is not sufficient. 
To find the human picture 
blessed by the divine is wonder
ful, but thought pushes further 
to the question, "What is the 
relationship between the two?" 
Chapter 3 tells of Ruth's 
awakening to this relationship, 
and it came through the 
"mother" thought, through 
Naomi. In the first verse of 
Chapter 3 Naomi says to Ruth, 
"My daughter, shall I not seek 
rest for thee, that it may be 
well with thee?" and is this not 
what so many desire,-rest or 
satisfaction on this question of 
what is the relationship be
tween the human and the 
divine? 

Naomi has discovered that 
Boaz is one of their next kins
men, and as such, according to 
Jewish law, should wed the 
widowed Ruth. And so she lays 
a plan that Ruth shall go to 
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Boaz when he winnows barley 
in the threshing floor, and 
when he lies down, shall lay 
herself down at his feet, tell 
him of this relationship, and 
leave it to him to do what is 
expected of him. 

It is interesting that this inci
dent takes place in the thresh
ing floor where Boaz is winnow
ing barley, separating the grain 
from the stalks. It is a refining 
process. In the same vein Ruth 
has to wash and anoint herself 
before going down to Boaz. A 
metaphysical fact that any 
seeker learns in his search for 
Truth is that before there can 
be coincidence, there has to be 
separation. That may seem 
paradoxical, but it is a spiritual 
law. Abraham had to separate 
himself from Lot before rescu
ing him, Jacob had to separate 
himself from Esau before seeing 
his face as "the face of God." 
Without an understanding of 
the realm of Spirit there is no 
pure standpoint from which true 
translation can take place. It 
was Jesus' realization of the 
fact that "it is the Spirit that 
quickeneth; the flesh profiteth 
nothing" which enabled him to 
deal with the flesh-heal the 
sick, redeem sinners, and raise 
the dead. So Boaz winnowed 
and Ruth washed herself. 

When Ruth lies at Boaz's feet 
and he suddenly turns and 
finds her there, she says, 
"Spread therefore thy skirt 

over thine handmaid; for thou 
art a near kinsman." What a 
wonderful statement this is! As 
thought becomes purified, it 
beholds spiritual Truth as the 
fundamental fact which spreads 
over the whole universe-the 
human picture is related to it, 
is a "near kinsman." All human 
phenomena are merely the 
spiritual seen "through a glass, 
darkly." Pope approximated 
this truth when he wrote:-

All are but parts of one stupen
dous whole, 

Whose body nature is, and God 
the Soul. 

But it would seem that this fact 
can only be arrived at spiritu
ally through purity of thought. 
As we seek the spiritual with 
singleness of vision and find the 
pure Christ ideal, a consistent 
purity of thought will irre
sistibly lead us to the realization 
that there is only one universe 
and that all that we see around 
us are but states and stages of 
the light breaking, the one light 
of all the world. 

The story relates that Boaz 
is willing to fulfil this rela
tionship, but he tells Ruth that 
there is a kinsman nearer than 
he who should first be given the 
opportunity to do his part in 
this way. This "nearer kins
man" would seem to represent 
an exalted religious sense of the 
Christ ideal, out of touch with 
the world, whilst Boaz gives a 
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picture of the scientific and 
therefore universal sense of this 
Christ ideal which operates as 
salvation to the world. 

One Universe 

The scene of the last chapter 
is laid in the city where the 
case concerning Ruth is put 
before this nearer kinsman. He 
is told that if he takes on the 
parcel of land that was Elime
lech's and belonged to the 
family, he must also take on 
Ruth the Moabitess. This kins
man says he will not take on his 
right, giving as his reason, "lest 
I mar mine own inheritance," 
and so Boaz buys the parcel of 
land and weds Ruth. 

An exalted religious sense 
that sees only one side of the 
picture-the absolute -fears to 
wed itself to the human, for it 
is afraid of marring its inheri
tance, contaminating its stan
dard. Only Science, a divine 
Science of the Christ, can wed 
itself rightly to the human 
through spiritual translation. 
Why? Because the Science of 
the Christ must be a com
pletely whole proposition. It 
must take account of the letter 
and the spirit, understand
ing and demonstration, man
hood and womanhood, the 
relative and the absolute, the 
human and the divine. The 
pure Science of the Christ 
never compromises its facts, 
but it interprets those facts as 

they operate at every level of 
experience, for it is a Science 
of being, not of merely intellec
tual or transcendental thinking. 

And so Ruth and Boaz are 
wedded, and out of that union 
comes a son, Obed, whose name 
means "server." Obed was the 
father of .J esse, who was the 
father of David, "beloved." 
How true it is that a sense of 
service, which is akin to humi
lity and love, is the quality that 
will always preserve the line of 
the spiritual. 

This is again indicated when, 
at the birth of Obed, the 
women say to Naomi that her 
daughter-in-law, Ruth, who 
bore this babe, "is better to 
thee than seven sons." Is not 
this saying that true woman
hood in all its realness and 
purity-pure spiritual sense 
that loves in the deepest mean
ing of the word-is better than 
a merely intellectual under
standing of this great Biblical 
symbol of the "seven"? But 
when inspired by Life and Love 
this symbol melts into a con
sciousness of completeness and 
universality that embraces all 
creation in one undivided plan. 
Such is the over-riding message 
of this little Book of Ruth-no 
separateness, no division, but 
one universe, moving in accord 
with one divine Principle to 
fulfil one blessed plan. 

No wonder the story of this 
wedding was loved and had to 
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have its place in the Hebrew 
canon. How truly exact too that 
it should be placed between 
the third thousand-year period 
of Bible history stretching from 
the garden of Eden to the 
Promised Land, illustrating our 
journey from sense to Soul, and 

the fourth thousand years, when 
the universal government of one 
divine Principle is the message 
of the great Israelite prophets. 

DEAR EDITORS, 

And so the Bible moves for
ward in one ordered flow of 
spiritual Truth,--a sure guide, 
the Book of Life. 

Correspondence 

I have often thought of a statement of Mantle Childe, 
reported in an issue of IDEAS OF To-DAY: "A rhythmic sense is 
inherent in everyone, because it is something in the core of each 
of us and is one aspect of truth. It corresponds to the rhythm 
of the universe." 

I thought of this again when I recently visited my friend 
Angela, whom I had not seen for seven years. I was to be her 
guest in one of the small towns round Washington. Since our last 
meeting her family had grown from one to four children, the 
eldest being eight years old. 

In my mind's eye I saw ourselves again in the tropical town 
where our husbands were stationed: the slender, smart American 
girl with a Swahili ayah at her beck and call to help her in 
attending to her first baby. I remembered Angela swinging 
gently and in complete contentment with the baby in the rocking 
chair, brought with her from America together with her stream
lined modern furniture. I wondered how she was managing now, 
and was confident that I would learn something of importance 
in the art of living. 

She met me in a gay green station wagon and we drove to 
their home. The negro baby-sitter told us that the two youngest 
children were safely asleep, so we settled down to coffee and a 
talk. Time went by. It was soon four o'clock, and still the children 
slept on as we chatted happily. Nearly six o'clock and still no 
sign of the children waking up. I remarked on it. 

"Near Alec's homecoming," said Angela. "We'll better wake 
them up." My eyes must have clearly expressed my thoughts, 
as Angela smilingly observed, "Yes, I'm afraid this must look 
rather unusual to you, the children waking up at this hour, but 
after the fourth infant arrived, we found we simply had to cut 
out all orthodoxy as regards time because it just didn't work out. 

"First there was Alec, leaving for Washington at seven in the 
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morning and returning home at 6.30 p.m. Keeping to the usual 
hours with the children's meals and rest would never give him 
a chance to see them except at weekends. It also meant never 
a free moment for myself and by the time Alec came home I 
would be so tired that I wasn't a good companion. So we had 
to be intelligent about things. We began to rule the clock, 
instead of allowing time to rule us. More of a 'rocking chair' 
mental attitude than a 'watch the clock' one, if you follow. 

"Alec leaves at seven, Taffy and Christopher follow two hours 
later for school, and after that I get busy with Jeffrey and the 
baby. I do the jobs around the house with Jeffrey at my heels 
and the baby in the playpen, and they go to bed after lunch. 
Christopher is home by then, but he knows how to occupy 
himself. In the fairly quiet afternoon I see to the mending, read, 
and relax. Thereafter we start as from now-you'll see." 

We went to the nursery, Angela dressed the children, and 
Alec came home to find them both happily playing. Over dinner 
Alec was telling us about his day in Washington, with Jeffrey 
on his knee, while Angela, feeding the baby, listened intently 
and commented on what he said. Jeffrey curled up against Alec's 
shoulders, sensing the harmony of his parents' unhurried con
versation and feeling perfect contentment. While we had coffee, 
the children played at Alec's feet. It was nearly eleven o'clock 
before J effrey had been bathed by his father and the baby, clean 
and rosy, fell asleep in her cot. Tired but s-atisfied we went to bed. 

This way of arranging things may certainly not appeal to 
everyone, but as I reflected on this experience I saw that the 
sense of pressure is basically only a deceiving illusion. I asked 
myself whether the reality is not the immeasurable fountain of 
love which a mother's heart pours forth, always more than 
sufficient to supply whatever is needed, provided one keeps 
contact with this heart, this fountain, through inward quietness? 
Does not this fountain ultimately stipulate the form? Is not all 
that is needed a realization of oneness with this source of love to 
neutralize any feeling of pressure from outside? Is it not a mother's 
heartfelt love which determines the real rhythm of her life? 

The form of mothering may change, but the substance does 
not, I know. There is always the same serenity of knowing that 
one is right there where one belongs, sharing the joy of living 

·with one's loved ones. All of us have to rediscover the secret that 
love from its centre rules time and makes everything good 
possible. It corresponds to the rhythm of the universe. 

Yours, etc., 

MIEKE ZWART. 

DuRBAN, NATAL, SouTH AFRICA, 



"He Doeth the Works" 

BY H. B. jEFFERY 

IF YOU ARE ANXIOUS about your cases, search yourself. You will 
discover that you are interested in yourself, your eyes are on 
yourself and on your fear that you may fail. But know this: you 
can neither succeed nor fail. You cannot do anything. God is 
All and in all, and beside Him there is none else. 

When a healer is anxious and uncertain about his cases, he 
has forgotten God and is considering himself. Wondering about 
results, uneasy about what people may think, and fearing that 
he may fall down, he does fall down; for his consciousness is 
engrossed with himself. 

We must absolutely know that it is the Father that does the 
work. We must become so thoroughly empty of self that we are 
not concerned about what we are doing or not doing, and so 
turned away from self that we never think about whether or 
not we are representing the Truth. 

Some people spend a great deal of their time wondering if 
they are good representations of the Truth. The Truth will get 
along quite well without their representation. It will stand. When 
we are concerned and worried like that, our minds are on our 
own selves. Also, way down in our minds, we are wondering 
what someone thinks of us. We have to dwell in that order of 
being in which we are indifferent to what people think. 

If we are full of self-importance and false fearing, we are not 
fit channels through which the Spirit may work. Be anxious 
about nothing. Walk in the Kingdom of God, which is the 
Kingdom of Love and Joy and Strength and Peace .... 

If your mind were full of the divine realization, there would 
not be any room in your heart for anxiety. Be concerned only 
with the One. Seek the Kingdom of God first; and love the Lord 
thy God .first. See to it that you look only to the Lord, and He 
will heal your case. . .. 

No Personal Responsibility 

You yourself have no responsibility toward the case. If you 
think that you have, you are wrapped up in your own per
sonality. Jesus said, "The Son can do nothing ofhimself." Ifyou 
can do nothing of yourself, why try to do anything for any 
person? Some people try to "do" persons. They think they are 
healing, and so they try to do something to a personality, or 
handle a person in some way. They see a problem, and they 
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begin working on it; and they feel a responsibility toward the 
person who has presented it to them. They take the problem 
and the person on their own shoulders, very much as though 
there were no God present. 

You have no responsibility toward the patient, or toward any 
person. Your problem and duty and responsibility is with your
self and toward the One, that you may abide in the Truth and 
know the Truth and stand firm in the Truth. That is your only 
responsibility-to know and be firm toward the Truth in the 
midst of the seeming untruth .... 

Everyone around Jesus insisted that Lazarus was dead. Jesus 
did not argue with them. He did not try to convince them of the 
Truth or change their minds in regard to the situation. He kept 
himself about the Father's business, that they might see the glory 
of God with their own eyes. He let them alone. And he did not 
give his attention to Lazarus. He turned to God. He was con
cerned only with his own conscious union with the Father; and 
thus with the increase, through his consciousness, of the power 
of the Spirit. 

Jesus was watching Life, and ignoring death. His consciousness 
was raised and quickened and charged with the dynamic of the 
Spirit, so that he spoke the word of command to Lazarus with 
power. Lazarus responded. The people standing around heard 
the mighty word. The glorious light of the Spirit shone forth 
from Jesus so brightly that it dissolved the darkness of their 
minds. Their false beliefs vanished, and they saw Lazarus come 
forth alive. 

-From The Principles of Healing (published by Christ Truth 
League, Fort Worth , Texas). 

* 
The Reverend Richard Young, chaplain at North Carolina 

Baptist Hospital and pioneer in the movement towards partner
ship between medicine and religion, comments on the sequence 
in the Psalmist's description of God as He "who forgiveth all 
thine iniquities; who healeth all thy diseases." "Christ," he says, 
"invariably addressed his prescription for healing to the 
spiritual, first. To the palsied man asking only for physical help, 
he said, 'Son, thy sins be forgiven thee'-and the palsy dis
appeared. Knowing that a healed body with a sin-guilty soul 
would soon relapse, he said to the paralytic healed at the 
Bethesda pool, 'Sin no more, lest a worse thing come unto 
thee.' It's as true to-day as it was when that Book was written: 
the most powerful force in the universe is Christian love." 



What Sort of a God Have We ? 
From Architectural Forum, August I 958 

How CAN THE MODERN ARCHITECT design an expressive church 
when no one is quite sure what the church wants to say? This 
was the question posed recently by Eugene Raskin in The 
Nation. The author is an architect and critic, and an associate 
professor of architecture at Columbia. 

We will have no significantly expressive church architecture 
until we-architects, clergy, laymen-learn what religion actually 
means in mid-twentieth-century America. It is impossible to 
express a thought you do not have. 

What puts the architect into his expressive dilemma is the new 
emphasis by the church on social, civic, and welfare activities, 
out of which to a large measure the increased demand for churches 
grows. That means clubrooms, classrooms, social halls and the 
like, in addition to the normal provision for worship. These new 
functions of the church call for new architectural solutions, not 
merely in terms of physical elements, but more important, in 
terms of the expressive statement, on the whole, through archi
tecture, of how we feel about God and the religious act. 

In the Middle Ages there was no such problem. One knew 
very well how one felt about God, and in what spirit He was to 
be approached. God was an impenetrable mystery, to be wor
shipped (in an equally incomprehensible language) but never to 
be understood. The Gothic cathedral, with its high, dim vaults, 
its darkly glowing stained glass, its cold masonry, and its miser
able acoustics which gave such enchanting overreverberation to 
every sound, was a perfect setting for the flowering of this atti
tude and the ritual that dramatized it. The power and clarity of 
this architecture remain unsurpassed. The point, of course, is 
that both the power and the clarity were possible because that 
which was to be expressed, a particular attitude toward God, was 
strong and clear in the minds of the people and their architects. 

In the Renaissance, God emerged from the new wave of 
rationalism and materialism with most of His mystery washed 
off. He became, instead, the most successful Merchant Prince 
and General of them all. Small wonder, then, the image having 
become what it did, that churches took on the forms of Roman 
palaces and temples-ornate, gilded, and tapestried to the 
saturation point. Mysticism was dead: long live Monumentality! 

New England saw God become a democrat; again, the church 
told the story. No ostentation, no glamour, no mystery. You 
came right in, and if there was something you wanted to talk to 
God about, you stood right up and told Him what was on your 
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mind. To repeat, the simple clarity of this architecture stems 
from a direct awareness of what religion was all about and what 
it meant in that period. The architect had no trouble with 
expression, because he knew exactly what he had to say. 

To-day the poor architect just does not know what his church 
is to say. For God is no longer the Merchant Prince, the Demo
crat, or the Mystery. In this country, at least, H e is more often 
than not the Director of the Community Centre-a concept not 
easily susceptible to dramatic architectural statement. 

Not that the architect of the mid-twentieth century is any less 
gifted than his predecessors. In fact, with the vast technology 
now at his command, his range of artistic expression is greater 
than during any period of the past; in commercial, residential, 
and public architecture breathtakingly exciting work is being 
done. The gags of traditionalism are utterly cast off and a new 
architecture is springing up, speaking vividly of the values of 
our culture. But when it comes to church architecture, the values 
themselves being unclear, the best we hear is a kind of noisy 
double talk. 

THE BIBLE'S ANSWER TO FEAR 

by 

Rosalie Maas 
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* Ideas are power. The purpose of 
this periodical is to draw attention 
to the spiritual forces at work in 
every field, and to show that behind 
them lies one unifying Principle 
leavening the entire range of human 
thought and endeavour. * 

Editorial 

In This Issue: 

Search for a Sheet Anchor 
BASIC TO SUSTAINED SUCCESS in 
any activity is a desire to lay 
hold on the fundamental factors 
which will act as a sheet anchor, 
no matter what varied circum
stances may present themselves. 
Such fundamental factors must 
surely always be spiritual in 
origin, since the human and 
material is subject to shifts of 
wind. 

One of our articles, "A 
Question of Self-Hypnosis," un
derlines the need for such a 
sheet anchor if one is not to 
be thrown off course by the 
cross-currents of belief. 

Our brief opening feature 
"What is Life?" suggests that 
the basic constituents of life are 
to be sought in spiritual ele
ments rather than through 
mere chemical analysis. A new 
research centre at Harvard into 
"creative altruism" is an ex-

citing pointer to future de
velopments along this line. 

Faber continues his new 
series on the Gospel of Mat
thew, and here again is the 
search for spiritual constants,
for the ever-present spiritual 
laws which lie behind the 
familiar stories. 

A successful business man 
tells of the spiritual principles 
which have been the guiding 
stars in his career; and he 
gives examples of the practical 
operation of those principles. 

Peggy M. Brook summarizes 
her Bible articles to date, and 
re-emphasizes that underlying 
the Scriptural narrative is an 
ordered range of spiritual 
values which provide the key 
to its living interpretation. 

Can humanism supply an 
answer to man's search for a 
satisfying faith for the present 
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age? That is the question posed 
by "A New Religion?" 

Our last article is a review of 
a new book by Gordon Brown. 
This points to the great fact that 
through laying hold on funda
mental conceptions of reality 
the way lies open for the indi
vidual to become a self-govern
ing unit under their overriding 
authority. 

A sheet anchor there must 
be. It cannot be less than 
spiritual in origin. For the 
full satisfaction of man it 
must be a range of spiritual 
constants which cover every 
aspect of his needs. Happily 
the search is for something 
which is already there and 
which always awaits fresh and 
individual discovery. 

It is quite natural and inevitable that if we spend 16 hours 
daily of our working lives in thinking about the affairs of the 
world and five minutes in thinking about God and our souls, 
this world will seem two hundred times more real to us than 
God or our souls. That must be so, however real and important 
the spiritual world may actually be. The fact that it seems 
unreal to us is no argument that it is unreal, if we hardly ever 
think about it. Things that we do not think about always seem 
unreal to us. Do not then argue that God is unreal because He 
seems unreal to you. Ask yourself whether you have given Him 
a chance; or, rather, yourself a fair chance.-William Ralph lnge. 

"WHAT IS LIFE?" 
Two MUCH-PUBLICIZED PROGRAMMES appeared recently on BBC 
television under the title "What Is Life?" They dealt with 
research into the properties of organic matter and into the 
nature and causes of cancer. 

To many who saw the first programme it must have seemed 
back-to-front to start with the infinitesimals of matter to try 
and arrive at an understanding of what life really consists in 
or how it began, for how could something non-intelligent be the 
cause or essence of something intelligent? Surely the mental must 
always be the primary, and the material manifestation secondary? 

As Canon Raven pointed out in a television talk on the day 
following the first programme, chemical analysis tells one 
nothing of the meaning and value of life, its "inwardness," 
which after all is its most important aspect. He likened a chemical 
analysis of life to a description of Yehudi Menuhin's playing as 
"scraping the guts of a dead cat with the hairs of a dead horse." 

Professor C. A. Coulson of Oxford wrote recently, "I cannot 
believe that a few million atoms clumped together inside a skull 
could have discovered the theory of gravitation on their own. 
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There must be more about a person than just what science can 
say ... . What about the mind that thinks? Or the sense of ful
filment that comes to a person when something really worth-while 
happens?" 

Research into ''Creative Altruism'' 

In some quarters to-day scientists are beginning to turn their 
attention to completely new fields for research. For instance, a 
man who is regarded as one of the world's outstanding sociolo
gists, Pitirim A. Sorokin, is now head of Harvard University's 
Research Centre in Creative Altruism. In Main Currents in 
Modern Thought he writes: "the pre-war science was much more 
interested in the study of criminals than of saints, of the insane 
than of the genius, of the struggle for existence than of mutual 
aid, and of hate and selfishness than of compassion and love. 
The unforgettable lesson given by the catastrophes of this century 
convincingly shows that without increased 'production, accumu
lation, and circulation' of the energy of unselfish love, none of 
the other means can prevent the future suicidal wars, nor can 
it establish a harmonious order in the human universe. The 
mysterious forces of history seem to have given man an ulti
matum: perish by your own hands or rise to a higher moral 
level through the grace of creative love. This situation explains 
why a serious study of this energy is being started now, and why it 
is likely to become a most important field of research in the future." 

Professor Sorokin points out that it is being realized that 
unselfish love is a tremendous creative, recreative, and curative 
power. Conversely, it is becoming more and more evident, he 
says, that the combination of too little love and too much hate 
in a person is largely responsible for many diseases. 

He also writes: "In contrast to the short-lived, and often 
destructive, influence of autocratic monarchs, military con
querors, revolutionary dictators, and potentates of wealth, the 
great apostles of love have most tangibly affected the lives, 
minds, and bodies of untold billions during the millennia of 
history, and still affect us. They had neither armed forces, nor 
wealth, nor any of the worldly means of influencing the course 
of history and destiny of nations. Though their bodies were not 
of the strongest, nor their I.Q.'s of the highest, according to the 
standards of current mental tests, by the power of their pure 
and abundant love they accomplished the transformation of 
millions of men and women, re-shaped cultures and social insti
tutions, and conditioned the course of history." 

May it not be that an answer to the question "What is Life?" 
is being sought more profitably in a study of creative altruism 
than in a study of cells, whether cancerous or not? 



The Science of a Gospel-If 
A layman looks at the Gospel of Matthew 

BY FABER 

CHARLES STEINMETZ, an out
standing electrical engineer, 
made a remarkable prophecy 
when he said in 1930: "I think 
the greatest discovery will be 
made along spiritual lines. 
Here is a force which history 
clearly teaches has been the 
greatest power in the develop
ment of men and history. Yet 
we have merely been playing 
with it and have never seri
ously studied it as we have the 
physical forces. Some day 
people will learn that material 
things do not bring happiness 
and are of little use in making 
men and women creative and 
powerful. Then the scientists 
of the world will turn their 
laboratories over to the study 
of God and prayer and of the 
spiritual forces which as yet 
have hardly been scratched. 
When this day comes, the 
world will see more advance
ment in one generation than it 
has seen in the last four." 

When one hears of the 
patient and intensive research 
that goes on in the sphere of the 
physical, one looks forward to 
the time when it will be realized 
that a systematic study of the 
words and works of Jesus 
Christ is the most rewarding 

field of all, revealing the real 
sources of power. It brings to 
light the eternal resources avail
able to man when he recog
nizes his indissoluble relation 
to God, the divine Principle of 
his being. 

That is why I enjoy dis
covering even in a small degree 
the ever-present spiritual laws 
that lie behind the Gospel 
stories. 

In the first article in this new 
series I set down what seem to 
me the laws behind the first two 
chapters of Matthew, which 
amplify the spiritual meaning 
of the first day of creation. Now 
when I come to the third chap
ter, with its account of the 
mission of John the Baptist and 
Jesus' baptism by John, I see 
how it underlines the spiritual 
meaning of the second day of 
creation. This has the tone of 
purity, symbolized by the crea
tion of the firmament to divide 
the waters above from the 
waters beneath the earth. That 
firmament would appear to 
signify the ability to distin
guish between different levels 
of the flow of thought,- in 
other words, the ability to 
order one's thinking. 
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A Cleansing Process: The 
Baptism of Repentance 
The Baptist may not appear 

an appealing character, with 
his spare diet, harsh clothing, 
and zealous warnings about 
fleeing from "the wrath to 
come." But we are told that 
he has his part to play as one 
who "prepares the way of the 
Lord," and as a result of his 
call many were baptized in 
Jordan, "confessing their sins." 

I ask myself what this means 
to me to-day in terms of an 
ever-present spiritual prin
ciple. It seems to show the 
need for mental cleansing, a 
spiritualization of thought and 
motive. The Psalmist voiced a 
desire which lies very deep in 
everyone: "Create in me a 
clean heart, 0 God; and renew 
a right spirit within me." This 
innate predisposition to cleanli
ness of thought must arise be
cause the infinite itself is pure 
-and indeed must be so in 
order to be the infinite. That is 
why one cannot feel perma
nently at ease with mental 
confusion. Basically what pro
duces confusion is the accept
ance of the material as well as 
the spiritual as a determining 
factor in any situation. The 
moment one accepts that it is 
the spiritual which is the 
governing factor and that other 
factors are quite secondary and 
will fall into place, confusion 
goes and things develop along 

a line of progress. And so there 
is a continual need to refresh 
oneself with the primacy of the 
spiritual. 

The Israelites came to Jordan 
for their baptism by John, and 
one is reminded of the Old 
Testament story ofNaaman the 
leper, who was told by Elisha 
to bathe seven times in Jordan 
and then his flesh would come 
again as the flesh of a little 
child and he would be clean. 
Jordan would seem to stand for 
the pure monotheism which 
was Israel's contribution to 
religious thought. When I clear 
my thought with some sense of 
the spiritual as the only real 
quickening factor in life and 
the source of pure good and 
blessing, I feel renewed. I 
realize what a lot of rubbish 
has been cluttering my men
tality and interfering with the 
flow of good to me and through 
me. In other words, I "repent," 
and it is a healthy and not a 
morbid process. I cannot go 
forward spiritually without that 
kind of cleansing. 

Beyond Morality: The Bap
tism of the Holy Ghost 

John goes on to explain that 
he calls people to repentance 
with the baptism of water, but 
that he is merely the fore
runner of Jesus, who will 
baptize "with the Holy Ghost, 
and with fire,"-an infinitely 
greater and more thorough-
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going form of baptism. The 
Master will " gather his wheat 
into the garner; but he will 
burn up the chaff with un
quenchable fire." 

The coming of the Holy 
Ghost might be described as an 
inflow of spiritual good from 
the highest source. It is com
pletely positive, not in any way 
restrictive and forbidding. It 
makes higher demands on man, 
however, than does mere 
morality, because it involves 
the extermination of "every 
tree which bringeth not forth 
good fruit." A merely moral 
basis necessarily makes evil 
into a rival reality and attrac
tion to good, and this certainly 
does not burn up the chaff, but 
leaves it smouldering dan
gerously. 

I am quite sure that none of 
us gets anywhere spiritually 
except by regarding good as 
natural and normal reality, and 
this involves uprooting the 
belief that evil is fundamentally 
and eternally real. When we 
"repent," we are still at the 
point where in some degree we 
are making a reality of evil, and 
while this repentance is a 
necessary first step, it is surely 
essential to go on to be bap
tized with the purity of good 
as the only thing that is truly 
native to us. 

Religion has tried to keep 
men at the stage where even 
John the Baptist knew that they 

could not healthily stay-they 
must pass from mere morality 
to the wholly positive "bap
tism of the Holy Ghost," re
vealing the normality of good 
and gathering it into the focus 
of specific ideas. As they do, 
they find the belief in evil 
being burnt up like the chaff. 

I find that one can get very 
complicated sometimes about 
the intricacies of some phase of 
evil,-say, in one's own make
up,-and then it is wise to 
remind oneself of the simplicity 
of good, its normality, and the 
naturalness of its unfolding. 

The Wise Concession: Jesus 
Baptized by John 

Matthew next tells of how 
Jesus came to Jordan to be 
baptized by John, who was 
amazed and said that it was he 
who should be baptized. But 
Jesus' reply was: "Suffer it to 
be so now: for thus it becometh 
us to fulfil all righteousness." 
It may be that Jesus felt it 
imperative to ally himself with 
the good which had led up to 
and would be fulfilled in his 
own mission, rather than disso
ciating himself from it. 

Where is the significance of 
this for us? The principle it 
appears to indicate is that 
there are the right steps to be 
taken at particular stages of 
progress and that we are given 
the discernment to perceive 
what they are. Such steps may 
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seem to others incompatible 
with spiritual idealism in its 
absolute purity and apparently 
a compromise with something 
relative and human. Neverthe
less those concessions are not 
divorced from our spiritual 
advancement, but actually 
wedded to it-even dictated 
by it. 

Our human experience con
stantly involves concessions of 
one kind and another, but here 
the principle which emerges is 
that these concessions should 
be the outcome of a conviction 
that they are useful footsteps 
(no more and no less) in the 
overall progress towards a more 
spiritual sense of things. For 
instance, in business and in 
domestic life we have to make 
concessions to what is con
sidered normal good in order 
to avoid an unhealthy fanati
cism; but at the same time we 
can raise the standard of the 
way we think about what busi
ness and home really are and 
where they are eventually 
tending. 

Jesus was not compromising 
with something relative and 
human when he turned the 
water into wine at the wedding 
in Cana of Galilee. He was 
respecting all the good that was 
present, in order to lead it on 
to a more spiritual sense of 
good that would never lose its 
first sparkle of inspiration-and 
which was merely symbolized 

** 

by the water being turned into 
w1ne. 

Often one's spiritual idealism 
can make one despise some 
human good, instead of being 
baptized by what is good in it 
and being led on from that to a 
great spiritual blessing, as Jesus 
was in this third chapter of 
Matthew. 

Spiritual Blessing: The 
Descent of the Dove 

Immediately after Jesus' bap
tism by John comes the experi
ence of the heavens opening to 
him. Matthew says that he saw 
the Spirit of God descending 
like a dove, and lighting upon 
him; "and lo a voice from 
heaven, saying, This is My 
beloved Son, in whom I am 
well pleased.'' 

Many people to-day may 
dismiss this picture as "reli
gious flannel," but to consider 
it in terms of an identifiable 
spiritual principle shows its 
enduring beauty and signi
ficance. The incident would 
seem to be saying that if we do 
ally ourselves with some human 
proposition because it seems 
right at a particular stage of 
progress, we have a blessed 
sense of being midstream in the 
flow of good. The essentially 
mothering nature of good be
comes apparent. 

My own experience shows 
me that when I have identified 
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myself with a form of good that 
might superficially appear to 
involve a "come-down," but 
which through my highest spiri
tual discernment I have felt 
to be right as a "Suffer it to 
be so now," I have found 
myself filled with peace and a 
sense of benediction. I have 
felt convinced of the kindliness 
of the unfolding of good at 
every level, and of an opening 
out towards the reception of 
some new phase of it. In fact, I 
have become more certain both 
of the inevitability and the 
gentleness of the order in which 
good presents itself to our 
human perception. 

And so this story of the bap-

tisms reveals to me certain 
ever-present spiritual pnnCI
ples. There is first the turning 
from a material sense of things 
to a spiritual, through a mental 
cleansing. Next, the vital need 
to go on to let good flow into 
thought in its purity and thus 
root out an acceptance of evil 
as actually real. Then the 
recognition that it is often 
necessary to make what seems 
a temporary concession by ally
ing oneself with something that 
is a good means to a better end. 
Finally there is the conviction 
this brings that the order of 
things is essentially kindly and 
expansive as it unfolds to man 
and embraces him. 

A Question of Self-Hypnosis 
MANY who saw the programme "Lifeline" on BBC television 
on November 24th may have had the same reaction as this 
viewer. A demonstration of hypnosis, producing contradictory 
results, in the choice of a favourite among four pictures, was 
given by a doctor and his woman subject-both stated to be co
operating in research work in this field. Here was an individual 
(one of a very small group in the population possessing this 
faculty) who could drop into a trance on hearing a chosen letter 
of the Greek alphabet named and the numbers 1 to 5 repeated 
in rotation. It was like dialling for an exchange and number on 
the telephone, only this call was for contact with the subconscious! 

It was explained that she was a willing subject with great 
confidence in her control (the doctor), who gave the impression 
that he was a kindly man and merely carrying out the agreed 
routine of switching the subject through to her trance condition. 
The doctor did not even look at his subject, nor did his voice 
sound as if he was exerting undue influence. It was-or so it 
seemed-a case of voluntary self-hypnosis, the subject having full 
confidence in the control, accepting instructions and acting on 
them without question. 

The subject was shown four pictures by different artists-a 
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Picasso, a van Gogh, a Rembrandt and a Constable. When not 
in a trance, she spontaneously expressed preference for the 
Picasso. Then, when in a trance, her choice was the Constable, 
because it reminded her of scenes in her youth. Later, when 
her previous choices had been wiped out of her mind under 
hypnosis and she was given post-hypnotic instructions, she 
chose-although apparently quite normal again-the van Gogh, 
which under hypnosis she had been told to choose. 

The different contradictory episodes of the demonstration did 
not alter for the writer the clear impression that this woman 
subject was a willing tool of her own subconscious trance con
dition, blindly accepting directions and acting on them as if they 
were perfectly rational. This impression gains support from the 
experience of hypnotists, who maintain that no one can be 
hypnotized against his will nor made to act contrary to his moral 
principles. 

How reminiscent this performance was of incidents that take 
place in our own lives. For instance, the writer is reminded of an 
occasion when one morning the alarm clock switched a certain 
business executive into a conscious "trance" with the feeling (or 
suggestion) that he had never been in better fettle or finer form. 
As he strolled down the sidewalk to work, he puffed out his 
chest, feeling that "all was lovely in the garden." At the office 
the telephone bell rang and he was switched into another con
scious "trance," but this time all was not well with a certain 
business transaction which had gone wrong, and the mood of 
elation was quickly reversed by one of doubt and worry. Later 
his partner came into the office and said, "You look worried 
and depressed. Have you got a headache?" He replied that he 
was not aware of it, but later when going home he realized that 
he had an awful head and did feel thoroughly depressed. 

What is the difference between the conscious and subcon
scious trance conditions described? Only a difference of degree. 
In the subconscious trance condition the subject freely accepted 
the directions of her one control. In the other instance, circum
stances or people directed the moods of the conscious trance. In 
both cases it was self-hypnotism, or the willing acceptance of 
outside suggestions, which determined the results. 

One is reminded of Paul's question, "Know ye not, that to 
whom ye yield yourselves servants to obey, his servants ye are 
to whom ye obey?" and of Jesus' injunction in the Mount of 
Olives, "Watch and pray, that ye enter not mto temptation." 

It is clear that one's true defence against what amounts to self
hypnosis is so to fill consciousness with the realization of man's 
status as the representative of God, or good, that there is no room 
for fearful or unhealthy suggestions to enter or lodge. 
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The substance of an informal talk given by Nolen Allen, 
an American business executive of many years' successful 
experience. 

WHEN I THINK BACK over my 
years in business, I realize that 
certain specific principles have 
formed my basic approach. 
Those principles are univer
sally available and universally 
valid, but as a student of Chris
tian Science I myself have 
come to identify them with 
Mary Baker Eddy's presenta
tion of the nature of God 
through seven synonymous 
terms,-namely Mind, Spirit, 
Soul, Principle, Life, Truth, 
and Love. 

A Matter of Ideas 

To begin with, business is 
fundamentally to do with ideas, 
and every business is basically 
of the nature of idea. The first 
step in the line of wisdom, 
therefore, is to separate our 
sense of business from a merely 
material conception of it. 

It is important to have a 
right objective in business, and 
mere money-making can never 
be a right or satisfactory aim. 
I would say that my highest 
objective in all my business 
dealings is to see God in active 
expression. This includes culti
vating and establishing right 
relationships with all I come in 
contact with. Out of that right 

relationship springs business, 
and I am sure that if we think 
of it in any other way we put 
the cart before the horse. 

This reminds me of an inci
dent in the business career of 
one of our leading executives in 
California. Through a set of 
unfortunate circumstances he 
was forced into bankruptcy. 
In an effort to get started again 
he approached several banks in 
hopes of securing financial 
backing, but his request was 
refused everywhere and he was 
much discouraged. 

Finally a friend suggested 
that he should stop and con
sider what his true assets were 
and that he should make a new 
financial statement listing 
them, and see what he could 
do with that. So he listed as his 
assets: honesty, integrity, engi
neering ability, service, co
operation, reputation, and so 
forth. In the liability column 
he could rightfully put: None. 
This he took to a bank in all 
sincerity and asked for credit 
to bid for a big job. The 
banker was somewhat flabber
gasted, but said that he would 
take it up with the loan com
mittee. The loan was approved, 
and that man's company soon 
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became one of the most suc
cessful contracting firms m 
America. 

He had translated his sense 
of business from a material 
realm into a realm of mental 
and spiritual assets, and proved 
that this realm is fundamental, 
for God is Mind. 

A Pure Motive 
Business is also of the nature 

of Spirit, a name for God 
which denotes purity and order. 
Therefore one must see that 
every motive is pure. 

A client of mine decided to 
organize a new bank in Beverly 
Hills. Knowing that a new 
charter had not been granted 
in this locality in twenty years, 
I reminded him of the problems 
he might encounter, one of 
which would be the resistance 
of the chain banks already 
established. He made a very 
unusual statement: "If I have 
the wherewithal, and if it is a 
worthy project, and my motive 
is pure, they cannot stop me." 
And that is exactly what hap
pened. Within a short time a 
charter was granted and the 
bank established. To-day, in a 
little over five years, the re
sources of that bank have in
creased from one million dollars 
to over one hundred million 
dollars-a growth never before 
equalled in American banking 
circles! 

With a singleness of aim, a 

singleness of purpose and purity 
of heart, success is inevitable, 
because that purity allies us 
with the strength of Spirit 
itself. 

"The Seed Within Itself" 
Years ago while considering 

a business problem, I was 
pondering that wonderful 
statement in Genesis I : r 2 : 

"And the earth brought forth 
grass, and herb yielding seed 
after his kind, and the tree 
yielding fruit, whose seed was 
in itself, after his kind: and God 
saw that it was good." It came 
to me very forcefully that an 
idea contains within itself all 
the ingredients of its own suc
cess and fulfilment. I realize 
now that the truth symbolized 
in that statement has been my 
theme song ever since. 

One day I was looking at an 
orange seed and I realized that 
potentially it contained within 
itself the leaves, the branches, 
the beautiful blossom, the fruit, 
and more seeds. When an idea 
comes to me in business, there
fore, I recognize that it con
tains within itself all the in
gredients of its own success and 
fulfilment. That gives me the 
certainty and the courage to go 
forward with plans for its 
unfoldment in spite of the 
thousand things that come up 
and try to stop it. Without 
being definite in that kind of 
way and trusting one's intuition 
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or spiritual sense, one can easily 
be turned aside or vacillate. 

That statement in Genesis 
comes in the account of the 
third day of creation, where the 
dry land appeared and brought 
forth. Christian Science shows 
this day to have the spiritual 
tone of Soul, a name given to 
the fact of divine identity and 
definiteness. 

Absolute Honesty 

Business must also be of the 
nature of Principle, a term 
which expresses the conception 
of God as self-operative, im
personal, and of the nature of 
harmony. Accepting this de
mands that we bring absolute 
honesty into every least detail 
of our business lives. 

Some time ago I found myself 
and my business in a most con
fusing state of affairs. I was 
working long hours, competi
tion seemed unfair, clients were 
not paying their accounts on 
time, and even the employees 
were noticeably disturbed. Cer
tainly this was a picture not in 
harmony with Principle, and I 
realized that something had to 
be done. It was a case of the 
business running me, instead 
of me running the business. 

It came to me that if this 
business was an idea in Mind it 
was an idea in God, and that 
the spiritual fact about it must 
therefore be that it was a good 
idea under the government and 

guidance of Principle. That 
being true, it must function 
on a Principle basis. This gave 
me the courage to make a 
radical decision to put the busi
ness on a Principle basis what
ever the cost. 

First I approached each de
linquent client and explained 
that I was rearranging my busi
ness and could no longer permit 
accounts to go beyond the due 
date. To be sure, there was 
resentment in some cases, and a 
consequent loss of business, but 
I went ahead. I also decided 
that I was entitled to work the 
normal number of hours and 
take holidays, the same as my 
employees. Then I talked to 
each employee, explaining that 

. I could no longer tolerate 
discord and dissatisfaction, 
and that only those could 
remain who were willing to fall 
in line. The results were most 
gratifying. The 25 % loss in old 
accounts was replaced by over 
40% of new accounts of better 
quality. I found myself re
leased from all the tension and 
pressure I formerly experi
enced, and harmony all down 
the line became evident. 

I am sure that fear is the 
most insidious factor we have to 
deal with in business. I find 
that I can always move with 
the greatest sense of freedom 
and power when I know that I 
have reached a point beyond 
faith and have arrived at a 
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conviction that what I am doing 
is based on Principle. 

A Limitless Basis 
When I questioned one of 

our leading industrialists about 
the key to his success, he 
answered: "If I should hold up 
a white sheet where there was 
a black dot, what would you 
see?" Fumbling, I said, "The 
black dot." He replied: "Start 
looking at the white sheet." 

Isn't it a human tendency to 
focus on the limited viewpoint, 
and miss the infinite vision? 
And yet the nature of God as 
Life is infinite inspiration and 
multiplication, where limita
tion is unknown. It is well to 
remember that God's business 
is outside of time and always 
spontaneous. 

Some years ago a friend came 
to me in a frantic state of mind 
to borrow money to meet a 
payroll due on Friday. As this 
happened on Wednesday, it 
came to me to say, "It isn't 
Friday yet. . .. " I explained 
that Principle, functioning as 
Life, lifts thought into the 
realm of infinite idea. Ideas are 
always ever-present, always 
active, and need only to be 
consciously entertained and 
allowed to operate. When we 
turn to infinite Life, we step 
out of limitation, and the 
earth-weights and time beliefs 
drop away. 

He said that he saw what I 

meant and that he would try to 
think along that line. On 
Friday morning he telephoned, 
saying that a cheque had just 
arrived from an unexpected 
source, which was more than 
enough to meet the payroll. 

It is surprising how many 
times I have had occasion to 
use that expression, "It isn't 
Friday yet." My friend never 
forgot it. 

Integrity 
Recognizing business to be 

also of the nature of Truth 
demands that we accept the 
standard of Truth, which alters 
anything that needs to be 
altered. Such a standard frees 
one from the apparently fixed 
beliefs of economic conditions. 
Truth is always operative as 
law to every situation, whether 
through the corrective or the 
preventative. 

Along with many others in 
the depression of I 929 I found 
myself saddled with some un
avoidable but very annoying 
debts. My creditors became 
more and more persistent, 
causing me considerable em
barrassment. In such a pre
dicament one is tempted to 
make promises based mostly on 
false hopes, or to pay the fellow 
making the most noise. 

However, after thinking out 
the question spiritually, I de
cided to go to each creditor and 
tell him the truth about my 
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situation. This I did, explaining 
that I planned to take what 
surplus income I had over my 
living expenses and distribute it 
equally each month, no matter 
how small the amount each 
would receive. The result was 
that instead of being antago
nistic they became friendly and 
even went out of their way to 
direct business to me. It was 
only a short while after that I 
received a commission for hand
ling a real estate transaction 
which more than enabled me to 
meet all my obligations. 

Standing by the truth as I 
saw it led to freedom and 
dominion over what seemed a 
difficult position. 

Mothering a Business 

Every day as I drive to my 
office I enjoy thinking through 
the essential spiritual facts 
about my business in an orderly 
and specific way, taking as the 
basis of this process those seven 
infinite terms that describe the 
nature of God. I never let it 
become a stereotyped routine 
and so it is always fresh and in
spiring to me. This gives me 
the most wonderful feeling of 
putting my arms around my 
business and mothering it to 
the full expression of Principle 
where business becomes a 
happy and joyful experience. 

Many men see the neces
sity for manhood in business,
for the qualities of vision, true 

ambition, reliability, and 
strength of purpose,-but they 
do not always recognize the 
importance of the womanhood 
aspect, which brings an abso
lute trust in the unfoldment 
and fulfilment of ideas. This is 
perhaps because a man's most 
cherished quality is his manli
ness and he shies at expressing 
womanhood qualities for fear 
that this would indicate weak
ness; but without the woman
hood, manhood qualities can
not be brought to their rightful 
finality of expression. Again 
and again I have seen instances 
of ideas coming to their fulfil
ment in ways that seem quite 
incredible to a limited con
ception of things. 

Some men feel that success in 
business demands toughness 
and aggressiveness and there
fore have the sense of fighting 
and scheming for business, but 
my experience is that some 
understanding of divine Love is 
the most powerful influence in 
business. It draws all men unto 
you and brings fulfilment and 
peace. 

It happens now and then 
that a customer for some reason 
is forced to take his account 
away and calls to express his 
regrets. I can in all sincerity 
tell him how much we have 
enjoyed our business relations 
to date and hope that some day 
we may have the pleasure of 
reviving the association, but I 
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want him to understand that I 
value his friendship and good 
will more than the business 
itself. After all, our relationship 
is not fundamentally based on 
whether we handle his business 
or not. Obviously such an 
attitude, being based on love, is 
quickly recognized and appre
ciated. It is gratifying to see 
how many of such accounts 
come back before long. 

I believe thoroughly in 
prayer in business when it is 
earnestly made and is in the 
nature of an affirmation of an 
accepted law of divine Prin
ciple which recognizes no oppo
sition. And so with even a small 
understanding of these seven 
basic principles I know that 
I have something which has 
proved to be of incalculable 
worth in my business life. 

Correspondence 
Fear the Main Cause of Crime? 

DEAR EDITORS, 

Having read in a recent issue of IDEAS OF To-DAY your 
interesting and helpful article on the Bible's answer to fear, I 
should like to draw your attention to a form of fear which in a 
wider sense could be classified under the first heading you 
mention,-fear of the unknown,-although there is a slight 
nuance. May I tell you something about it? 

In my practice for some years as a criminal lawyer I had the 
opportunity of meeting and talking with men and women who 
were in prison in connection with an offence against criminal 
law. I got the impression that fear was a major and predominant, 
if often unrecognized, cause of their doings. 

In talking with them (while they were detained awaiting 
trial) in order to find out what had made them commit their 
crime, so as to see what could be brought forward before their 
judges as extenuating circumstances, it so often became apparent 
that fear was the deepest cause of their conduct. Fear of what? 

Mostly they could not put iLinto words. Sometimes in talking 
about their difficulties, they became conscious of it, but in so 
many cases their fear could be described best as fear for them
selves, fear of that terrible feeling of loneliness, of emptiness, of 
separateness. These feelings were certainly not primarily a conse
quence of their domestic or social circumstances, although these 
were far from ideal and harmonious. They were trying to free 
themselves from what they felt to be a torment, and many of 
them made themselves believe that this freedom could be gained 
through some adventurous and risky undertaking together with 
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fellow-sufferers: usually theft, theft with burglary or pocket
picking. 

I remember a young man for whom this feeling of loneliness 
was intolerable. He characterized it by saying, "It is as if one is 
hanging in the air. Then an adventure with companions who 
like and trust you makes you forget for a time all your misery." 

Once I had to defend a lovely and well-bred but rather intro
verted girl who was accused of theft. She stole cigarettes for her 
boy-friend, partly because she loved him dearly, partly because 
she wanted to bind him to her in this way out of fear of losing 
him. Mostly she sat staring silently, but once quite suddenly 
she said, "Anything is better than being alone." And then she 
asked-more to herself than to me, I felt: "That is true, isn't it?" 
The slightly doubting tone in her voice was perhaps an indica
tion that she would discover that really one is never alone. 

In another sphere I met with a case of a boy of eighteen who 
was in danger of becoming the victim of a whole series of fears. 
One day this boy, who enjoyed his job immensely and therefore 
did it very well, was arrested during his work, suspected of theft. 
He pleaded guilty at once, apparently glad to get rid of a burden. 
From what he told me, it was clear that he had joined his com
rades in a burglary because he had come under their influence 
and feared that if he did not take part they would cut him and 
call him a coward. The whole booty-a few shillings-had never 
been touched by him, but had been found in a cupboard in his 
room. To be sentenced and committed to a juvenile prison was 
the fate that was hanging over him. But a wise Public Prosecutor, 
understanding at once that this boy was not a criminal, did not 
pass on to prosecution and dropped the case. So the boy's 
punishment book remained clear, which was very important 
for him. 

The boy hankered after his work, but now quite a number of 
fears threatened to put a spoke in the wheel and spoil his career. 
The Board was certainly not unwilling to help him, but shrank 
from restoring him to office; they did not want to take the 
responsibility, because they feared a relapse, considering the kind 
of work he did, where the opportunities for stealing were ready 
to hand. Moreover, they asked themselves whether it could be 
expected of his colleagues that they should collaborate with 
someone who had stolen. The Board feared opposition. 

The Director was not satisfied with this attitude, however, 
and called together all the workers in a round table conference. 
From all sides the case was considered and especially what it 
meant to the boy, whom they all liked, to lose his job. Could they 
agree with the standpoint of the Board? And how did they feel 
;1bout it from their own point of view? Here also fear peeped 
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round the corner,-fear that the boy would steal again and that 
one of them would be suspected, fear of mutual suspicion, fear of 
difficulties of one sort and another. 

Happily, however, the sense of comradeship won the day. The 
Board agreed, and the boy returned to his work as before. Peace 
was restored because a true sense of relationship had overcome 
fear. 

Yours, etc., 

J. w. DE ST. 
AMsTERDAM, HoLLAND. 

A Negro among the Teddy Boys 
To Sir, With Love by E. R. Braithwaite (The Bodley Head, 

London, r 3/6) is a book most people will enjoy because it 
tells an absorbing and moving story of how a genuine love grows 
in what appears unfruitful soil. Race relations and the "teddy 
boy" are matters of importance to-day and this is a true story 
which treats of both from the standpoint of the actual experience 
of a Negro from British Guiana. 

Rick Braithwaite served with happiness in the RAF during 
the war and was afterwards hopeful of getting a job for which his 
scientific qualifications and previous experience fitted him-in 
the Mother Country whose way of life he had always admired. 
Colour prejudice, however, prevented his hopes from being 
realized in that direction. 

After eighteen months of unemployment, he says, disillusion
ment "had given place to a deepening, poisoning hatred; slowly 
but surely I was hating these people who could so casually, so 
unfeelingly deny me the right to earn a living. I was considered 
too well educated, too good for the lowly jobs, and too black for 
anything better. ... Fortunately for me, this cancerous condition 
was not allowed to establish itself firmly . Every now and then, in 
spite of myself, some person or persons would say or do something 
so utterly unselfish and friendly that I would temporarily forget 
my difficulties and hurts." 

Eventually he took the advice of a kindly old man and became 
a teacher, although he was without training or experience. His 
first job was at an East End secondary modern school with an 
enlightened and understanding headmaster. One of the points 
he made to the new teacher was that a child who has "slept 
all night in a stuffy, overcrowded room, and then breakfasts on 
a cup of weak tea and a piece of bread, can hardly be expected 
to show a sharp, sustaif\ed interest in the abstractions of arith-
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metic, and the unrelated niceties of correct spelling. Punishment 
(or the threat of it) for this lack of interest is unlikely to bring 
the best out of him .... Instead, we try to give them affection, 
confidence, and guidance, more or less in that order, because 
experience has shown us that those are their most immediate 
needs." 

Braithwaite was given the toughest class of all, a group of 
boys and girls about to leave school. Their blatant lewdness 
shocked him and they seemed to have no interest in learning. 
He tells of his early frustrations and also of his dogged deter
mination to make a success of the job, which urged him on until 
he gradually won the attention and finally even the affection of 
his pupils. Bit by bit he drew out of them the ability to think, 
reason, and analyze for themselves. 

He writes of the day on which he suddenly became aware of 
an important change in his relationship to the class. "I was experi
encing more than a mere satisfaction in receiving their attention, 
obedience, and respect with their acceptance of my position as 
their teacher. I found myself liking them, really liking them, collec
tively and singly. At first I had approached each school day a little 
worried, a little frightened, but mostly determined to make good 
for the job's sake; now there had occurred in me a new attitude, 
a concern to teach them for their own sakes, and a deep pleasure 
at every sign that I had succeeded. It was a delight to be with 
them, and more and more I had occasion to wonder at their 
generally adult viewpoint .... I was learning from them as 
well as teaching them. I learned to see them in relation to their 
surroundings, and in that way to understand them. At first I had 
been rather critical of their clothing, and thought their tight 
sweaters, narrow skirts and jeans unsuitable for school wear, but 
now that they were taking greater interest in personal tidiness, I 
could understand that such clothes merely reflected vigorous 
personalities in a relentless search for self-expression." 

At one point one of the boys becomes enraged by a temporary 
teacher's action to another boy in the class and nearly kills him 
with an improvised club. Talking this out later with the form, 
Braithwaite suggests that the boy should apologize, whereupon 
the others resentfully protest that it is the master who should 
apologize. Finally a coloured boy says, "It's easy for you to talk, 
Sir, nobody tries to push you around." In his answer Braithwaite 
says, "I've been pushed around until I began to hate people so 
much that I wanted to hurt them, really hurt them. I know how 
it feels, believe me, and one thing I learned, Seales, is to try 
always to be a bit bigger than the people who hurt me. It is easy 
to reach for a knife or a gun; but then you become merely a tool 
and the knife or gun takes over, thereby creating new and bigger 
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problems without solving a thing. So what happens when there 
is no weapon handy?" 

Perhaps the most dramatic incident is when the new master 
feels that the sense of citizenship of the world and of sharing 
in a common heritage which the children seemed to have 
imbibed so encouragingly is after all only superficial because 
when they come up against the immediacy of a situation in their 
own neighbourhood-a simple matter of whether any of them 
is willing to be seen delivering a wreath to a coloured school
fellow's home-the racial prejudice of the district temporarily 
asserts itself. Happily this is only temporary. 

Interwoven with his teaching experiences is the story of 
Braithwaite's love for one of the women teachers and the stresses 
and strains which their relationship encounters because of his 
colour. How this and the previous incident resolve themselves 
must be left to the reader to discover. 

Altogether a heart-warming book because it tells of the victory 
of intelligence and love over the mists of ignorance and distrust. 

From the Creation Story 
to the Prophetic Era 

BY PEGGY M. BROOK 

IT IS ONE OF THE MOST wonder
ful happenings of this age that 
the Bible is being increasingly 
understood as containing an 
exact Science of Life. No 
longer is it being read as a 
collection of isolated books re
lating somewhat inaccurate 
history, interspersed with in
spired spiritual teaching, but 
it is being regarded as a 
spiritual whole. Based on the 
seven great fundamentals of 
Being stated at the beginning 
of Genesis, its message is seen 
to present an ordered way of 

A summary of the first four thou
sand years of the Bible and their 
spiritual import to us to-day 

life unfolding scientifically 
without a break from begin
ning to end. 

In this series of articles on 
the Bible we have considered 
the stories contained in the first 
three thousand years of Bible 
history. In line with Peter's 
statement that "one day is 
with the Lord as a thousand 
years, and a thousand years as 
one day," we have had in 
mind this overall plan of the 
Bible,-namely, that each 
thousand-year period illus
trates the working out m 
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human experience of the great 
spiritual fact symbolized in the 
corresponding day of creation. 

The First Day and the First 
Thousand-Year Period 

Thus we saw at the outset 
how the divine nature opera
ting as the light of a spiritual 
intelligence, a divine Mind
"the first day" -is the origin 
of all, and precludes the belief 
that man and the universe can 
spring from the darkness of 
non-intelligent dust. This eter
nal fact dawns on man as his 
awakening to the light of a 
divine intelligence at work 
behind all creation. And so in 
the first thousand years of 
Bible history with its myth of 
Adam and Eve, we can see that 
even within the confines of the 
"garden of Eden"-the limited 
beliefs which result from ac
cepting a purely material view 
of creation-there is a way 
out. There is a "tree of life" in 
the midst of the garden and a 
river that leads out of the 
garden. This tree of life and the 
flowing river are symbols of 
spiritual enlightenment, which 
truly sustain man and carry 
him forward to freedom. 

The divine Mind, which is 
man's eternal heritage, is 
always lighting the way to 
freedom through intelligent 
spiritual reasoning. "The 
people which sat in darkness 
saw great light," prophesied 

Isaiah. And was not this the 
same light of a divine intelli
gence at work which dawned 
on Paul on the Damascus 
road and carried him forward 
on his great mission? 

The Second Day and the 
Second Thousand-Year 

Period 
Then we came to the second 

thousand years of Bible history 
with its story of Noah and the 
ark, which shows the operation 
of the vast firmament of spiri
tual understanding. This 
"second day" declares that a 
developing understanding of 
the reality and substance of 
Spirit enables us to ride over 
the tempestuous waters arising 
from reliance on matter as 
having reality and power. We 
see how this great fact of the 
reality of Spirit impels alert 
and awakened thought to build 
an ark of spiritual understand
ing and to take all that it values 
into this ark,-to become aware 
of the spiritual essence of true 
values,-so that when the floods 
come, the true substance of 
these values can never be 
swept aside. 

Moses' mother put her son 
into an ark and thus preserved 
him. Jesus put his whole sense 
of life into an ark of spiritual 
understanding and so pre
served it even against all the 
floods of hatred, jealousy, 
malice, and envy. 
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The substance of Spirit 
which dawns on thought 
through spiritual understand
ing can never be destroyed. 

The Third Day and the 
Third Thousand-Year 

Period 
Then follows the third thou

sand-year period, which is 
treated at great length by the 
prophetic writers. It occu
pies eight books of the Bible, 
from Chapter 1 2 of Genesis 
up to and including the Book 
of Ruth. It is illustrative of the 
appearing of the dry land in 
the third day of creation,-that 
dry land which was called 
"Earth" and which brought 
forth grass, herb, and fruit tree 
yielding fruit. 

The divine nature as the 
Soul or identity of all creation 
is brought out here. The 
"waters under the heaven" are 
"gathered together unto one 
place" on this day. Developing 
spiritual understanding begins 
to deal with the swirling waters 
of materialism. As they are 
faced up to with spiritual sense, 
there gradually dawns on 
thought the conviction that 
there is only one identity or 
Soul behind all creation. This 
spiritual identity of all crea
tion is no vague theory-it is 
definite, solid, and tangible 
idea, the "dry land." More
over, this land is fruitful and 
its fruitfulness has the "seed 

within itself." The spiritual 
identity of all creation is self
existent and self-propagating, 
and we experience this as we 
understand and feel divine 
identity to be fundamental. 

The third thousand-year 
period of the Bible illustrates 
the working out of this spiritual 
fact in human experience 
through the sagas of the patri
archs, the story of Moses and 
Joshua leading the children of 
Israel out of Egyptian bondage 
into the Promised Land and 
the settlement of the Israelites 
in this new land. All through 
this period the accent is on 
journeying and the goal is the 
Promised Land, the same 
symbol of divine identity as 
the fruitful land of the third 
day. 

Returning to the order of 
the "days of creation," how 
true it is that after awakening 
to the light of a divine intelli
gence which is our birthright, 
there follows so naturally the 
desire to build an ark of 
spiritual understanding; and 
this inevitably leads us forward 
on a great mental and spiritual 
journey where we have to face 
up to the multitudinous claims 
of sense. As we do this, we begin 
to see and feel in our inner
most being that in spite of the 
testimony of the physical senses 
divine identity is the Soul of all. 

Have we not seen in the 
stories of this period how, in 
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order to find this Promised 
Land of divine identity, it firstly 
demands the willingness of 
Abraham to come out of our 
"country," - separate our
selves from accustomed, rutted 
ways of merely human think
ing? We have seen how this 
journey needs the faithfulness 
of Abraham, the joyful accept
ance which is Isaac, the willing
ness to take up the struggle in 
spite of all set-backs as repre
sented by Jacob; also some 
understanding of the workings 
of the spiritual idea as repre
sented by his twelve sons, and 
then the wonderful woman
hood of Joseph who illustrates 
that developing spiritual under
standing which sees divine 
identity everywhere and there
fore can turn every experience 
into a blessing. We saw also 
how this journey needs the 
manhood and the moral 
courage of Moses as the repre
sentative of man's true Christ 
selfhood. These qualities em
power freedom from bondage 
and lead thought to the accept
ance of definite spiritual laws 
and rules. At this stage Moses 
was inspired to give the 
Israelites the Commandments 
and the Judgments, even as 
to-day we are led to understand 
the Science of spiritual reality, 
-its laws and rules. 

The last great character in 
this period is Joshua
"Saviour"-who took the chil-

dren of Israel across the 
Jordan into the Promised Land. 
We certainly need "Joshua," 
or that wonderful love which 
sees how to save everything 
that can be saved, even as 
Jesus, the great Saviour, did. 

This period ends with the 
Books of Judges and Ruth. 
Remember how the Book of 
Judges showed us that time 
and time again spiritual sense 
arises in a very definite way 
and dominates the scene. It 
saves and delivers when the 
spiritual idea stands in danger 
of being swamped by its ene
mies. And the Book of Ruth, 
with its wedding of an Israelite 
to a Moabitess, illustrates the 
coincidence between the divine 
and the human. It serves as a 
link from the third day, where 
thought reaches the "dry land" 
of divine identity, to the fourth 
day, where the symbol of the 
stellar universe implies an atti
tude of looking out from the 
stars, looking out from the 
Principle of the universe and 
giving " light upon the earth." 

And so this great Soul of all is 
forever showing man his funda
mental identity as undivided 
from the infinite One. 

The Fourth Day and the 
Fourth Thousand-Year 

Period 
Now here, in this fourth day, 

which is the point we have 
arrived at in this series of 
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articles, the symbol is again 
"light," as on the first day. In 
what way is it different, then? 
In the first day we read, "And 
God said, Let there be light: 
and there was light." Here 
God says, "Let there be lights 
m the firmament of the 
heaven .... " "Light" is now 
in the plural, which implies 
classification of light; it states 
that there is a greater and a 
lesser light and "the stars also." 
Moreover, they are "set ... in 
the firmament of the heaven" 
- these lights have certain 
offices and functions in the 
realm of spiritual understand
ing, which is the "firmament." 
And they are to "give light 
upon the earth, and to rule 
over the day and over the 
night;" they are also to be 
"for signs, and for seasons, and 
for days, and years." This 
fourth day, revealing the de
tailed operation of the light, is 
more complex than the first, 
for it symbolizes the activity 
of the divine nature as the 
great Principle of the universe, 
with its harmonious and orderly 
government forever operating 
through spiritual rules and laws. 

The fourth thousand-year 
period of Bible history is known 
as the kingdom period or the 
prophetic era, for it is the time 
when the children of Israel 
were in the Promised Land and 
were working out the question 
of government. Should it be 

judges, should it be kings, 
should it be prophets? For this 
was also the era when the great 
prophets of Israel arose. 

The government of Israel 
with its judges was unique, but 
the Israelites were not content 
with it. "Give us a king ... that 
we also may be like all the 
nations" was their cry. And 
Samuel, who was their first 
prophet, had to give them a 
king. The history of this period, 
though, shows that when their 
king was obedient to the pro
phets, then all went well for 
Israel; but when the king dis
obeyed them and set himself 
above the spiritual seers, then 
Israel was headed for disaster 
and was taken into captivity by 
foreign nations. When spiritual 
government was supreme, all 
was harmonious, but when 
personal and material govern
ment held sway, the desolation 
of Israel began. 

How true this is in man's own 
spiritual journey. Having seen 
and felt some measure of our 
fundamental spiritual identity 
and that of all creation, we 
naturally begin to live in a 
"promised land," conscious of 
the government of divine Prin
ciple behind all phenomena. If, 
in the working out of this, it 
should seem necessary to be 
associated with some human 
form of government, some tem
porary organization, in the 
spirit of "suffer it to be so 
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now," then it is vital that the 
Spirit of God should dominate 
this step from start to finish. 
Never more true than with 
this development are Paul's 
words, "Where the Spirit of 
the Lord is, there is liberty." 
No human form can become 
a prison when the Spirit of 
God is abounding; but if the 
Spirit is allowed to fade and to 
take second place, then man 
becomes enslaved to material 
theories and beliefs. 

This prophetic age, with its 
accent on the government of 
divine Principle, is alive with 
instances of the power of the 
spiritual, especially those in 
which something that seems 
small to material sense over
comes something that appears 
mighty; for instance-David 
and Goliath, Elijah and the 
"still, small voice," Daniel in 
the lions' den, the lone voices of 
the prophets in the midst of the 
multitudes. This is always a 
characteristic of spiritual 
power. It can never be 
measured in terms of great 
bulk or large numbers. "vVho 
hath despised the day of small 
things?" cried Zechariah. 
"One on God's side IS a 
majority." Paul wrote, "God 
hath chosen the foolish things 
of the world to confound the 
wise; ... and the weak things 
of the world to confound the 
things which are mighty. And 
base things of the world, and 

things which are despised ... 
and things which are not, to 
bring to nought things that 
are: that no flesh should glory 
in his presence.'' 

Spiritual power can never 
be reckoned by the world's 
standards, and yet it is the one 
and only power that is im
pregnable and enduring. This 
fact can give us the greatest 
encouragement when we are 
tempted to fear the so-called 
powers of this world to-day. 

And so this fourth thousand 
years of Bible history empha
sizes the power of the one great 
spiritual Principle of the uni
verse, which in that wonderful, 
abundant fifth thousand-year 
period to come Jesus proved so 
fully. As we follow through the 
majestic fourth period, we shall 
find that it is not the history of 
kings and nations that impresses 
us (though the reign of David 
stands out as an exception), but 
the tremendous message of the 
prophets of Israel. In the 
symbols of their age they de
clared the timeless facts of the 
divine Principle, whose opera
tionisirresistible spiritual power. 

It is significant that it was 
the prophetic scribes of this 
period who were instrumental 
in writing the timeless creation 
story with its exact yet bound
less basis of "seven days,"
seven great fundamental sym
bols of infinite spiritual power. 

What enormous spiritual 
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potentialities are contained in 
those simple symbols which we 
have so far considered-light, 
firmament, dry land, stellar 
universe. The prophetic writers 
of this creation story were 
spiritual seers, writing a spiri
tual story of timeless spiritual 
fundamentals. We may see 
them as the operation of an 
infinite intelligence or divine 

Mind, which is also Spirit, the 
only Soul of all creation, the 
one great Principle, Life, 
Truth, and Love. But these are 
not just words. The wealth of 
their meamng m terms of 
power and presence and science 
and activity is tremendous
infinitely large yet infinitely 
detailed, and always and for
ever good. 

A New Religion? 
PROFESSOR ARNOLD ToYNBEE has prophesied that there will be 
a new world-wide religion. It will be a combination, he says, 
of the best elements of Christianity and the best elements of 
Buddhism, Islam, and Hinduism. 

Sir Julian Huxley, on the other hand, said recently in 
America that the religion of the future will be based on modern 
knowledge. "Instead of worshipping supernatural rulers it will 
sanctify the higher manifestations of human nature in art and 
love, in intellectual comprehension and aspiring adoration, and 
will emphasize the fuller realization of life's possibilities as a 
sacred trust." 

Huxley certainly makes a useful and sincere challenge to 
thought, but his new religion, however noble its superstructure, 
surely has a basis similar to Communism, though of course its 
methods would be different. Both Communism and humanism 
have a materialistic basis. They both worship man. Man replaces 
God, in fact. 

It was the same sort of argument which St. Paul had in mind 
when he wrote in his graphic way to the Thessalonians of "the 
son of perdition," who "opposeth and exalteth himself above all 
that is called God, or that is worshipped; so that he as God 
sitteth in the temple of God, showing himself that he is God." 

Could the intelligent thinker support a so-called religion 
which discounts man's spiritual estate? Jesus Christ's platform 
was the perfect spiritual status of man, and from that platform 
he brought about the amelioration of man's conditions of life
not through starting from a material basis and trying to improve 
it. To him the reality was always the spiritual, and the physical 
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was a misconception of it. It may have looked as if his aim 
was to produce a better material state, but a deeper study 
shows that his aim was always to awaken in man a more spiritual 
conception of life, which brought in its train a meeting of his 
immediate needs. 

Sir Julian says that "evolutionary man can no longer take 
refuge from his loneliness by creeping for shelter into the arms of 
a divinized father figure whom he has himself created, or escape 
from the responsibility of making decisions by sheltering under 
the umbrella of divine authority, or absolve himself from the 
hard task of meeting his present problems and planning his 
future by relying on the will of an omniscient but unfortunately 
inscrutable providence." 

Huxley may well point out that religion has often provided 
through various devices of ecclesiastical despotism a form of 
escape from individual responsibility. But would he not agree 
that man shows himself at his wisest, not his most foolish, when 
he recognizes his subordinate position in relation to the source of 
his highest thoughts and aspirations,-the infinite divine Mind? 
The only way man can resolve his loneliness, assume his responsi
bilities rightly, and meet his problems is to listen as best he 
knows to the leadings of ideas based in this divine Mind. He is 
not that Mind, but the humble servant of its omniscience. 
Going once again to the Bible for a graphic statement of a pro
found truth, we may quote the following: "In all thy ways 
acknowledge Him, and He shall direct thy paths." 

Towards Individual 
Self-government 
Bv JoHN LAWRENCE SrNTON 

The Spiritual Evolution of the Christian Science Movement by W. 
Gordon Brown (obtainable from The Foundational Bookstore, 
r8 Moreton Avenue, Harpenden, Herts, price so/-) is ·an 
important and arresting book. It is concerned with the idea of 
individual spiritual self-government and freedom from control 
based on person and organization. 

It takes its place as the third of a series by the same author. 
The first was a broad survey of the Scriptures from Genesis to 
Revelation. The second was a study of the spiritual impulsion 
behind the civilizations of mankind . This third volume is con
cerned specifically with the evolution of Christian Science from 
its discovery until the present time. 



TOWARDS INDIVIDUAL SELF-GOVERNMENT 

Mary Baker Eddy, the discoverer and founder of Christian 
Science, has been the subject of a number of biographies and 
critical studies over the past fifty years-some appreciative, 
others hostile, but all in the nature of personal narrative. This 
new study by Gordon Brown sets out to record and to analyse
possibly for the first time-her unique lifework and mission in 
the light of Scriptural prophecy and from a metaphysical stand
point within the framework of the categories constituting the 
Science of her discovery. 

From the background of his earlier studies the author shows 
that the evolution of the spiritual idea has now reached the stage 
where the working out of God-impelled individual self-govern
ment has become inevitable. He points out that Mary Baker 
Eddy foresaw this inevitability; and far from founding a religion 
based on hierarchy she provided for and charted the way to the 
full freedom of the individual and his self-government within the 
one all-inclusive divine Principle. This fact emerges irresistibly 
when the spiritual footsteps that she was led to take in the 
development of the Christian Science movement are clearly 
understood. 

This work under review is in four parts. Part I shows that 
Mrs. Eddy's lifework and mission are rooted in the Bible, and 
that the Bible contains fundamental conceptions of reality which 
are elucidated and interpreted scientifically and demonstrably 
in Mrs. Eddy's book, Science and Health with Key to the Scriptures. 
It indicates therefore that these two works, the Bible and Science 
and Health, are complementary. These fundamental ideas of 
reality first appear in their divine order in the first record of 
Genesis with its inspired seven days and pervade not only the 
Scriptures but also Science and Health; and it soon becomes 
apparent that Mary Baker Eddy's lifework and demonstration 
follow and fulfil this vast unfolding conception of divine order. 

Part 11 is concerned with the more detailed examination of 
Mrs. Eddy's work as both discoverer and founder. It outlines the 
pattern of the seven great spiritual evolutions through which 
Science and Health passed in its fulfilment of divine order, to 
produce the "miracle of the final edition." The accent in Part 11 
is on scientific translation, and the reader observes the close 
parallel between the evolutionary changes in Science and Health 
and the evolutionary developments in Mrs. Eddy's founding of 
her movement. Thus the inseparable offices of discoverer and 
founder are both subordinate to divine order. 

Part Ill is concerned with the period following Mary Baker 
Eddy's passing in 1910. Here one sees that in the same way that 
Jesus "assumed for mortals the weakness of flesh" in order to 
show the way of escape from the flesh, so it may be said that 
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Mary Baker Eddy assumed the burden and limitations of material 
organization in order to show men the way of advance beyond 
organization and matter. Humanly, her provisions for such 
advance were through interlocking Deeds of Trust and the 
inspired By-laws of her Manual (which was not a legal docu
ment) and which, if followed implicitly, provide the way of 
advance to the laying off of organization and the acceptance and 
demonstration of God-impelled individual self-government. 
Spiritually, the way lies in manifesting the necessary vision, 
humility, meekness, and love whereby to fulfil these demands. 
The author points out that these provisions were not understood 
at that time and that this issue of responsible self-government 
versus personal control will have to be faced one day and solved 
scientifically. 

Part IV looks to the future and anticipates Science and Health 
becoming increasingly its own teacher and interpreter, and 
includes a brief survey of Science and Health chapter by chapter. 
Thus does the reader observe this inspired textbook becoming 
type and shadow of the ideal church beyond all organization, and 
indicative of the trend of man's real education in his scientific 
emergence from materialism into the reality of Spirit. 

In alluding to the miracle of the final edition the author 
writes: "The miracle is, then, that the spiritual 'story' flowing 
throughout the final arrangement of the chapters, and the spiritual 
story flowing through the consecutive steps of her own founding 
mission and beyond, are essentially the same story. And thus the 
textbook itself is not only comprehensive in its statement of 
Christian Science, but it also embodies from beginning to end 
the way of the student's own spiritual progress, or the unfoldment 
of his spiritual life.'' 

This is an arresting book indeed, because it places before the 
reader facts and information, honestly gathered and attractively 
arranged, which enable him to think out these issues for himself; 
and once anyone learns the joy of independent thought, nothing 
can mesmerize him into inactivity, inertia, or resistance. One 
feels that the message of this book has tremendous significance 
at the present time and merits the widest possible reading. 

* 
IDEAS OF TO-DAY is an undenominational publication. It is an indi

vidual contribution to the conception of Truth as universal. The Editors 
belong to no religious organization, but have found in the teachings of 
Christian Science a unifying Principle of being. They will be happy to 
supply further information on request. 



New Publication 

THE SPIRITUAL EVOLUFION 
OF THE 

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE 
MOVEMENT 

by 

W. Gordon Brown 

This is the first book to trace the evolution of the 
Christian Science movement in terms of the pure Science 
of Christian Science and on the basis of Scriptural 
prophecy. 

M.K. writes: "With all my heart I hope that thousands 
and thousands of Christian Scientists will read this book. 
lt seems to me that any honest investigator would be 
convinced by what you present ... . The spiritual import 
behind it is really tremendous . .. . One is constantly 
closely touched by the correlations you show between 
the Bible, the textbook, and Mrs. Eddy's church .... I 
cannot help but feel that you have put the axe of Science 
at the root of ecclesiastical organization and that you 
have cut clear the way for a spiritual evolution of the 
true Church." 
312 pages Price 50/- (post free) 

U.S.A. and Canada $7.00 

Obtainable from 
Gordon Brown, 36 Greville Hall, 

London, N.W.6 
or 

THE FOUNDATIONAL BOOKSTORE 
(H. M. Colson) 

18 Moreton Avenue, Harpenden, 
Herts. 
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